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I. PROORAM SUMMARY

by Steven V. Szabo, Jr.

SUMMARY

Tests were performed to evaluate a pressurized propellant feed system to supply

liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen propellants to the main propulsion engines of the

Centaur space vehicle. The system was designed to replace the boost pumps currently

used on Centaur. The test configuration consisted of a prototype pressurization sys-

tem, prototype propellant feed system components, a full-size flight-weight Centaur

tank, and two RL10A-3-3A engines. The tests were performed under simulated space

conditions in the Spacecraft Propulsion Research Facility at the NASA Lewis Research

Center's Plum Brook Station.

Test results showed that the RL10 engines could be started and run reliably with the

pressurized propellant feed system. Tests were conducted throughout a wide range of

propellant tank fillings and other variables expected to be encountered in flight. No

pressurization system instabilities were encountered, and RL10 engine performance was

essentially the same as experienced with the boost pump feed system. Twelve succes-

ful tests were conducted, with engine firing durations as long as 440 seconds. The

pressurant gases were helium for the liquid oxygen tank and helium and gaseous hydro-

gen (bled from the RL10 engines) for the liquid hydrogen tank. Two methods of intro-

ducing helium into the liquid oxygen tank were tested: (1) directly into the ullage and

(2) below the liquid surface. Pressurant gas usage was measured, and the quantities

required compared well with quantities predicted analytically by NASA computer pro-

grams.

In some tests, the RL10 engines did not start properly because of fuel pump stall.

The stall was found to be caused by insufficient cooling of the fuel pump during engine

temperature preconditioning and not to be a function of the pressurization system.

INTRODUCTION

Two methods used on space vehicles to expel propellants from the tanks and/or to

increase their pressure above saturation prior to use in the vehicle engines are



(1) Introduce a high-pressure gas into the propellant tanks

(2) Use an intermediate (boost) pump to raise the propellant pressure from essen-

tially saturation to a level required by the vehicle engines

The current Centaur vehicle configuration uses intermediate (boost) pumps, each driven

by a hydrogen-peroxide(H20 2)-powered turbine. One pump is used on each propellant

tank (liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen). Further information concerning the current

Centaur vehicle and its systems and operation can be found in reference 1.

A number of research programs at NASA Lewis Research Center have investigated

the mechanics and thermodynamics of pressurizing cryogenic fluids with gases and have

developed analytical programs capable of predicting pressurant gas requirements (refs.

2 to 4). In addition, studies and tests of the Centaur propellant tanks and RL10A-3-3

engines indicated that, with minor modifications, the tank working pressures could be

increased and that the RL10A-3-3 engines would operate at the low inlet pressures asso-

ciated with a pressure-fed system. As a result of these studies, the operation of the

RL10 engines, within the current Centaur tank pressure capabilities, by using a pres-

surization system appeared feasible. With the pressurization system, the complex

boost pumps could be eliminated, resulting in a potential cost savings and an increase in

reliability.

Based on these investigations and studies, a program to design and test the closed-

loop pressurization - propellant feed - engine system on a full-scale Centaur tank was

proposed and subsequently performed. The tests were conducted at the NASA Lewis

Research Center's Plum Brook Station in the Spacecraft Propulsion Research Facility.

The Spacecraft Propulsion Research Facility is also known as "B-2" and will be re-

ferred to as such throughout this report.

The pressurant gas for the B-2 Centaur system was helium for engine start in both

the oxidizer and fuel tanks. Gaseous helium was also used to pressurize the oxygen tank

during engine steady-state operation. Gaseous hydrogen, bled from the RL10 engines,

was used to pressurize the fuel tank during steady-state engine operation.

An estimate of the pressurant gas requirements for the Centaur space vehicle was

obtained from computer programs verified by tests reported in references 5 and 6.

These tests were made before the B-2 Centaur pressurization system was designed.

The Centaur propellant tank assembly used was thick walled and heavily insulated. The

tank pressures were controlled by facility valves and controllers rather than by flight-

type hardware. The pressurant usages for these tests were successfully compared with

the pressurant usages generated by computer programs developed at the Lewis Research

Center, and this comparison provided confidence in the computer programs. These

computer programs were then used as a tool in sizing a flight-type pressurization sys-

tem for testing in the B-2 facility.

Prior to designing the B-2 pressurization system, the concept was also demon-

strated by using the thick-walled, heavily insulated Centaur tank. Typical flight se-
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quenceswere simulated by varying initial propellant levels and outflowing liquid from
the tanks at rates equal to those required for anengine firing. Hardware to be used in
the B-2 pressurization system wasused here to demonstrate its operation within speci-

fied limits.

This report presents results of the B-2 test program on the Centaur vehicle. It

also describes instrumentation, data, and control systems and the facility and support-

ing systems and their operation.

The report has five major sections, each dealing with a separate part of the test

program:

(1) Program summary

(2) Centaur vehicle pressurization system

(3) Centaur propellant tank pressurant gas requirements and propellant thermo-

dynamic s

(4) Centaur vehicle propellant supply systems

(5) RL10 engine system

facility and facility systems, the control and abort systems, and the instrumenta-

and data systems are described in the appendixes to the report.

TEST VEHICLE CONFIGURATION

The test vehicle for the Centaur pressurization system test program was an uninsu-

lated Centaur tank assembly equipped with a propellant feed system, RL10A-3-3A rocket

engines, and a pressurization system. Detailed descriptions of each of the systems

(engines, propellant feed, and pressurization) can be found in the respective sections of

this report. A brief description of the tank and these systems is given here for con-

venience.

Propellant Tank Assembly

The Centaur tank assembly used was a flight-weight tank of the "C" series con-

figuration, designated serial number 5C, that is, the fifth production tank of the "C"

series model. The tank assembly was manufactured by General Dynamics' Convair

Aerospace Division and was used in a previous Centaur test program at NASA Plum

Brook. The basic tank configuration and pertinent dimensions are shown in figure I-l •

The tank assembly was made of type-301 stainless steel, and was a completely

monocoque structure requiring pressure in order to support its own weight. A common

evacuated, double-walled bulkhead separated the forward liquid hydrogen tank from the



aft liquid oxygentank. Access to eachtank was provided through openingsat the end of
eachtank.

The pressurization system required tank pressures at the design maximum working
pressures. Thesedesignpressures were a 19.6-N/cm 2 (28.0-psi) differential across
the liquid hydrogentank anda 28.0-N/cm 2 (40.0-psi) differential across the liquid oxy-
gen tank. Therefore, prior to use in B-2 the tank was cryogenically proof pressure
tested to 31.0 N/cm 2 abs (45psia) in the liquid hydrogentank, and 43.4 N/cm 2 (63psia)

in the liquid oxygentank. After the cryo-proof test, each seamand spot weld was
X-rayed for evidenceof yielding, cracking, or other failure. The tank successfully
passedthese requirements. Seesection II for tank pressure requirements for the pres-
surization system.

Vehicle Pressurization System

The pressurization system basically consisted of solenoid-operated on-off valves

controlled by pressure switches that sensed ullage pressure in each propellant tank.

Pressurizing gas flow was metered through an orifice in the outlet of each solenoid

valve.

The pressurant gases for the system were helium and hydrogen. Gaseous helium

was used for pressurization of the liquid oxygen tank throughout the engine start and run

periods. Helium for liquid oxygen tank pressurization could be injected directly into the

ullage or injected beneath the liquid surface and bubbled into the ullage. The hydrogen

tank was pressurized with gaseous helium for the engine start sequence. During steady-

state engine operation, hydrogen gas was bled from each RL10 engine for hydrogen tank

pressurization. Helium for pressurization was stored in flight configuration high-

pressure storage bottles.

For further details of the pressurization system description, including schematics

and component operating requirements, refer to section II of this report.

RLIO Rocket Engines

Two model RL10A-3-3A engines were used for the test program. The engines are

manufactured by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Division of United Aircraft Corporation. The

RL10A-3-3A engine is a regeneratively cooled, turbopump-fed rocket engine with a

rated vacuum thrust of 6.67×104 newtons (15 000 lbf). The liquid oxygen and liquid hy-

drogen propellants are consumed at a nominal oxidizer-to-fuel mixture ratio of 5:1. The

RL10A-3-3A engine is basically an RL10A-3-3 engine with modifications that enable the



engineto start and operate at reducedpropellant supply pressures. (The RL10A-3-3
version is used on the current Centaur with boost pumps, which provide higher engine

inlet supply pressures than used in this test.) Provisions are also made on the

RL10A-3-3A engine to bleed gaseous hydrogen for hydrogen tank pressurization.

For further details of the RL10A-3-3A engine see section V of this report.

Vehicle Propellant Supply System

The B-2 Centaur vehicle propellant supply system consisted of a sump, a prevalve

(or prevalves), and a propellant supply duct for each tank.

The liquid hydrogen line was Y-shaped, consisting of a 0. 127-meter (5.0-in.)

diameter common line from the sump and two branch legs 0.089 meter (3.5 in.) in

diameter. Each leg of the line was equipped with three gimbal (flexible) joints to allow

for engine gimbaling and to compensate for thermal movements and misalinement. The

prevalve at the sump outlet was for safety to the test facility, in order to isolate the

tank in case of supply line failure, and would not be used in a flight configuration.

Liquid oxygen was supplied to the engines through two separate 0. 089-meter

(3.5-in.) diameter lines. Each line was identical and interchangeable, with three flex-

ible joints for engine gimbaling, thermal movements, and misalinement. A prevalve

was installed in each line, also for safety.

Both the hydrogen and oxygen lines were fabricated from type-321 stainless steel,

insulated with polyurethane foam, and covered with a thermal radiation shield. For

additional details concerning the propellant supply lines refer to section IV.

TEST OBJECTIVES

The overall test objective was to demonstrate, by testing with prototype components,

the predictable and satisfactory operation of the Centaur propulsion system using a

pressurized propellant feed system. To meet this overall test objective, the following

specific objectives were defined:

(1) Demonstrate that the RL10 engines operate satisfactorily with the pressurized

propellant feed system, and at Centaur tank pressures comparable to flight.

(2) Demonstrate that the pressurization system performance is satisfactory when

flight pressurant gas storage tanks are used.

(3) Demonstrate that the planned Centaur tank pressurization sequence is satis-

factory.



(4) Verify that the hydrogengas bled from the engines for hydrogentank pressuri-
zation does not degrade engineperformance.

(5) Verify that the RL10 engine start transient is satisfactory whenthe pressurized
propellant feed system is used.

(6) Determine the fluid friction and fluid acceleration pressure losses in the pro-
pellant supply ducts.

(7) Compare the actual Centaur tank pressurant gas requirements to the require-
ments predicted at the test conditions by existing digital computer programs.

(8) Measure the thermal stratification of the hydrogenliquid andgas in the Centaur
tank during long-duration enginefirings.

All these objectives were satisfactorily attained during the course of the test pro-
gram. In addition to those stated, additional specific objectives were assignedto many
of the tests. The additional objectives often were associated with proving a facility sys-
tem or the test configuration installation. All objectives definedduring the course of the
test program and the degree to which they were attained are listed in table I-I.

TESTS PERFORMED

A summary of all tests performed in the Centaur test program is given in table I-H.

The tests are presented chronologically, and the data presented include:

(1) Test number

(2) Test description (title)

(3) Propellant used

(4) Tanking ullage

(5) Test date

(6) Remarks and general test results

An additional summary of primary test conditions that were varied during the test pro-

gram is given in table I-HI.

The pressurized-propellant-feed-system Centaur was planned to be a vehicle capa-

ble of performing what is called a "three-burn mission. " The first burn (first Centaur

engine firing) places the vehicle and spacecraft in an earth parking orbit. The vehicle

and spacecraft coast for 15 to 70 minutes; and then the Centaur fires its engines a sec-

ond time, placing the vehicle and spacecraft on a transfer orbit to synchronous orbit al-

titude. On reaching the synchronous orbit altitude, the Centaur would fire its engines a

third time, placing the spacecraft in a synchronous orbit around the earth.

The Centaur B-2 test program as originally conceived consisted of engine firing

tests that were typical of or provided data applicable to a three-burn mission. In addi-

tion, a test was planned for a full-duration (440-see) Centaur engine firing, to represent

a "single-burn mission. " During the course of the test program, problems were en-



countered in starting the RL10 engines. Subsequently,a series of 10-secondrestart
tests was also performed to investigate and resolve the starting problems.

In all, a total of 22 tests were made. The tests were divided into sevenseries of
tests. The test series number and the description of each test is as follows:

Series Description

Facility and vehicle checkout

RLIO engine cold-flow acceleration (does not ignite engines)

Ten-second shakedown firing

Third engine firing of a three-burn mission

Second engine firing of a three-burn mission (standpipe

pressurization of liquid oxygen tank)

Repeat of series 5, except bubbler pressurization of liquid

oxygen tank

First engine firing of a three-burn mission, and a full-

duration engine firing

Ten tests were aborted due to facility and operational problems and attempts to re-

solve engine starting difficulties. Data presented in subsequent sections refer to tests

by the test number as given in table I-II.

Table I-IV gives a comparison between the range of parameters tested in the B-2

program with those expected for the Centaur during flight.

TEST FACILITY

The following is a brief description of the test facility used for this test program.

It is presented here for convenience, and the reader is referred to appendix A for fur-

ther facility descriptions and details.

The Spacecraft Propulsion Research Facility is located at the NASA Lewis Research

Center's Plum Brook Station in Sandusky, Ohio. It is designed to perform research,

development, and validation tests on a wide variety of propulsion systems and space-

craft. A cutaway view of the facility is shown in figure I-2.

The facility can produce the vacuum, space temperatues, and solar heating condi-

tions found in near-earth orbit for spacecraft and rocket vehicles.

The facility has a primary test or vacuum environmental chamber with inside di-

mensions of 11.6 meters (38.0 ft) in diameter by 16 meters (63 ft) high. A liquid nitro-

gen tube-and-fin coldwall provides cryogenic temperatures. A vacuum as high as

5×10 -8 torr, which is equivalent to an altitude of about 344 kilometers (300 mi), can



be attained under clean, dry, empty conditions. The vacuum system for the environ-
mental test chamber consists of a three-stage mechanicalvacuum system coupled with
10 oil diffusion pumps.

The test vehicle or spacecraft is mountedin a vertical position in the test chamber
and fires its rocket enginesdownwardthrough a water-cooled stainless-steel exhaust
diffuser into a water spray chamber. A valve in the bottom of the exhaust diffuser seals
the environmental chamber from the spray chamber prior to an enginefiring. After the
engine exhaust passes through the exhaustdiffuser it enters the concrete spray chamber.
Two water spray systems are used. The first set of spray bars is mountednear the top
of the chamber and sprays vertically through the exhaustgases, cooling them. A sec-
ond set of spray bars spray c._olingwater directly on the exhaust diffuser.

Two three-stage steam ejector trains provide the vacuum conditions for the spray
chamber.

Rocket engines up to 445 000 newtons(100000 lbf) of thrust, in the case of a liquid
hydrogen - liquid oxygenengine, canbe fired in the facility under spaceconditions.
Engine firing time is a function of the engine thrust andthe facility steam capability.

In addition to enginefirings, the test vehicle canbe subjectedto long-term condi-
tions of cold, vacuum, and thermal heatingprior to a firing to simulate the effect of a
long spacecoast.

Radiant heating for thermal simulation produces about 1400W/m 2 (130W/ft2). The
simulator consists of 12columns of quartz infrared lamps spacedalonga 105° arc. The
intensity of each column is individually variable. Provision is madeto provide addi-
tional fixtures and lamps along the sides of the test chamber and in the hemispherical
dome.

A waste treatment retention pondnearby is used for the treatment of spray chamber
water contaminatedby rocket exhaustcombustion products.

The control center for the B-2 test facility is located 778meters (2550ft) west of
the test building. The control facility, constructed of reinforced concrete, also houses
the control rooms for other rocket testing facilities. The B-2 control room contains
equipment for monitoring the countdown, research systems, safety devices, liquid ni-
trogen cooling system, liquid oxygenpropellant system, liquid hydrogenpropellant sys-
tem, vacuum system, steam ejectors, thermal simulation, and television monitors.
The computer for automatic control of the test vehicle and facility during the enginefir-
ing period is also located here.

RESULTSAND CONCLUSIONS

The following is a summary of the results and conclusions drawn from the Centaur

space vehicle pressurized propellant feed system tests in the B-2 test facility:



1. A pressurized propellant feed system to supply liquid oxygenand hydrogento the
Centaur engines is feasible.

2. The pressurization concept of flow control valves, orifices, andpressure
switches is satisfactory, with no system instabilities.

3. Pressurant gas requirements for tank pressurization canbe accurately predicted
with existing NASAcomputer programs.

4. A Centaur three-burn mission could be performed, using a pressurization sys-
tem, with four current-size Centaur helium storage spheres of 0. 121-cubic-meter
(4.27-ft 3) volume.

5. The propellant supply system design tested showedthat propellant duet recircu-
lation lines are not required.

6. No measurable degradation in RL10 engine performance was notedwhenthe
pressurization system was usedin place of the current boostpump system.

7. The SpacecraftPropulsion Research Facility (B-2) at the NASALewis Research
Center's Plum Brook Stationwas found to be suitable for testing of this type. Perform-
ance of all facility systems, including the instrumentation and the abort and control sys-
tems, was satisfactory.
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TABLE [-III. - SUMMARY OFPRIMARY TEST CONDITIONS FOR CENTAUR PRESSURIZED

PROPELLANT FEED SYSTEM TESTS

Engine prestart duration, sec:

Liquid oxygen, 10

Liquid hydrogen, 10

Liquid hydrogen, 20

Hydrogen tank pressure at engine start,

N cm 2 (psia):

17.2 to 18.6 (25.0 to 27.0)

19.0 to 19.6 (27.5 to 28.5)

Propellant saturation pressure at auto-

sequence start, N cm 2 (psia):

Liquid hydrogen, 11.0 to 11.7 (16.0 to 17.0

Liquid oxygen, 15.2 to 15.9 (22.0 to 23.0)

Liquid oxygen tank pressurization:

Standpipe

Bubbler

Insulated fuel sump and flexible joints on pro-

pellant supply duct.

Test

1 2a 2b 2e 3a 3bl 3e 3d 4a 4b 4c 4d 4e 4f 5a 5b 6a 6b 7a 7b 7c 7d

_, X X X × X X X ),( >: ;,< ),: X X × X X X X X X XZ

_" "x. X X X X X X X :_ _ X X X X

X X X X X X X

X X X X < X X X X ;" _' x X X x'

X _: X × X X *X,

:4 X X X "X _ X X X X × "_ X X X X X X X X X X

X Y,, X X X X X X X _ X X X X X × X X X X × X

X X X X X X X X :_ ),i :4 X X X X X X X X

X X

:_XXX×XXXXX

TABLE I-IV. - RANGE OF CENTAUR B-2 TEST PARAMETERS COMPARED WITH

EXPECTED FLIGHT VEHICLE PARAMETER RANGE

Para meter B-2 Flight

Engine firing duration, sec 10 to

Tank filling, percent of total tank volume 24 to

Fuel tank pressure at engine start, N/cm 2 (psia) 17.2 to

Fuel PSV a at engine start. N cm 2 (psia)

Oxidizer tank pressure at engine start, N/cm 2 (psia)

Oxidizer PSV a at engine start, N,'cm 2 (psia)

Gaseous helium storage bottle capacity, kg (lb)

Gaseous helium storage bottle pressures, N cm 2 (psia)

(25.0

6.5

(9.5

25.1

(36.5

10.7

(15.5

8.2

(18.0

1033

(1 500

440

97

19.6

to 28.5)

to 8.3

to 12.0)

to 26.5

to 38.5)

to 12.1

to 17.5)

to 16.3

to 36.0)

to 2315

to 3360)

astatic pressure above l()cal Iluid saturated vapor pressure.

90 to 440

20 to 97

19.8 to 21.2

(28.8 to 30.8)

6.4 to 7.8

(9.3 to 11.3)

28.9 to 30.2

(41.9 to 43.9)

11.3 to 12.7

(16.4 to 18.4)

8.2 to 16.3

(18.0 to 36.0)

1033 to 2315

(1500 to 3360)
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II. B-2 CENTAURVEHICLE PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM

by William A. Groesbeck

SUMMARY

An experimental propellant tank pressurization system was tested on the B-2

Centaur vehicle. This system, used in lieu of boost pumps, regulated tank pressure to

provide net positive suction pressure to the engine turbopumps during engine start and

steady-state operation. Ullage pressures in both tanks were increased or maintained at

given levels by a primary system of gas injection directly into the ullage. For the liq-

uid oxygen tank an alternate method of injecting the pressurant gas through a bubbler

beneath the liquid surface was also used. Helium was the pressurant gas used in the

liquid oxygen tank. In the liquid hydrogen tank, helium gas was used for pressurization

during the engine start sequence only. After engine start, hydrogen gas bled from the

engines was used to maintain hydrogen tank pressure. The pressurant gas supply to the

propellant tanks was metered through solenoid-operated valves and orifices. These

valves were actuated in response to signals from pressure switches sensing tank pres-

sure, or from a computer using preset control points and ullage pressure sensing in-

puts. The system functioned properly throughout the entire test program. There were

no anomalies. Tank pressures were controlled within specification limits and there was

good correlation between predicted and actual pressurant gas requirements.

SYSTEM DESCRI PTION

The tank pressurization system as shown in figures II-1 and II-2 consisted of a

series of solenoid valves and pressure switches mounted on two separate pneumatic

panels. One panel located on the vehicle forward bulkhead contained only the pressure

switch used to control hydrogen tank pressure. The other panel was mounted to the ve-

hicle support structure near the aft bulkhead. Components mounted on this panel were

three solenoid valves for controlling pressurant gas flow to the hydrogen tank and two

pressure switches and two solenoid valves for pressurization control of the liquid oxygen

tank. The components used were suitable for flight applications. However, no effort

was made to package the valves and pressure switches in a minimum-weight-and-size

design.

17



The pressure switches were a normally closed, single-element, absolute-pressure

reference type with a specificationcontrol range of _0.7 N/cm 2 (_1.0 psi) about a nomi-

nal pressure. The minimum deadband between open and close was 0.34 N/cm 2 (0.50

psi). The specified control range, numerical designation, and location of each switch

are given in the following table. Each pressure switch was thermally isolated from the

pneumatic panel. In addition, surface heaters were used to maintain body temperatures

above 255 K (460° R).

Pressure

switch

Tank system Specified control

range,

N .cm 2

(psia)

Pressurization sequence

PS-I Liquid oxygen 25.1 to 26.5 Step II for engine start

(36.5 to 38.5)

PS-2 Liquid oxygen 21.3 to 22.7 Step I for engine start and

(31.0 to 33.0) steady-state engine firing

1
PS-3 Liquid hydrogen 17.2 to 18.6) Engine start pressurization

(25.0 to 27.0) and steady-state engine firing I

The five solenoid valves used to regulate the pressurant gas injectionwere a pilot-

operated, normally closed type. Pressurant gas flow through the valves was metered

by orifices installedin the outletport of each valve. The orificeassembly, consisting

of a boss-to=tube adapter with an orificeplate welded to one end, was installedwith the

orificeend into the valve. Several size orifices were available and were interchanged

as required for given test conditions. A listingof respective valve designations, orifice

sizing, and operating conditions for the hydrogen and oxygen pressurization systems is

given in table 11-I.

Electrically, the solenoid valves were in series with the pressure switches. Making

or breaking contact at the pressure switch would cycle the valves to the open or closed

position, respectively, and thereby regulate the pressurant gas flows intothe propellant

tanks. Arc suppression diodes were used in the control circuitto limit induced electro-

motive force (emf) when power was removed from the solenoid and to prevent arcing

across the pressure switch contacts. The excitationvoltage of the valve solenoid was

specified at 18 to 32 volts. On later tests in the program, a TR-20 analog computer,

rather than a pressure switch, was used to control hydrogen tank pressure for engine

start.

Gas for the helium pressurization systems was stored in four flight bottles (0.12-m 3
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(4.27-ft 3) capacity each) located outside the vacuum chamber. The bottles were in-

stalled to permit single or multiple usage depending on the pressurant gas requirements

for any given test. Maximum helium storage pressure was about 2275 N/cm 2 (3300

psia). Helium from the bottles was supplied to the aft pneumatic panel on the vehicle

through a 2.54-centimeter by 0. 210-centimeter (1.00-in. by 0. 083-in.) stainless-steel

line about 11.3 meters (37.0 ft) long.

Lines from the solenoid valves on the pressurization panel to the oxygen tank were

1.27-centimeter by 0. 071-centimeter (0.50-in. by 0. 028-in.) stainless steel. Direct

and indirect ullage pressurization methods were used. For direct ullage pressuriza-

tion, helium gas entered the tank through the standpipe. For indirect ullage pressuri-

zation, the helium was injected through a bubbler beneath the liquid surface, as shown

in figure II-3. The bubbler was a 1.27-centimeter (0.50-in.) perforated tube mounted

circumferentially around the thrust barrel inside the liquid oxygen tank and was about

25.4 centimeters (10.0 in.) above the bottom of the tank. The hole pattern consisted of

320 holes 0. 117 centimeter (0. 046 in.) in diameter spaced uniformly along its length.

Holes were drilled to direct the gas flow radially outward about 45 ° above the horizontal.

A check valve was installed in the pressurization line at the tank inlet to prevent liquid

backflow in the line down to the flow control valves.

Pressurant gas from the pressurization panel to the hydrogen tank was supplied

through a 2.54-centimeter by 0. 071-centimeter (1.00-in. by 0. 028-in. ) stainless-steel

line. Gas injection was directly into the ullage through a conically shaped energy dissi-

pator, as shown in figure II-4. Perforated plates within the energy dissipator throttled

the high-velocity gas entering the tank to prevent excessive disturbance of the liquid

surface at low ullage conditions. The dissipator was supported from the forward tank

door. This design was tested prior to use to establish full uniform flow at the dissipator

exit.

Hydrogen gas for pressurization of the hydrogen tank during steady-state engine fir-

ing was supplied from the engines to the pressurization panel through a 1.27-centimeter

by 0.071-centimeter (0.50-in. by 0.028-in.) stainless-steel line. Gas was bled from the

injector manifold of each engine, and the bleed lines were connected together into a sin-

gle supply line to the panel.

The pressurization system was instrumented for pressure and temperature mea-

surements, as shown in figure II-1. Location of the transducers was selected to pro-

vide a complete pressure survey through the system. This included gas supply condi-

tions from the bottles or the engines, pressure drop across valve and orifices, line

losses, and gas flow rates. Helium gas flow rates were measured by a venturi in the

helium supply line from the storage bottles. Another venturi in the hydrogen tank pres-

sure line measured helium or hydrogen gas flow as it entered the hydrogen tank. An al-

ternate method of flow measurement was by means of the orifices in each valve. These
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orifices operatedat highly chokedconditions andprovided a reliable check on flow rate
calculations.

The operational sequenceof the pressurization system, including valve sequence
control, tank pressure control levels, and overall system operation, is described in the
following section.

DESIGN AND OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Tank Pressure Requirements

The required control pressures in the propellant tanks were determined from en-

gine operating requirements, pressure and acceleration losses in the propellant feed

system, tank structure limitations, and control system capability. These specific items

are described below. The resulting pressure schedules for each tank, as configured for

typical Centaur missions, are itemized in tables II-H and II-III.

Tank structure limitations. - The Centaur tank used in this test program was

structurally limited to maximum tank pressures of 19.6 N/cm 2 (28.5 psia) in the hydro-

gen tank and 27.6 N/cm 2 (40.0 psia) in the liquid oxygen tank. In addition, the maximum

differential pressure across the common bulkhead (oxygen to hydrogen) was 15.8 N/cm 2

(23.0 psid). A minimum required differential pressure, to prevent collapsing the bulk-

head, was 1.4 N/cm 2 (2.0 psid).

Propellant loading pressures. - The minimum propellant loading pressures were

dictated by the hydrogen vent system. With vent valve and duct pressure losses the re-

quired hydrogen tank pressure, when venting to atmosphere, varied from 11.0 to 13.4

N/cm 2 (16.0 to 19.5 psia). Under normal tanked conditions the pressure stabilized at

about 11.0 N/cm 2 (16.0 psia). When the 0.35-N/cm 2 (0.50-psi) liquid head with a full

hydrogen tank and the minimum required 1.4 N/cm 2 (2.0 psid) across the bulkhead were

considered, a minimum allowable liquid oxygen tank pressure was established at 15.2

N/cm 2 (22.0 psia). With a 0.69-N/cm 2 (1.0-psi) control band the facility vent valves

were then set to regulate tank pressures at 11.0 to 11.7 N/cm 2 (16.0 to 17.0 psia) in the

hydrogen tank and 15.2 to 15.9 N/cm 2 (22.0 to 23.0 psia) in the liquid oxygen tank. The

upper limit of tank pressure as regulated by these facility vent valves then provided the

maximum liquid saturation pressure reference for determining subsequent pressurization

levels for engine start and steady-state engine firing sequences.

Pressure switch control capability. - The pressure switches used to control at

given pressure levels were specified to be accurate within +0.69 N/cm 2 (+1.00 psia).

This constituted a possible total control band of 1.4 N/cm 2 (2.0 psi).

System pressure and acceleration losses. - System pressure losses included effects
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of fluid friction in the propellant ducts and across the prevalves. Acceleration losses
were transient inertia effects in building up the liquid flow rates through the ducts at
engine start. The total losses amountedto 2.1 N/cm 2 (3.1 psi) for the liquid hydrogen
and 3.7 N/cm 2 (5.3 psi) for the liquid oxygen.

Liquid head pressures. - The liquid propellant in each tank contributed to the fluid

pressure at the engine inlet in proportion to the depth of the liquid. The liquid level

varied with the mission profile being simulated (see table II-I).

Engine pump inlet pressure. - In these tests the engines were fired at a fixed mix-

ture ratio of 5:1 (oxidizer to fuel). The required net positive suction pressures (NPSP)

were 2.4 N/cm 2 (3.5 psi) for the liquid oxygen side and 0.9 N/cm 2 (1.3 psi) for the fuel

side, at the fixed 5:1 mixture ratio.

Saturation pressure increase. - On a single-burn, full-duration engine firing the

liquid saturation pressure in the hydrogen tank can increase significantly, about

1.2 N/cm 2 (1.7 psi), due to heat input to the tank. As a result, a higher tank pressure

is required to compensate for this increase and to prevent cavitation at the engine pump

inlets. This saturation pressure increase though was not significant in the fuel tank for

the short-duration firings or in the oxygen tank for any of the simulated missions.

NPSP margin. - The design objective for a flight pressurization system was to pro-

vide an additional margin of about 3.4 N/cm 2 (5.0 psi) above the required minimum.

However, on the B-2 test vehicle this design objective was not possible under all cir-

cumstances because of tank structure limitations. However, the tank pressure profiles

were developed to provide the maximum possible NPSP margin up to the limiting pres-

sures as shown in tables II-II and II-III.

On the basis of these requirements, as shown in the cited tables, the tank pressures

for engine start conditions were 17.2 to 18.6 N/cm 2 (25.0 to 27.0 psia) in the hydrogen

tank and 25.2 to 26.6 N/cm 2 (36.5 to 38.5 psia) in the oxygen tank when using the pres-

sure switches. Later tests used the analog computer to regulate hydrogen tank pres-

sures at 18.2 to 19.6 N/cm 2 (27.8 to 28.3 psia). After engine start the fluid accelera-

tion losses are zero, and the tank pressure requirements were reduced accordingly for

the steady-state engine firing interval. In the case of the oxygen tank the required ullage

pressure was reduced to 21.4 to 22.8 N/cm 2 (31.0 to 33.0 psia). This reduced control

pressure was particularly desirable in the oxygen tank because it reduced the pressurnnt

gas requirement.

The hydrogen tank control pressures during the steady-state operation, however,

were not reduced. On a single-burn, full-duration firing the heat input to the liquid

through the tank side walls heats the liquid. The warmer liquid moves toward the sur-

face and results in a significant increase in saturation pressure. Therefore, near the

latter part of the liquid expulsion, additional ullage pressure is necessary in order to

compensate for this change in saturation pressure during outflow of the hot hydrogen

layer. The control pressures at engine start were sufficient to meet this hot-layer re-
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quirement; therefore, rather than add another control cycle, the tank pressure was held

constant from engine start throughout the engine firing. On a first- or second-burn

mission simulation this saturation pressure increase is not sufficient to require an in-

crease in the tank ullage pressure. However, the one sequence was standardized for all

tests to reduce the complexity of the sequencing and to eliminate the need for an addi-

tional pressure switch.

Correlating all the tank pressure requirements resulted in the typical tank pressure

profile shown in figure II-5. Control pressure ranges for engine start and steady-state

engine firing are shown as established above. It is significant to note that the estab-

lished step pressurization sequence for engine start was dictated by the tank structure

limitations. The liquid oxygen tank pressurization was enabled first because of the

1.4-N/cm 2 (2.0-psid) minimum bulkhead differential pressure requirement; and it was

also sequenced in two steps. The final step was not enabled until the hydrogen tank

pressure was increased to 16.5 N/cm 2 (24.0 psia). This hold in the oxygen tank pres-

surization was imposed by the maximum bulkhead differential pressure requirement.

Pressurant Gas Flow Control

The required pressurant gas flow rates were metered by means of orifices in the

outlet ports of the solenoid valves. Sizing of the orifices was dictated by the time and

magnitude of the step increases in ullage pressure at engine start, as well as by the need

to maintain the required pressure levels during steady-state engine firing.

Orifice selections for the helium pressurization system had to be optimized for a

wide range of variables. In addition to the basic pressurant gas requirements there

were the following system considerations:

(1) The time for step pressure increases was not to exceed 30 seconds or be less

than about 5 seconds.

(2) Tank ullage volumes were to range from 3 to 76 percent during engine start and

from 3 to 100 percent during steady-state engine firing.

(3) Helium bottle pressures could vary from 2275 to 138 N/cm 2 (3300 to 200 psia).

(4) The number of helium storage bottles in the system was to be either four or two

bottles.

(5) System response times and pressure overshoot above the set control points were

to be minimized.

(6) Orifices were to be sized for direct ullage pressurization requirements. How-

ever, the same orifices were to be used with the oxygen tank bubbler system on corre-

sponding tests to provide direct correlation of results. The bubbler system would nor-

mally require a reduced flow rate.
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The major problem in sizing the orifices was to meter the flowrate low enoughto
avoid a large pressure overshoot with a small ullage volume and high helium bottle
pressure andyet have sufficient flow capacity at the end of the enginefiring period with
low bottle pressure anda large ullage. For a single-burn mission with a range of bottle
pressures from 2275to 138N/cm 2 (3300to 200 psi), the flow rate also varied by the
same factor. In this case the solution for the oxygentank pressurization was to have a
dual valve-and-orifice configuration: onevalve with a small orifice, and the other valve
with a large orifice. The small orifice was sized for the engine start pressurization se-
quenceandthe first part of the steady-state enginefiring. The large orifice was sized
to meet the helium requirements at engine shutdownwith a low bottle pressure and a
50-percent safety margin. A control transfer from the first to the secondvalve was
madeabout 120secondsafter engine start whenthe helium flow rate, decreasing with
decayinghelium bottle pressure, was still slightly in excess of the required amount. At
this point the ullage volume wasan order of magnitudegreater than the initial volume,
and any pressure overshoot effect resulting from the abruptly increased flow rates was
significantly reduced.

Metering the hydrogengas flow for the hydrogenpressurization system was greatly
simplified by the constant supply pressure and temperature. Gas wasbled from the en-
gine fuel injector manifold at a pressure of 331+8.3N/cm 2 (480±12psi) and a tempera-
ture of 250±12K (450o±22° R). Flow control for the hydrogen gas pressurization sys-
tem also utilized a dual-valve configuration. The control concept, however, was dif-
ferent. The primary valve, which was not under pressure switch control, openedat en-
gine start and provided a continuousgas bleed flow into the tank. The secondaryvalve
was under pressure switch control to provide additional makeupgas as required. Total
gas flow capacity with both valves openwas about 30percent greater than required dur-
ing steady-state enginefiring. The function of the continuous bleed flow, sized for
flows about 30percent less than required, was to reduce the duty cycle on the secondary
valve.

A summary of the orifice sizing requirements for the test program is given in
table II-I. Dataare given for both the hydrogenand oxygentank pressurization sys-
tems.

Tank Pressurization Control Sequence

The vehicle pressurization system control was enabled by the facility computer,

which was sequenced by a predetermined program (see appendix B). Prior to a pro-

grammed autosequence the tank pressures were regulated at standby conditions, 11.0 to

11.7 N/cm 2 (16.0 to 17.0 psia) in the hydrogen tank and 15.2 to 15.9 N/cm 2 (22.0 to

23.0 psia) in the oxygen tank, by the facility vent valves.
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The typical tank pressurization sequence,as shownin figure II-5, was initiated by
enablingPS-2 (pressure switch 2) control of SV-3 (solenoid valve 3) for step I pres-
surization of the oxygentank. (Seefig. II-1 also.) SV-4 was enabledfor pressurization
sequenceswith large ullages. With tank pressure below the 21.4- to 21.8-N/cm 2 (31.0-
to 33.0-psia) control range of PS-2, SV-3 was commandedopen. Helium gas flow me-
tered through the orificed SV-3 valve then increased the tank pressure to the upper con-
trol point of PS-2, at which point the PS-2 contacts openedand SV-3 closed.

The increased oxygentank pressure then allowed the computer to enablePS-3 con-
trol of SV-2 for the hydrogen tank pressurization. With oxygentank pressure holding at
stepI, SV-2 openedandthe helium gas inflow increased the hydrogentank pressure to
the 17.2- to 18.6-N/cm 2 (25.0- to 27.0-psia) control range of PS-3. WhenPS-3 con-
tacts opened,SV-2 closed and terminated the pressurization. However, PS-3 control of
SV-2 remained active to regulate the hydrogentank pressure at this range through en-
gine start. On later tests in the program, the TR-20 analogcomputer control replaced
PS-3.

At a hydrogentank pressure permissive of 16.5 N/cm 2 (24.0 psia), oxygentank
pressure control was switchedfrom PS-2 to PS-1 for pressurization to step II. At this
point, oxygentank pressure was below the PS-1 control bandand SV-3 opened. The
pressurant gas inflow increased the oxygentank pressure to the 25.1- to 26.5-N/cm 2
(36.5- to 38.5-psia) control range. At this pressure SV-3 closed, but PS-1 maintained
control through enginestart. If the oxygentank pressure decreased to the low set point
of PS-1, SV-3 wouldbe commandedopento recycle the pressure to the upper control
limit.

At engine start the pressurization system was sequencedto the steady-state oper-
ating configuration. Pressurization of the hydrogen tank was transferred fromthe gas-
eous helium to the gaseoushydrogen system by closing SV-2, openingSV-5, andtrans-
ferring PS-3 control to SV-7. A few secondsafter engine start the oxygentank pres-
surization control was transferred from PS-1 back to PS-2, which then regulated the
pressure at 21.4 to 22.8 N/cm 2 (31.0 to 33.0 psia) throughout the steady-state engine

firing.
The hydrogentank pressurization system during the steady-state engine firing relied

on a continuoushydrogenbleed flow from the enginesthrough SV-5. Additional makeup
gas as required was provided through SV-7 in response to control commandsof PS-3.

Engine shutdownterminated the vehicle pressurization control, andthe tanks were
vented downto the original standbypressures.

An alternate system for regulation of hydrogentank pressure as mentionedearlier
was devisedby using the facility TR-20 analog computer. Instead of using the pressure
switch circuitry, the computer issued direct commandsto the solenoid valve basedon
information received from transducers sensing tank ullage pressure. Required pres-
sures for the given control range were preset into the computer. This methodwas used
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exclusively for the latter portion of the test program to facilitate adjustments made in
the engine start hydrogen tank pressure requirements.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The tank pressurization control concept for a cryogenic propellant feed system was

successfully demonstrated in the B-2 test program. By pressurant gas injection, tank

ullage pressures were regulated within specified control ranges during engine start and

steady-state engine firing. Engine pump inlet pressures were maintained well above the

minimum NPSP requirements, and engine firings simulating single-burn and multiburn

missions were successfully accomplished. Results of the tests have been evaluated and

are discussed in the followingorder (1) tank ullage pressure control, (2) solenoid valve

and pressure switch performance, (3) pressurant gas usage and flow rates, and (4) sys-

tem pressure drop.

Tank Ullage Pressure Control

The propellant tank ullage pressure profiles, as regulated by the pressurization

system during the engine firings,

quences in figures II-6 to II-10.

is given in tables II-IV and II-V.

Engine start pressurization.

are shown for three typical simulated mission se-

In addition, a composite data summary of all the tests

- The propellant tank ullage pressures prior to start-

ing the pressurization sequence were the same for all tests. These standby pressures,

as regulated by the facility vent valves, were consistently stable at about 15.5 N/cm 2

(22.5 psia) in the liquid oxygen tank and about 11.3 N/cm 2 (16.4 psia) in the liquid hy-

drogen tank. Prior to initiating the vehicle pressurization sequence, the tanked propel-

lants were in a saturated condition. These standby control pressures then established

the reference liquid saturation pressure for evaluation of the subsequent pressure con-

trol sequences. During the test program the basic pressurization sequence was re-

peated for each engine start. However, there were some variations in hold times for

tank pressure permissives and for engine prestart times.

Tank pressurization for engine start was automatically controlled and enabled by the

XDS-910 computer. On command from this computer the tank pressurizing sequence

was initiated with the step I pressurization of the liquid oxygen tank. With the tank pres-

sure below the step I control range, pressure switch PS-2 contacts were closed and the

flow control solenoid valve SV-3 (or SV-4 depending on the mission sequence) opened to

permit helium pressurization of the tank. As the pressure reached the upper control

point of PS-2 the switch contacts opened and SV-3 closed. During the step I sequence,
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PS-2 regulated the pressure consistentlybetween 21.6 to 22.5 N/cm 2 (31.3 to 32.6

psia), which was within the design objective of 21.4 to 22.7 N/cm 2 (31.0 to 33.0 psia).

Start of hydrogen tank pressurization was not enabled untilafter the oxygen tank

pressure had increased to 20.7 N/cm 2 (30.0 psia). The sequence delay was to avoid

violatingthe bulkhead differentialpressure structural requirement. For pressurizing

the hydrogen tank, PS-3 contacts were closed and, once enabled, SV-2 opened to permit

helium pressurization of the tank. At 18.3 N/cm 2 (26.6 psia), PS-3 contacts opened

and SV-2 closed. The hydrogen tank pressure was then regulated by PS-3 within a con-

trol range of 17.4 to 18.3 N/cm 2 (25.3 to 26.6 psia) through engine start. The speci-

ficationcontrol range was 17.2 to 18.6 N/cm 2 (25.0 to 27.0 psia).

Midway in the test program the hydrogen tank pressure requirements for engine

start were increased about 1.4 N/cm 2 (2.0 psi)to overcome engine starting problems.

This change in control pressure negated the use of PS-3 during engine start. PS-3 was

used during steady state, however. A new method was devised which used the facility

analog computer. Tank pressure information from the ullage pressure transducers was

fed directly intothe TR-20 analog computer. When this pressure input data and preset

control points for the higher pressures of 19.2 to 19.5 N/cm 2 (27.8 to 28.3 psia) were

used, the computer functioned in the same way as the pressure switch in cycling SV-2

to regulate tank pressure. This method proved very effectiveand also demonstrated

control capabilitywithin a narrower deadband then the pressure switch.

The finalstep IIpressurization of the oxygen tank was enabled when the hydrogen

tank pressure had increased to 16.5 N/cm 2 (24.0 psia). At this permissive, PS-1 con-

trol of tank pressure was enabled and by opening SV-3 the pressure was increased to the

control range of PS-1, which regulated the pressure between 25.4 to 26.3 N/cm 2 (36.8

and 38.1 psia). The specified control range for the step IIpressures was 25.2 to 26.5

N/cm 2 (36.5 to 38.5 psia).

The ramp times and pressure rise rates for each of the tank pressure increases

were influenced by the ullage volumes and gas inflow rates. The design objective was to

limit the pressure rise rates to less than 3.4 N/(cm2)(sec) (5.0 Ib/(in.2)(sec))and the

ramp pressure times to less than 30 seconds. Limiting ramp time reduced helium usage

and minimized sequence time. Minimum pressure rise rates were desirable to hold

down the pressure overshoot due to fixed valve closing response times. Lower pressure

rise rates also implied lower pressurant gas flow rates. The reduced flow rates also

reduced the gas velocities entering the tank and the likelihood of the gas jet creating ex-

cessive disturbances at the liquidsurface.

The pressure rise rates were contained within the design objectives for all tests but

one. At minimum ullage conditions, as noted in tables If-IV(a),If-IV(b),and II-V(a),

the maximum pressure rise rate was 2.39 N/(cm2)(sec) (3.47 Ib/(in.2)(sec))in the oxy-

gen tank during step I pressurization, and 4.07 N/(cm2)(sec) (5.90 Ib/(in.2)(sec))in the
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hydrogen tank. The corresponding pressure overshoot for these two cases was 0.27 and

0.41 N/cm 2 (0.40 and 0.60 psi), respectively. In the case of the hydrogen tank this

large pressure overshoot resulted in opening the relief valve, which was set 0.35 N/cm 2

(0.50 psi) above the maximum set control pressure. On repeating this same test and

using a smaller orifice for the hydrogen tank pressurization the pressure rise rate was

reduced to 2.16 N/(cm2)(sec) (3.14 Ib/(in. 2)(sec)) and a pressure overshoot of 0.21

N/cm 2 (0.30 psi). In all other test sequences with larger ullages the pressure over-

shoot was less than 0.07 N/cm 2 (0. I0 psi). Generally, pressure overshoot up to 0.21

N/cm 2 (0.30 psi) would not create any control problem in a flight vehicle pressuriza-

tion sy stem.

The times to pressurize the tanks for engine start were also within the design ob-

jectives. At minimum ullage volume conditions of 3 percent, the ramp time for step I

oxygen tank pressurization was about 3 seconds, 2 seconds for step II, and 3.7 seconds

for the hydrogen tank. (Refer to figs. II-9 and II-10.) For other ullage conditions the

ramp time for step pressurization was generally less than l0 seconds for each oxygen

tank, and from l0 to 30 seconds for the hydrogen tank. Data in the summary table V

indicating longer pressurization times were not relevant to the engine start sequences.

These runs were conducted during the investigation of the engine start problems. The

pressurization system was not configured for a normal engine start sequence under

these particular conditions. Nevertheless, the results provide general information on

tank pressurization under these particular conditions.

Once the tank pressures were in the control range for engine start, a short hold oc-

curred until engine prestart was completed. During this hold the ullage pressure de-

cayed as a result of pressurant gas cooling and the propellant outflow during prestart.

As the pressures decayed to the low set point of the control pressure switch, the respec-

tive solenoid valve v_uld open and recycle the pressure to the upper limit. At low ullage

conditions (figs. II-9 and II-10) the pressures decayed rapidly, about 0.35 N/(cm2)(sec)

(0.50 lb/(in. 2)(sec)) in the oxygen tank and 0.43 N/(cm2_(sec) (0.62 lb/(in. 2)(sec)) in the

hydrogen tank. This resulted in a repressurization frequency of about 0.3 hertz to

maintain oxygen tank pressure and 0.85 hertz to maintain hydrogen tank pressure. The

higher frequency of repressurization in the hydrogen tank resulted partly from the nar-

row deadband of 0.35 N/cm 2 (0.50 psi) as compared to 0.83 N/cm 2 (1.20 psi) for the

oxygen tank pressure control. With increased ullage volumes the decay rate was much

less. At 76-percent ullage conditions, figure II-6, the pressure decay rate was only

0.05 N/(cm2)(sec) (0.07 lb/(in. 2)(sec)) in the oxygen tank and 0.07 N/(cm2)(sec) (0.10

lb/(in. 2_(sec)) in the hydrogen tank. Under these conditions the control system require-

ments were greatly reduced and only about one repressurization cycle was required to

maintain tank pressure.

The bubbler configuration used in the oxygen tank pressurization system indicated
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significant differences in performance. A comparison of these datawith corresponding
data for direct ullage pressurization is shownin figures II-7 andII-8. These two sys-
tem configurations, test conditions at a 30-percent ullage, and time sequenceswere
identical except for the bubbler. It shouldalso be noted that the flow control orifice in
the oxygentank pressurization valve was sized for the direct ullage pressurization sys-
tem and was slightly oversize for the bubbler system. However, by using the sameori-
fice and flow rates the tests results provided a direct correlation of the effectiveness of
the two systems.

Comparison of the data indicate that for the samegas flow rates the bubbler system
pressurized more rapidly, 1.31 to 0.96 N/(cm2_(sec) (1.90 to 1.40 lb/(in. 2_(sec)) dur-

ing step I pressurization. For step II pressurization the rise rate for the bubbler was

the same at about 0.69 N/(cm2)(sec) (1.00 lb/(in. 2)(sec)). The injection of the helium

beneath the liquid surface bubbled the liquid, entrained additional gaseous oxygen into

the ullage, and resulted in an increased pressure rise rate for a given helium flow rate.

This supplemental pressurization effect was initially more pronounced for the first

1.4 to 2.0 N/cm 2 (2.0 to 3.0 psi) above liquid saturation and then decreased in effec-

tiveness with further increases in ullage pressure above saturation. In addition the

saturation pressure of the liquid oxygen decreased when using the bubbler as compared

to an increase in saturation pressure when using direct ullage pressurization. The re-

duction in saturation pressure resulted from extracting heat from the liquid bulk to va-

porize the gaseous oxygen entrained in the helium bubbles.

Steady-state engine firing. - Tank pressures were all controlled within required

limits at engine start. The changeover from prestart to steady-state pressurization

control was accomplished without incident. At engine ignition, pressurization of the hy-

drogen tank was transferred from the helium to the hydrogen control system. The con-

trol transfer was effected by closing SV-2, opening the main hydrogen pressurization

valve SV-5, and enabling PS-3 control of the secondary hydrogen pressurization valve

SV-7. The oxygen tank pressurization control was not transferred from prestart to

steady-state control until 4 seconds after engine start, when control of SV-3 (SV-4 for

large ullage volumes) was transferred from PS-1 to PS-2. Extending the prestart pres-

surization control of the oxygen tank beyond engine start ensured sufficient NPSP at the

engine pump inlet during the start transient.

The increasing tank ullage due to propellant outflow to the engines resulted in a uni-

form pressure decay to the steady-state control range. One exception was the hydrogen

tank pressure for a 30-percent ullage condition, as shown in figure II-7. For this con-

dition the pressure indicated an initial surge before decaying but did not exceed the pre-

start control range. The pressure surge was not unexpected and resulted from the con-

tinuous hydrogen bleed flow rate through SV-5 being slightly in excess of the local re-

quirements for the first few seconds.
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The low ullage pressure control of thehydrogentank was more critical than that of
the oxygentank. With the oxygentank, helium pressurization wasused exclusively.
The system wasactive continuously, thoughpressurant gas injection was only inter-
mittent in response to pressure switch control. Thehydrogen gaspressurization se-
quence, however, was subject to an interval of no flowfrom engine start until the hydro-
gen bleedvalve on the engine opened. The closed bleedvalve preventedhelium back-
flow into the engine system during tank pressurization. Then oncethe bleed valve
opened,with the main flow control valve SV-5 already open, a continuousflow of gas
was injected into the ullage independentof pressure switch control. The net effect of
this control sequencewasan initial drop in pressure followed by a pressure recovery,
the extent of which dependedon the ullage volume and the hydrogengas inflow rate. With
large ullage volumes, as shownin figure II-6, the ullage pressure was less sensitive to
given changesin ullage volume or gas inflow rates and did not present a control prob-
lem. The percentageincrease in ullage volume and ullage gas was small, so the hydro-
gengas inflow merely acted to reduce the pressure decayrate. In fact, the tank pres-
sure did not decay to the low control set point of PS-3 before engine shutdownat
100 seconds, as shownin figure II-5.

The small ullage conditions of 3 percent, as shownin figure II-9 for the hydrogen
tank, provided a different compositeeffect. For an initial ullage of about 0.85 cubic
meter (30.0 ft3), a propellant outflow rate of about0.08 m3/sec (3.0 ft3/sec) would
causea significant and proportionate drop in pressure. To maintain the pressure at
this outflow rate would then require abouta 10 percent mass addition to the ullage, or
about 0.18 kilogram per second(0.40 lb/sec). The continuoushydrogenbleed flow rate
through SV-5, however, is only 0. 159kilogram per second(0.035 lb/sec). Sothe ini-
tial reaction of the ullage during this start transient wouldbe a rather sharp drop in
pressure. As theullage volume continuedto increase, thecorresponding rate of pres-
sure decay, as well as the makeupgas requirement, woulddecrease.

The hydrogentank pressurization control sequencefor tests with a 3-percent ullage
(series 7 tests) was therefore modified to maintain the ullage pressure within limits. To
prevent an excessive initial pressure drop until hydrogengaspressurization wasavail-
able, the helium pressurization system control through SV-2 wasextendedfor 1 second
beyondengine start. Hydrogenpressurization valve SV-5 was still openedat engine
start as usual, but PS-3 control of SV-7 wasnot enableduntil engine start plus 4 sec-
onds. This control sequencecushionedthe initial pressure drop and likewise guarded
against overpressure. If the pressure haddropped to the low control set point of PS-3
before this time, and openedSV-7, the ensuinghigh flow rate could have causedan ex-
cessive pressure increase.

Although not evident in figure II-10 the extended helium pressurization control did

recycle the hydrogen tank pressure once during the 1-second interval after engine start.
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The pressure then dropped and at about 3 seconds after engine starts the effect of the

hydrogen gas injection through SV-5 started acting to significantly reduce the pressure

decay rate. About 14 seconds after engine start the pressure decreased to the low set

point of PS-3, which then regulated pressure uniformly throughout the engine firing

period.

The pressure decay times to the steady-state control range following the start tran-

sient varied significantly with ullage volume. For the oxygen tank the times varied

from 7.5 to 47.5 seconds for 3- to 76-percent ullage volumes, respectively. In the hy-

drogen tank with a 76-percent ullage (fig. II-6) the pressure did not decay to the lower

pressure control range before engine shutdown at 100 seconds. However, with a

3-percent ullage the decay time was about 14 seconds. Once ullage pressures reached

the lower control limits the system regulated within the specified control ranges at 17.4

to 18.3 N/cm 2 (25.3 to 26.6 psia) in the hydrogen tank and 21.6 to 22.5 N/cm 2 (31.3 to

32.6 psia) in the oxygen tank.

During the repressurization sequences the pressure rise rates varied from I.27 to

0.07 N/(cm2)(sec) (1.85 to 0.10 Ib/(in.2)(sec))inthe oxygen tank and from 0.76 to 0.05

N/(cm2)(sec) (1.10 to 0.07 Ib/(in.2)(sec))in the hydrogen tank. Initially,the pressure

rise rates were high enough to cause a slightovershoot above the pressure switch con-

trol point. This overshoot, however, did not exceed 0.07 N/cm 2 (0.I0 psi) and did not

cause any control problem. Pressures at this time were also well belowthe tank struc-

tural limits.

The cyclic regulation of tank pressure did not indicate any unusual control charac-

teristics. Repressurization control frequencies were dictated by pressure rise and

pressure decay rates and by the pressure switch control range. Minimum repressuri-

zation time in either tank with a 3-percent ullage was I.5 seconds at a frequency of

0.3 hertz inthe oxygen tank and 0.16 hertz in the hydrogen tank. Changes in control

frequency with increasing ullage were uniform, as shown inthe typicaltank pressure

profiles in figures II-6 to II-10. As noted, the control frequencies varied considerably

more in the oxygen tank as a result of the reductions in helium flow rates with decreas-

ing bottlepressure. An additional comparison can be made of the oxygen pressuriza-

tion control between direct ullage pressure pressurizations (fig.II-7) and the bubbler

pressurization (fig.II-8). With the bubbler system the number of control cycles is less.

This resulted from the pressure rise rate being almost double and the pressure decay

rate being less.

For the single-burn 440-second engine firingtest, as shown in figure II-9, the oxy-

gen tank pressurization control was transferred from SV-3 to SV'-4 at 120 seconds after

engine start. At this point the gas flow rate metered through SV-3 was only slightlyin

excess of the repressurization requirement. Transferring control to SV-4 with a larger

orificeprovided the necessary increase in flow rate to sustain pressure regulation
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through the end of the firing. In comparison, the hydrogen tank pressurization system

benefited from a constant pressurant gas supply pressure and temperature. The contin-

uous gas bleed flow through SV-5 supplemented by additional makeup gas through SV-7,

as controlled by PS-3, was more than adequate to sustain tank pressure throughout the

entire engine firing interval.

Tank pressure control during the engine firing was more than adequate to meet the

NPSP requirements at the engine pump inlets. Performance data showing the liquid

saturation pressure at the pump inlets in relation to the total pressure at the pump inlets

are shown in the typical tank pressure profiles in figures II-6 to II-10 and tables II-IV(c)

and II-V(b). The minimum NPSP margin, which occurred at engine shutdown, varied

from 3.44 to 4.48 N/cm 2 (5.00 to 6.50 psi) in the hydrogen tank and 3.24 to 3.44 N/cm 2

(4.70 to 5.00 psi) in the oxygen tank. With the bubbler the minimum NPSP margin at

engine shutdown was 4.32 N/cm 2 (7.00 psi).

Increases in liquid saturation pressure at the pump inlets occurred in both the oxy-

gen and hydrogen tanks during outflow at low liquid levels. This increase varied from

about 0.83 to 1.24 N/cm 2 (1.20 to 1.80 psi) in the hydrogen tank but was relatively in-

significant in the oxygen tank with direct ullage pressurization. With the bubbler pres-

surization, the liquid saturation pressure actually decreased about 0.7 N/cm 2 (1.0 psi).

The additional oxygen vaporized in the ullage by the bubbling action of the helium ex-

tracted heat from the liquid and decreased the saturation pressure about 0.7 N/cm 2

(1.0 psi), as shown in figure II-8.

The vehicle pressurization system sequence was terminated at engine shutdown.

Sequence control was transferred to the facility vent systems, and tank pressures were

sequentially vented down to standby conditions.

Solenoid Valve and Pressure Switch Performance

The integrated control systems of the pilot-operated solenoid valves and pressure

switches consistently regulated tank pressures within design limits under all test condi-

tions. No anomalies were noted in either the valve or pressure switch operation in con-

trol of hydrogen or oxygen tank pressures. Operational data for these components is

summarized in tables [I-IV and II-V for the engine start and steady-state operating con-

ditions.

The specification control range for the pressure switches was +0.7 N/cm 2 (+1.0 psi)

about the nominal set point. During the tests the control band width of the various pres-

sure switches ranged from 0.9 to 1.1 N/cm 2 (1.3 to 1.6 psi); the value for each particu-

lar switch, however, remained constant. Tank pressures that slightly exceeded the up-

per pressure switch control point were the results of valve closing response times and

high gas injection flow rates. In comparison to the pressure switch control system, the
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analog computer, usedto control hydrogen step pressurization for engine start sequence
during the last part of the test program, demonstratedpressure control within a 0.34-
N/cm 2 (0.50-psi) band. Oncethis computer control methodwas used, it was preferred
to the pressure switch method. The pressure control level and control bandcould be
changedby changingthe computer input. No configuration changewas required, andthis
control methodwouldbe preferable ona flight vehicle with the computer capabilities.

Openingresponse times for the solenoid valves varied from 10 to 15milliseconds,
and the closing response times from 40 to 90milliseconds. The control specification
for openingandclosing times wasa maximum of 100milliseconds. The closing re-
sponsetime was affectedby system operating pressures and decreasedwith decreasing
supply pressures. As a result of the closing responsetimes, tank pressure did over-
shoot the pressure switch control point but did not exceedthe established control range.
With low ullage volumes and high gas flow rates, as for engine start pressurization, the
maximum pressure overshoot abovethe pressure switch set point was 0.28 N/cm 2 (0.40
psi) in the oxygentank and 0.41 N/cm 2 (0.60 psi) in thehydrogentank. During steady-
state tank pressurization, the resulting pressure overshoot did not exceed0.07 N/cm 2

(0.10 psi).
The control duty cycle (percent valve opentime per pressurization cycle) of the

flow control valves in the helium andhydrogengas pressurization system is shownfor a
440-secondengine firing sequencein figure II-11. Control in the hydrogentank was
very stable. At engine start the duty cycle onSV-7 was 20percent; andby 100 seconds
it had leveled out at about 29percent, where it then remained essentially constant
through the end of the firing sequence. It shouldbe noted, however, that while the duty
cycle was holding constant, the on-time per pressurization cycle was increasing -
1.5 secondsper cycle at the start of SV-7 control to 17secondsper cycle at engine
shutdown.

Pressurization control requirements whenusing the direct ullage pressurization
were more severe for the oxygentank than for the hydrogentank. Initially, the control
requirements were high becausethe flow rates were limited to avoid overpressures dur-
ing the engine start sequence. As noted, the duty cycle increased from about 80percent
at enginestart to 100percent at 120 seconds. The program control changeoverfrom
SV-3 to SV-4 (with a larger flow orifice) occurred at 120seconds, andthe duty cycle
droppedabruptly to about 7 percent. The subsequentincrease in the duty cycle of SV-4
resulted from the reducedgas inflow rates as a result of decreasing helium bottle pres-
sure. At engine shutdownthe duty cycle was up to about 50percent. During this same
interval the on-time per cycle increased from less than 1 secondto 5 seconds. In one
other comparison the duty cycle with the bubbler pressurization was aboutone-half that
for the corresponding direct ullage pressurization method.

For the 440-secondenginefiring the total number of control cycles, including the
engine start sequence,was 18 for SV-2, 22 for SV-3, 49 for SV-4, and 19for SV-7.
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The number of control cycles wasa function of the pressure switch deadband,the pres-
sure rise rate as related to gas injection flow rates, andthe pressure decay rates as
affected by increasing ullage dueto propellant outflow and self-pressurization due to heat
input. As noted in the hydrogentank pressurization sequencesfor engine start, using
computer control with a narrow deadbandof 0.3 N/cm 2 (0.5 psi) resulted in an in-
creased number of control cycles. The resultant increase in control cycles in this in-
stance, however, did not increase the duty cycle.

The duty cycle was primarily a function of the rate at which the tank could be pres-

surized during a given sequence, and it provided an index to the system capability to

maintain pressure. In the hydrogen tank the duty cycle was essentially constant at

29 percent during steady-state engine firing. This condition resulted because the gas

requirements were constant and were supplied to the tank at a constant rate from a con-

stant pressure and temperature source at the engine. Hence, the hydrogen pressuriza-

tion system during steady-state firing was operating at 29 percent of its total capability.

On the oxygen side, however, control with the helium pressurization system re-

quired meeting the tank pressurizing requirements for a given mission with minimum

residual helium in the storage bottles. Consequently, with the depletion of the helium

bottle pressure the pressurant gas flow rates also decreased, thereby increasing the

duty cycle. The control changeover from SV-3 to SV-4 at 120 seconds, for example,

provided about a tenfold increase in flow rate and dropped the duty cycle from 100 per-

cent to only 7 percent. But as the helium supply depleted, the duty cycle again in-

creased and approached 50 percent at engine shutdown.

Pressurant Gas Usage and Flow Rates

The amount of helium and hydrogen gas used to regulate propellant tank pressures

within required limits for engine start and steady-state engine firing tests is sum-

marized in tables II-IV and H-V. Correlation of actual gas usage with predicted re-

quirements was good. For discussion of the theoretical gas usage predictions refer to

section III.

Helium pressurization. - Helium for the tests was stored in two bottles for the

single-burn mission simulation and in four bottles for all other tests. Storage pres-

sures for the start of each test were determined by respective mission simulation and

varied from 2270 to 1030 N/cm 2 (3300 to 1500 psia). Minimum residual bottle pres-

sure at engine shutdown after 440 seconds of engine firing was 216 N/cm 2 (314 psia).

For this test condition the design objective was a minimum bottle pressure of not less

than 138 N/cm 2 (200 psia/ at engine shutdown.

The flow control orifices in each solenoid valve operated at highly choked condi-

tions and provided a simple, accurate method of metering the pressurant gas. The
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critical control modes were (1) very small ullage conditions with high helium supply

pressures and (2) large ullage conditions with very low helium supply pressures. With

small ullages, about 3 percent, the flow rates were suppressed to limit pressure rise

rates and to prevent excessive overshoot due to valve closing response time. For these

conditions the flow rates were controlled between 0. 025 and 0. 027 kilogram per second

(0. 055 and 0. 060 lb/sec) into the oxygen tank and 0.05 kilogram per second (0.12 lb/sec)

in the hydrogen tank. The resulting pressure overshoot was about 0.28 N/cm 2 (0.40

psi) above the pressure switch control point, but still within the required control range.

At the other extreme condition just prior to engine shutdown with nearly 100-percent

ullage and low helium supply pressures, the problem was one of providing enough pres-

surant gas to sustain the oxygen tank pressure at the required range. The minimum re-

quired flow rate was 0.016 kilogram per second (0.035 lb/sec). This objective was met

by a 2-to-1 margin, with the actual available flow rate at engine shutdown being 0.032

kilogram per second (0. 070 lb/sec).

At intermediate test conditions, the only critical control point in the c_ygen tank

pressurization was the system transfer from SV-3 to SV-4 at 120 seconds during a

single-burn mission sequence. When this control transfer was made, the flow rate

through SV-3 was just about equal to the pressurant gas requirement of 0. 016 kilogram

per second (0. 035 lb/sec). Switching to SV-4 was delayed as long as possible to reduce

the pressure overshoot with the abrupt increase in flow rate. At this time the ullage

volume had increased from about 0.42 to 3.14 cubic meters (15 to 111 ft3), and the re-

sulting pressure overshoot at the start of SV-4 control was limited to 0.14 N/cm 2 (0.20

psi). The initial flow rate through SV-4 was 0.18 kilogram per second (0.39 lb/sec) and

then decreased, with decreasing bottle pressure, to the minimum of 0. 032 kilogram per

second (0.070 lb/sec) at engine shutdown.

The dual-valve control concept used for the oxygen tank pressurization control

would also be necessary for helium pressurization of the hydrogen tank for engine start

on an actual two-burn mission. It was not necessary in this test program because the

valve orifices were changed between tests to fit the particular mission requirement.

For a flight configuration, one valve with a small orifice would be used for first burn.

A second valve with a larger orifice would then be needed to meet the pressure rise re-

quirements of a second-burn engine start at conditions of lower helium bottle pressure.

As noted in table II-V(a), a 4.97-millimeter (0. 196-in.) diameter orifice was used in

SV-2 for the second-burn engine start sequence. This provided a maximum flow rate

into the tank of 0.14 kilogram per second (0.31 lb/sec). For engine start on a single-

burn mission with an initially small ullage, the orifice diameter was reduced to 1.98

millimeters (0. 078 in.). In this configuration the maximum flow rate was 0. 054 kilo-

gram per second (0. 120 lb/sec). If the small orifice was also used for the second burn,

the time to pressurize the tanks would be three times longer, about 120 seconds, and

would not meet the 30-second pressurization time limit mentioned earlier.
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The more efficient pressurization of the bubbler is achievedby the helium vapor-
izing gaseousoxygenand carrying it into the ullage as it bubbles to the liquid surface.
The beneficial effect, however, appears limited to the initial pressure rise abovethe
liquid saturation pressure. For this reason there wasno appreciable difference in the
helium usageduring the stepII pressurization sequencewith or without the bubbler.

Helium usagefor the oxygentank pressurization was significantly affected by the
methodof gas injection, especially during the stepI sequence. Comparedto the direct
ullage pressurization method, the bubbler system was more efficient, as shownin figure
II-12. For the complete step I pressure increase the total helium consumptionwith the
bubbler was about 35percent less than that required by direct ullage injection. A very
significant difference, as noted in figure II-12, is that the pressure rise per given mass
of gas is about three to four times greater with the bubbler for the first 2- to 3-N/cm 2
(3- to 4-psi) increase. Thereafter, the pressure rise rate falls off and is about the
same as with the direct ullage injection method. For example, for a 2-N/cm 2 (3-psi)
step increase abovesaturation, with a 50-percent ullage, the helium usagewas 3.0 kil-
ograms (6.6 lb) with direct ullage injection and only 0.9 kilogram (1.9 lb) with the bub-
bler system. Hence, for a low step pressure increase and given flow rate the bubbler

system would provide a more rapid pressure rise rate and require significantly less

helium.

Hydrogen pressurization. - Gas for hydrogen tank pressurization was bled from the

fuel injector manifold of each engine. Supply pressures at the pressurization panel var-

ied from 293 to 320 N/cm 2 (425 to 464 psia) depending on the flow rate. Supply pressure

as a function of flow rate, shown in figure II-13, gives a good correlation between pre-

dicted and actual results. The hydrogen pressurant gas usage and flow rates for the

various test conditions are summarized in table II-V.

The hydrogen system was enabled for tank pressurization control at engine start,

but hydrogen gas was not immediately available from the engine. There was about a

2.7-second delay while the engine accelerated. When the fuel injector manifold pres-

sure increased to about 103 N/cm 2 (150 psia), the pressurization bleed valve opened and

thereafter provided a continuous gas supply to the pressurization panel.

Flow rates through SV-5 and SV-7 were steady at 0.015 and 0.020 kilogram per

second (0. 033 and 0. 045 lb/sec), respectively, when both valves were open simultane-

ously. When SV-7 was closed, the flow rate through SV-5 was about 9 percent higher

as a result of a higher supply pressure. The combined flow rate of 0. 035 kilogram per

second (0. 078 lb/sec) through these two valves provided a good margin above the m_=_i-

mum pressurant gas requirement of 0. 027 kilogram per second (0. 060 lb/sec) to ma:n-

tain tank pressure. This flow rate was also only about one-half the total available ble _d

flow capacity from the engines.

For the full 440-second engine firing (test 7d) the total hydrogen gas usage was
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9.67 kilograms (21.37 lb). Of this total amount, about 71percent was metered through

SV-5, and the rest was metered through SV-7 in response to PS-3 control. During the

100-second engine firing (test 4f), beginning with a 75-percent ullage condition, the

ullage pressure did not decay to the control range of PS-3; thus, SV-7 was not re-

quired to cycle to provide additional makeup gas. The total gas usage supplied through

SV-5, however, was only 1.57 kilograms (3.46 lb).

System Pressure Drop

Profiles of the pressure distribution through the oxygen and hydrogen tank pres-

surization system components for the 440-second engine firing test are shown in figures

II-14 to II-16. Actual measured pressures at discrete points were in good agreement

with the predicted pressures for given flow rates. Line sizes were adequate for re-

quired flow rates without excessive pressure drop. No unusual pressure characteristics

were noted. The backpressure on the orifices in the valves remained well below the

critical pressure ratio and did not affect the metered flow rates.

Flow velocities entering the valves on the pressurization panel were low. Maxi-

mum valve inlet Mach number was 0.06 for hydrogen gas flows and 0.10 for helium gas

flows. The design objective was to limit the inlet Mach number at the valves to less

than 0.30.

The flow discharging into the oxygen tank from the 1.27-centimeter (0.50-in.) supply

line was choked at the exit fitting into the standpipe, as expected. The maximum flow

of 0.20 kilogram per second (0.44 lb/sec) discharging into the large, 6.3-centimeter

(2.5-in.) diameter standpipe provided sufficient expansion to reduce the velocity to about

Mach 0.18 at the exit of the standpipe. Maximum helium gas flows of 0.15 kilogram per

second (0.34 lb/sec) in the hydrogen tank pressurization lines resulted in a maximum

velocity of about Mach 0.37 at the inlet to the energy dissipator at the tank inlet. The

flow was then throttled through the dissipator to an exit Mach number of about 0.05.

For hydrogen gas flows to 0. 035 kilogram per second (0. 078 lb/sec) the final gas veloc-

ity exiting from the energy diffuser did not exceed Mach 0.01.

CONCLUSIONS

The concept of a pressurization system to force feed propellants from the tanks to

the engines and provide the required net positive suction pressure at the engine turbo-

pumps on the B-2 Centaur vehicle was successfully demonstrated in this test program.

The system consisted of a series of solenoid valves, orifices, and pressure switches to
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regulate pressurant gas flow into the ullage to step up or maintain pressures within re-
quired limits for engine start and steady-state engine firing. System control was
demonstrated for both single- andtwo-burn mission sequences. All test objectives
were successfully accomplished.

A major recommendationas a result of the test program is that analog computer
control for flight applications be used in lieu of pressure switches for regulating tank
pressures. The computer control is more flexible - pressure control range andlimits
canbe easily adjustedby simply varying inputs to the computer. No hardware change
was required as in the case of pressure switches. The computer methodalso demon-
strated system capability to regulate tank pressures within a very narrow range. Pres-
sure information was provided directly to the computer from transducers sensingullage
pressure. Another recommendationis the consideration of using a bubbler system for
pressurization of the liquid oxygentank. However, increased oxygentank residuals
must be considered. For limited pressure increases abovethe liquid saturation pres-
sure, the helium consumptioncanbe reducedby about a factor of 3 to 4.
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TABLE II-I. - ORIFICE SIZING BEQUIREMENTS FOR TYPICAL SINGLE-BURN-MISSION CENTAUR B-2 TEST

Propellant:

tank

Liquid

oxygen

Liquid

hydrogen

Pressurization Solenoid Pressurant

sequence flow gas

control

valve

Engine start SV-3 Helium

Steady -state

engine firing

SV-3

SV-4

Engine start SV-2

Steady -state

engine firing

SV-5

SV -7

Orifice

diameter,

cm

(in.)

0.140

(0.055)

Pressurant gas

supply pressure,

N cm 2

(psia)

2280 to 2070

(3300 to 3000)

Helium 0. 140 1960 to 1290

(0.055) (2850 to 1870)

Helium 0.470 1290 to 138

(0.185) (1870 to 200)

Helium 0. 198 2210 to 2070

(0.078) (3200 to 3000)

Hydrogen 0. 320 331±8

(0.126) (480± 12)

Hydrogen 0. 376 331±8

(0. 148) (480:_ 12)

Pressurant gas flow rate,

kg/sec

(lb/sec)

System

capacity

0.027 to 0.023

(0.060 to 0.051)

Design

requirement

0.023 to 0.016 0.024 to 0.015

(0.050to0.035) (0.052to0.034

0.174 to 0.020 0.015 to 0.014

(0.385 to 9.045) (0.034 to 0.032

0.052 to 0.045 ..............

(O.ll5to 0.I00) ..............

0.015 to 0.016 0.0136 min.

(0.033 to 0.035) (0.030 rain.)

0.022 to 0.027 0.0182 min.

(0.049 to 0.060) (0.040 min.)
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TABLF II-IV. - OXYGEN TANK PRESSURI?A TION FYSTEM PERFORMANCE DATA SUMMARY FOR CENTAUR B-2 TEST PROGRAM

IGas used, helium. 1

(a} Step I

rest

=

1

2a

2h I
1

2(" I

3a

3b

3e

3d

4a

4b

4e

4d

4e

4f

5a

5b

6a

8b

7a

7b

7c

7d

I

System configuration

Nu n- Tank Pressurant Step I

b( r ullage pressure

' vol- control

leli _rn ume, range,

_ott es m 3 Ca N em 2

(fl 3) Ipsia}

8 07 SV

(285)

7.95

(280 9)

7.90

(278.8)

80

(282.1)

7.89

I278.9)

8.01

(282.7)

8.05

[284.7)

7.96

1281.5)

7.95

(281)

7.97

1281,8)

8.04

(284)

7 86

(2'/7.9)

7 99

(282.5)

7, 84

(277,3)

3.46

(122.1)

6.22

{219 7)

3.49

(123.3)

6.05

(213.8)

0.42 S_

(15)

3.18

; 111.71

3.19

(112.91

L 0.39

I [ (13.91

Pres- I

gas flow sure at I

control ;tart of I

pres- I

fi Dri Lee ;uriza- [

di; n- tion, I

et r. Ncm 2 [

m a (psia) I

(i)

4, 0 155 [

L

(0 85) (225) I

15,5 l

(22.5t I

15.6 I

(22.6) I

15.5 J

(22, 5) l

l
15.5 I

(2_. 51 I

4. 0 15.5 I

(0 85) (22,5) I

2. 9 156 I

(0, 02) (226) I

! I

.3 1. t0 157 ]

(0, _55:(22 8)

15,4

(22.4)

15.4

(22 4)

15.6

, i 122.'/)

21 6 to 22 6

314 tr) 32.8) i

15.4 I

(22.4) I

15.8 I 21.6 to 22.5

(22.7))(31 3 to 32.6)

156 1

(22.71 l

15.4 I

(22.5) I

15.4 [

(22.5)

154 l

(22.4) I

15.4 [

122, 4) I

15,5 I

(22.5) I

Ullage pressure regulation

Step l I Ramp Pressure

ramp I time, rise rate,

_P, see N '(e m 2)(see}

cm 2 (Ib (in 2)(sec)}

(psid)

I

I
--I

7 2 I 86 0.84

(10.4) ] (1 22)

7 2 I LO. 54 0.00
(10.5) (!.00)

7.1 | 87 0.81

(10.3) I (I. 16}
7.2 8.01 0.90

i

ll0, 5) [ (1.31)

7 2 I 80 092
(10.5_ (I. 34)

6,9 I 7.5 0.tin

(lO.0) t {1.2_)
t

6.0 I 7 _ 0.95

(1o0_ (1 38}

7,0 7.4 0.93

(IO. _ It. 35_

7.0 7.2'/ 0.96

(!o. 2_ (1.40)

7.0 77'/ 0.90

(10.2) 11.31}

7_1 7 82 0.91

(tO 3) (I. 32)

7.0 6.8 1.03

(10_1; (I, 4g')

71 '/.T5 0.98

(1o 3t (I .4z)

7 I 77 0.92

(10.3t I (1.34)

7 1 "_3 0.97

(IO 31 (1.41)

7 1 il3 1 0.[14

(10 3) (0.'/0)

!
7 1 5,55 h28

(10 3) (I. 86)

7 0 10.1 0.70

(10.2) (I .01)

7.0 2.94 2.39

(I0 2) (3 47)

7 1 21.8 0.32

(10 3) (0.47}

7 I 22.63 0.32

(10 3} (0.46]

7 o 326 2.16

(10 2) (3.13)

_tep I Pr _s- Sul_lv

hold s_ ri - pressure s.

time, za tOn N cm 2

sec :on rol (psia)

eye les

am irk

hc Id

_5.8 I 1074 to 837

(1560 t_ 1215

14.9 1015 to 739

(1472 to 1072

10.2 1173 to 902

(1701 to 1307

)9.0 i 1218 to 953

(1768 t(p 1381

19.5"1 1186 t_, 926

(172{} t(: 1343:

10.1 1118 Ic_ 926

(1622 h) 1343

1826 ,b 1236 to 980

(1795 to 1421

10._ 1156 to 928

(1677 to 1346

18. _ 116R to 945

(1695 t_) 1370

19.O5 ' } 1161 to 917

(I685 to t330'

18._ 1172 t_) 924

(1700 to 134;@

['/.3_ 1208 to 985

(1752 l_J 1428

['/.92 1220 tu 988

(1'/70 tl) 1432

19.51 1172 tr_ 928

(1702 to 1347

I

9.49 I 1853 to 1724
i

(21590 to 2500_
/i

13.03 / 1845 t{, 1643/

(2675 to 23841

8.85 1813 tn 1718

(2632 tn 2490)

I 1.55 ) 1824 to 1670

(2650 tt) 2420)

4.52 t 2346 to 2302

(3406 to 3345)

14.30 ) 2221 to 1840

(3224 to 2670)

lO, 48 I I 225ot,, 18o_
1(3270 t_) 2620)

5 60 [ I 2260 t_ 2220

1(3280 to 3220)

Pressurant gas usage

Gas flow

rates,

gg sec

(lb see)

0 16to0.12

IO 36 to 0.27)

0 16to0 10

(0 36 to 0.23)

0 19to0 13

(0 41 to 0 28)

0 19 to0.13

(0 42 to 0.29)

0 19 to 0.t3

(O 41 to 0.28)

0.19 to 0.13

(0 41 to 0 28)

0 20to0 14

(0 44 to 0 30)

0 L71o0.12

(0 38 to 0.3'7

0, t5 to0.13

(0 34 to O 28)

916 to 0.12

(O. 36 to O. 27)

0 16 to 0.13

(0 35to 0.28

0.16 100.13

(0 3_ to 0.29)

0 13 toO. 13

(0.37 to 0.29

017to0,13

(0.27 to 0.28)

0,077 to 0,068

(0.17 to 0 15)

0062 to 0,068

(0.18 to 0,15)

O. 0'/3 to O. 068

(0 16 to 0.15)

0 073 to O, 068

(0.16 to 0,15)

0,028 to 0,027

0,061 to 0.060

0,027 to 0,022

0060 to 0,048

0.028 to 0.021

0.062 to 0,047

0027 to 0.025

(0.059 to 0.056

Mass used kg 'lb

_tep I 8t_ p l Total TotaI

:a mp he Id used pre-

:licted

131 ,I 1.31 1.14

2.89) (2.89) (2.52

131 O. t9 1.50 1.49

289) 0.13) (3.32} (3.291

1.33 O, 15 1.48 h44

2.94) 0.34) (3.28) (3.19'

1.23 _ 1.23 122

2, 72) (2, 72) (2.70:

118 0.14 1.32 1.39

2.00) 0.12) (2.92) (3.06:

1.06 0. il f.18 t 17

2.35) 0,25) (2.601 (2.58:

1.12 '_ 1,12 tr07

2.48) (248| (2.35

1.02 O. Ll 1.13 1.24

2.25) O. _5) (2.50) (2.74

1.01 0.[1 l.ll 1.11

2.22) 0._4) (246} (2.45:

1.10 ) 1.10 l 11

2.42 (2.42) (2.45'

1.11 1 11 1,10

2.46) (2.46) 12.44

1.01 1.01 1,1_

2.231 (2. 331 (2.35;

107 1.1_'/ loft

2.36) (2.3_1 (2.3T

1.II 1.11 1.10

246) (2.461 (244

0.53 O. 52 0 52

1. 16) (I_16] (1.14

0.95 0.95 0.93

21o) i (2.10', (2.06

038 0 _1_ 041 o.8o

o 96) ,o._4) (0 9oi _1._6

o'/o i o.7o 1._
155) (i.551 (3.08

0,081 O. DOg 0.09 0,13

0,18) :0.32) (0,20! (0.29

0.56 ) 056 0.52

1.24) i(t. 24 (I 15

0.58 l [058 0.52
I

I. 28) (l. 28: (l 14

0.10 002_ 0.13 013

0.23) ',0.05) (0.28 (0 28
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Test

1

2a

2b

28

3a

3b

3c

3d

43

4b

4c

4d

48

4f

53

5b

6a

6b

q

73 2

71)

7c

7d

TABLE n-IV - Continued OXYGEN TANK PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE DATA SUMMARY FOR CENTAUR B-2 TEST PROGRAM

(b) Step II

System configuration Ullage pressure regulation Pressurant gas usage

Num- Tank Pressu.rant Pres- Step If Step II Ramp Pressure Step II Pres- Supply Gas flow Mass used. kg (lb)

ber ullage gas flow sure at pressure ramp time, rise rate, hold !suriza- pressures, rates,

of vol- control start of control AP, sec N (cm2)(sec) time lion N cm 2 kg sec Step II Step II Total Total

helium ume. pres- range N _cm 2

m 3

A

bottles Valve Orifice suriza- N cm z {psid)

(ft 3) diam- tion, (psia)

eter, N/cm 2

mm (psia)
(in.)

4 8.07 SV-4 470 21.8 25.3 to 26.4 4.7 27,4

(285) (O. 185) (31.6) {36.7 to 38 3) (6.8)

795 22.3 4.2

(280 9) i (32.4) (1.63)

7,90 22.4 4.02 11.18

(278.8) (32.5) (5.83)

8.0 21.8 4.7 11.62

(282.1) (31,6) (6, 70)

7.89 22.5 3,9 1033

(278 9} (32.7) (5, 7}

8.01 22.2 25.4 to 26.2 4.1 10.3

282.7) (32.2) 36.8 to 38,1) (0. O)

8.05 21.5 ! 4.8 10.58

284.7) (31.2) ! (6.9)

7,96 22.2 I 4.1 10.2
I

(201.5) (32.2} (5.9)

7.95 22.2 4.1 9.0

(281) (32.2) (5.9)
i

7,97 21.4 4.8 11.1

(281 6) (31.1) (6.9)

8.04 21.4 4.7 11.08

(284) (31.1) (6.8)

7.86 22.0 4.3 8.29

279.9) (3]. 9) (6.2)

7.99 22.0 4.2 6.25

282.5) (31.9) (6.1)

7.84 22.0 4.3 10.02

(277.3} r (31.9) (6.2)

3.46 2.59 21.8 4.5 6.1

(122.1) (0.102) (31.6) (6,5)

6.22 21.5 4.8 12.7

(219.7) (31.2) (6,9)

3.49 21.8 4.5 6.77

123.3) (31,6) (6.5)

6.05 21.5 4,6 15.33

213.8) P " (31.2) (6.7)

0.42 SY-3 1.40 22.2 4.2 1,77

(15) (0.055) (32.2) (6.1)

3.16 21.8 4.3 26.1

(111.7) (31,7) (6.3)

3,10 21,9 4.0 34.71

(112.9) (31.8) (5.8)

0.39 21.8 4.6 2.15

(13.9) r r (31.7) ' (6.7}

(lb (in. 2}(sec)} sec contro (psta) fib sec) ramp hold used ,redic-

cycles ted

during

hold

0.33 10,3 0 338 to 147 0.054 to 0,027 0.90 0 090 0.94

(O, 48) (490 to 214) (0.12 to 0.06) (1.98)

O. 25 0 343 to 292 0.045 to O. 041 O, 12

(0.37) (497 to 424) (0.10 to 0 09) (0, 26)

0.36 6.6 456 to 367 0063 to 0.059 0,70

(0.52) (661 to 533) (0,14 to 0.13) (154)

0.41 16,8 512 to 416 0.068 to O054 086

(0.59) (742 to 603) (0.15 to 0 12) (1,89)

0.38 18,45 479 to 400 0.068 to 0,059 0.65

(0.58) (695 to 580) (0.15 to O. 13) (1.43)

0.39 11,3 469 to 396 0.068 lo0,059 0.63

(0.56) (682 to 576) (0.15 to O. 13) (1.30)

0.45 17.65 554 to 456 0.082 to 0.063 O. 71 0.71 0.69

(0.65) (803 to 661) (0.18 to O. 14) (1.56}

0.40 17.31 486 to 4ll 0.068"to 0,059 0.63

(0.58) (705 to 596) (0.15 to O. 13) (1 40)

0.45 17.66 537 to 455 0.073 to 0.063 062

(0.66) i (780 to 660) (0.16 to O. 14) (1 38)
I

0.43 17.67 531 to 431 0.073 to O. 059 0,75

(0.62) (770 to 625) (0.16 to O. 13) , (1.65)

0, 42 17.80 527 to 431 0.0"/3 to 0. 059 0.76

(0.61) (765 to 625) (O, 16 to 0.13) (1.67)

0.48 15.84 681to 463 0.095 to 0.068 0.64

(0.70) (988 to 672) (0.21 to O. 15) (1,41)

0.68 15.07 666 to 466 0,095 to 0.068 0.58

(0.98) (906 to 676 (0.21 to O. 15) (1.29)

0.43 15,13 612 to 399 0.086 to 0.050 0 72

(O. 62) (887 to 579 (0_ 19 to O. 13) (1,58)

0.76 17.50 2 1530 to 1380 O.M3 to 0.054 0.35 0.14 0.49 0.48

(1,10) (2220to2000) (0.14to0.12) (0.78) (0,30) (1,08) (1,06)

0.34 4.43 0 1352 to 1126 0.054 to 0.045 0.64 O 0.64 0.58

(0.49) (1965 to 1835) (0,12 to O. 10) (1.41) (1.41) (l. 28)

0.67 16.35 2 1516 to 1350 0.069 to 0.054 0,38 0.12 0,50 0.57

(0.97) (2200 to 1960} (0.13 to 0.12) (0.84} (0.26) (1.10) (1.25)

0.30 12.18 1 1364101158 0.054 to 0.05 0.77 0.12 0.89 1.03

(0.44) (1980to1080) (0.12to0.11) (1.70) (0.26) (1.96) (2.28)

2,37 18.99 6 2220t02145 0,026to0.025 0.036 0.059 0.10 O. lO

(3.44) (8_to3110) (0.057to0.055) (0.08) (0,13) (0.21) (0.22)

0.17 0 0 1488 to 1208 0.018 to 0.015 0.41 0 0.41 0.40

(0.24) (2160to1760) (0.039to0.033) 091) (0.91) (0.89)

0.16 0 0 1460 to 1168 0.017 to 0.014 0.44 0 044 0.30

(0,23) (21201o1680) (0.038to0.031) (097) (0,97) (0.86)

2.11 19.01 5 2150 to 2070 0.026 to 0.023 0,06 0.06 0.12 0.10

(3,06) (3120t03000) (0.065to0.051) (013) (0.13) (0.2_) (0,22)

(1.98) (2,07)

0,12 O.ll

(0 26) (0 24)

070 068

(t.54) (l 51)

086 0.69

(1.89) (152)

065 0.60

(1.43) (I.32)

0.63 0.61

(I. 39) (1,341

(1.56) (1.53)

0.63 0.60

(1.40) (1.32)

0.52 0.62

(1.38) (1.36)

0.75 0.71

(1.65) (i. sB)

0.76 0.71

(1,67) (1,56)

0.64 0.58

(1.41) (I_)

O. 58 O. 57

(1._) (1.26)

0.72 0.71

(i 58) (i 56)

43



Test

TABLE II-[V - CI)ncluded. OXYGEN TANK PRESSURIZATION

(c) Steady-state

System configuration

Num- Tank Total

ber tillage firin_

of volume, time,

helium m 3 sec

bottles Cft 3)

1 4 8 0'7 0

(2855 [

i

2a 795 ]

i28l) [

J
2b 7 90 i

(278.85 !

i
2c 8 0 /

[ (283)

i
3a I 7 91 0.7

I

(279,6)

3b 8 02 0

(283.45

3c 8.0"/ t(, 8.09 2.7

(285 to 286)
i
i

3d 7 98to8.21 10.02

(2_2 to 290)

4a 7.98 1.2

(282)

4b 80 1.9

(283)

4c 8 09 3 • 0

1286)

4d 7 88 1 7

(278 6)

4e 8 01 to I0.3 ' 10O

(283 t_ 364)

4f 7 86 it) 8 07 10 4

(278 tn 2851

5a 3 48 to 8 12

(123 ID 287)

5b 6.22 to 6.45

(220 to 2285

6a 3 51 to 8 21

(124 to 290)

6b 6 t)_ t,_ 6 23

(214 t, 220i

7a 2 0 45 to) 3.17

(16 to 112i

7b 3.17 to 3.20

(112 to 113)

7[: 3 25 to 3.28

(114 I:) 116)

7d 0 41 Io3.14

(14.5 Io 1111

3 14 to 10.5

I [Ill to 370}

205 25.6

C37.25

97 26.0

(37.75

205 25.6

{37 2}

84 26 2

(38.0)

100 25 4

{36 8}

2.8 26.2

(38.0)

4.0 25.7

(37.31

440 25.4

(36.8)

Ullage

Tank Control

pres- range

sure during

at steady

engine state,

start, Nero 2

N cm 2 (psia)

Cpsia)

pressure r e_ulation

Pressure Pressure

rise rate, decay rate.

N (cm2Hsec) N (cm2)(sec)

(lb (in. 2H sec)) lib/(in. 2)Csec))

26.2 21 6 to 22.6 .........................

(38. l) i(31.4 to 32 8}

25.7 21.6 to 22.6 .........................

(3"/.3) 31.4 to 32.8)

...... 21.6 to 22.5 .........................

(31.3 to 32.6)

25.6 .........................

(37.1)

25.6 ............ 0.12

C37.1) (0 tvi

25.1 .........................

(36.5}

25.1 .........................

(36.4}

254 .........................

(36 8) [
I

25.4 [ .........................

(36 8) !

254 0 32to0 2t 0 13toO 09

(36 8) (0 46 to 0 31! (0 19 to 0 13}

254 0.23 0.15

(369} (0 33l (0. 21)

0 52t(_0 19 0.22to0 14

(O 76 t(_ 0 28) (0.32 t(} 0 201

............ 0 17

! (o25)

0 86 tt_ 0 45 0 23 t(} 0.10

(t 25to0 66_ (0 34to0 14}

............ 0 16

(0 23)

0 65 to O. 05 1.6 to 0.36

(0 95to0 07} (2.3 to 0.07)

............ 0.10

(0. ]4}

............ 0,17

C0 24]

051 to 0 14 I 7 to 039

IO 74 l(} 0 20) (2 5 to 0 42)

1 27t,}(} 12 0.39to0.10

1 (I _5 l,} () 18) (0.42 to 0. 14)

Flow control

Flow ronlr{fi

valve

Valve Orifice

diam-

eter,

111 Ill

(in }

SV-4 470

(O 185_

F

2 59

Co, 102)

t

SV-3 2.59

(0 1021

i

, i
SV-4 4 70

(0 188)

44



SYSTEM PERFORMANCE DATA SUMMARY FOR B-2 TEST PROGRAM

engine firing

valve regulation

Con- Con- Duty cycle, Supply

trol trol percent of pressures,

se- ey- ripen time N cm 2

quence cles (psia)

time,

sec

0 0 0

r

0.7

0

27

10.02

1.2

19

3.0

1.7

I ,'

100 5 23 to 28

10.4 1

205 27 29 tn 39

9.7 0 0

205 24 16 711) 17 5

9.4 0 0

100 19 73 to 86

2.8 0 O

4.0 0 0

120 17 74 tL) I00

320 49 9 to 42

147

(214)

292

(424}

368

(533)

416

(603)

400

(580)

417

(606)

5O3

(730)

I 451 to 462(655 to 671)

441

(640)

476

(690)

472

(685)

434

(630)

427 to 344

(619 to 4991

........... 357 to 363

(517 to 527)

1350 to 924

(1960 to 1340)

1116 to 1143

(1620 t,) 1660)

1324 to 111"/

(1920 h) 1620)

1143 to 1158

(1660 to 1680)

1992 to 1426

(2890 to 2070)

1208

(1750_

1156

(1690)

1962 to 1289

2850 to, 1870)

1289 to 216

(1870 to 3141

Pressurant gas usage

Gas flow

rates,

kg sec

(Ibsec)

'r

0063 tn 0.050

(0.14 to 0. ll)

0.054 to 0.050

(0.12 to 0.11)

0.054 to 0.036

(0.12 to 008)

0

0.054 t(_ 0.045

(0.12 to O. 10)

0

0.023 to 0.017

0.051 to 0.037)

0

0.023 to 0.016

0.050 to 0.035)

O. 18 to 0032

(0, 39 t,, 0 070)

NPSP margin, engine shutdown

Mass used, Engine pump NPSP NPSP

kg (lb) inlet re- margin,

quired, N cm 2

Actual Predic- Liquid Total N/cm 2 (psi)

ted satura- pres- (psi)

tion sure,

pres- N'cm 2

sure (psia)

N .cm 2

(psia)

0 0 .........................

15.4 25.40 2.4 755

! (22.4) (36.85) (3, 5) (10.95)

t

l 1 ........................

0.96 1.16 15.B 220 2 4 3.79

(2,12) (2.57) (23.0) (32.001 (3.5) (550)

0.095 ....... 15.4 25.50 762

(0, 21) (22_ 4) (36.95) (11.05)

3.01 2.92 15.7 21.9 3_79

(6,64) (6.44) (22.8} (318) (5.50)

0 0 155 245 654

(22.51 (35.5} (9.50)

1.45 1,50 14.70 22.0 4 88

(3.19) (3.30) (21,35) (3t 95_ (7.10)

0 0 15.35 25.65 7.90

(22.3) 37 25 (11.45)'

1.54 1.57 15.8 234 5.1

{3.40) (3.46) (23 O) i33.9) r (7_ 4)

0 0 .........................

0 0 15.70 269 2 4 8.8

(22.75) (39 05) I (3.5) (12.8)

1.90 628 .........................

{4.20) (13.81)

4.23 160 21.6 24 3_2

(9.35) {23.2) (31 4} (3 5) (4.7)
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rest

1

2a

2b

2c

39

3b

3c

3d

49

4b

4c

4<1

46

4f

5.1

5b

6a

6b

79

9/0

7c

7d

TABLE I[-V - HYDROGEN TANK PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE DATA SUMMARY FOR CENTAUR B-2 TEST PROGRAM

System configuration

4ul I- Tank Pressurant

be r lllage gas flow

94 vol- control

ae] i - ume,
3 Va /e .')rifice

ut i m

bc - (It 3) diam-

tic s eter.
mm

(in)

Pres -

sure

at

start

of

pres-

_urlza-

tion.

q cm 2

(psia)

I13

(16.4)

11,4

116 5)

114

(16.5)

1L.3

(t6.4)

11.4

(16.5)

11.2

(16.3

11.4

(16.5)

11.2

. (16.3)

11.3

(10.4)

11.3

(16.4)

11.3

(16,4)

11.2

(16.3

11.2

(16.3)

11.2

(16.3)

11.3

(18.4)

11.4

(16.5)

II.3

(16.4)

11.3

(18.4)

11.4

(16.5}

11.3

(16.4)

11.3

(16, 4)

11.4

(10.5)

(a) Engine prestart sequence

E ngin( start

pres _ure

cot rol

ral go,

N c m 2

(p_ ia)

17.5t}18.5

(25.4 t } 26 9)

l

I

I

17.4 t) 18,3

(25.3 t) 26,61

19.1 I_ 19.3

(27.8 I "J28.3)

r

1'/.4 Io 18.3

(25.3 io 26.6]

19.1 ,r) 19.5

(27.8 _ o 28.3}

17.7 'o 16.0

(25.7 :o 26.21

17.7 o 18.0

(25.7 o 26.2}

10.0 o 19.1

(27.6 o 27.6_

Ullage pressure regulation

R;I nlp tamp Pressure Pre- I

pres- :ime, rise rate. start I

sure see N (cm2)(sec) hold !

2 i I
AP, (Ib {in. )(see)) I : me,

N em 2 t sec

](psid)

7,3 329

(10.5)

6.9 32 1

C10.o)

7.3 31,2

(10.3)

7.3 Z8.38

(t0.6)

"/3 Z8.61

(to. 5)

'/ 1 28.0

(to. m}

'/.0 24.94

(lO 11

7.1 27.22

{10.3}

7.0 23, 5

(lo, 21

7,0 24.9

(10.21

7.0 252

(10.2',

8,3 30,89

(12.01

8.3 32.7

(12,0:

8.3 39.2

(12.01

8.2 11.5

(11,91

8.1 2L.4

(11.81

8.3 11.4

(IZO

6,8 16,0_

19.8

8.6 2,0_

(12.4

6.8 10,7, =

(0.8

6.8 180(

(9.8

8.0 3.7

(1116

O. 10

C0, 15)

0,18

(O. 26)

O. 23

C0.34}

O. 25

C0.3'/)

0.26

(O. 39)

0,25

(0.3'/)

0.28

(0.41)

O. 25

(0.37)

O. 32

(0.47)

O. 28

(0.41)

O, 28

(0.41)

O. 28

(0.41)

O. 25

(0,36)

0.21

(0.31)

0.72

(1.04)

0.38

C0.55)

0.01

(0.88)

0.42

(0.01)

4.08

(5.92)

0,41

(0.59)

0.40

(0.56)

2.15

(3. t4)

0

0

1'/.5

27. o

26.1

22.05

30.0

28 3'/

29.40

31. I0

31.11

8,62

7,62

3,54

19.70

8,47

19.10

23.89

21.3"/

19.43

20.42

20. I0

4 35. I $I -2 4 98

(1240) (0 196}

26.6

940. l)

26,6

939,5)

26.4

931.6t

26.6

939.5)

26 6

(941)

26.6

:940.1)

20.6

940.4)

24.9

:86o,3)

24,4

(904)

24.'/

1873.8)

24.8

(876)

25.1

',688.1)

25.1 4.98 :

[888, I) (o. 196)

10.7 3.42

{3'/'/. 81 (0.135)

18.0

[636.4)

10.'/

[3'/9, 21

1"/,7

I826.01

1.4_ 2.59

(50 (o. 102)

13.7 2.59

(484.5] (0.1023

15.0 2 59

(530.2', (0.102)

0.0! 1.96

(23! I (o. 078)

Pre _- Supply

sur N cm 2pressures,

zati m

_on( ol (psia) I

cvcl ?s

cluri mg

hol

I
I 865 to 130 I

(1255 to 188) I

761 to 292 I

(1103 to 4241 I

923 to 419 I

(1339 to 6081 I

975 to 503 I

11414 to 730} I

948 to 463 I

(1376 to 672) [

936 to 468 ]

(135'/ to 680) I

L003 to 547 t

(1454 to 793) {

947 to 486 I

(1373 to 705) I

961 to 527 I

(1395 to 765) I

938 to 520 I

(1360 to 755) I

945 to 520 I

I (13'/0 to 755) ]

986 to 424 I

(1428 to 6151 I

988 to 415 I

(1432 to 602) i

I 928 to 342 !

(1347 to 497)

I 1725 to 1393

(2505 to 2020)

k 1686 to 1140

(2448 to 1655)

{ 1"/20 to 1380

(2495 to 2000)

! 1654 to 1268

(2400 to 1840)

I 1 2305 to 2170

(3345 to 3150)

1 1985 to 1365

(2880 to 1900)

3 2006 to 1322
: 2910 to 1920

1 _ I 2220 to 2095

I(32_0 to 3o4o)

Pressurant gas usage

Gas flow

rates,

kg sec

(lb secl

0.14 to 0.02

(0.31 to 0.05)

0, 12 to 0.05

{0 27 to 0. I0)

0.14 to 0.07

(0.31 to 0_15)

0.15 to 0.06

(0.32 to O. 15)

0.15to 0.07

(0.33 to 0. 161

0.15 to0 07

(0.33 to 0.161

0.15 to 0.08

(0, 34 1o 0.19)

O.14to0 07

(0.30 to 0.16)

O. 15 to O. 08

(0.32 to O. 18)

0,15 to 0.08

(032 to O. 18)

0.15to0 08

(0.32 to o 18)

0.15to0 07

(0.33 to 0.15)

0.15to0 07

(0.33 to 0.15)

0.14 to 0.06

(0.31 to O. 13)

0,12 to 0.10

(0, 27 to O, 22)

0.12 to 0.08

(0.27 to O. 18)

O. 12 to 0.09

(0.2'/ to O, 21)

O. 12 to O. 09

(0.26 to 0.20)

0.12 to 0.11

(0. Z6 to O. 24)

0,11 toO 06

(0.24 to 0.14)

O. 11 to 0,0'/

(0.24 to 0.15)

0.05 to 0 05

(0.12 to 0.12)

Mass used during engine

prestart, kg (Ib)

Ramp Hold I Total ! Totall

se- se- I used pre-

luence quence die-

ted

4 83 I 4. 83 ......

(lO 64] (10_64) (6 60)
30 3.0 299

(662', 6.62)

3 07 3.06 3.13

(6 771 (6.77) (6 90)

2 92 2.91 2.82 I

(0 43] (6.43) (6 22)[

292 2.91 2.'/5

(6 43: (6.43) (6.07)

2.85 2,85 2.97

(6.30 (6, 30) (6, 56)]

2.82 2.82 2.93

C6.2Z (6.22) (0.47)1

2.81 281 2,97

(6 20: (6.2O) (6, 56)1

2.57 258 2,751

(368 (5.88) (6.08) I

2.70 270 2,84 i

(5 06 (5,96) (6 27)1

2 72 2'/2 289l

(6 01 (6.01) (6.3'/)}

9.22 0.II 3,33 335[

1'/11 (0, 24) (7.35)(7,38)[

3.35 009 3.43 3,41

(7,38 (0,19) (7,57) (7.54)

3,49 3,49 3.57

(7'/1 ('/,71) C7._)

1,29 0.22 1.51 1.61

(2.85 (0.40) (3.34) (3.56)

2.11 0.36 2.47 2.461

(4.65 (0.801 (5. 4511(8.43)1

1.25 0.2o 1.45 1621

(2.'/6 (0.451 (2.21) (3,59)l

1.68 0.21 1.89 1.991

(3.'/0 (0.471 (4.17) (4.39)i

0.1_[ 0.24 044 ..... ,

(o. 42 (o. 541 (0.96}

1.40 0.27 1.77 I '/5 I

(3,3o (0.6o/ (3.9ol (3,9'/)1

1.54 0.32 1.86 2,01 I

(3.40 (0.'/0] (4. t01 (4 44)

020 0.21 0.41 .....(0, 44 (0.46! (0.901
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TABLE It-V. - Concluded ItYDROGEN TANK PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM

(b) Steady-state

Test System configuration

Gas Ullage

used volume,

m 3

(ft 3)

Ullage pressure regulation

1 Hy- 35.1

dro- (1240)

gen

2a 26.6

(940)

2b 26.6

(941)

2e 26.6

(940)

3a 26.8

(948)

3b 26, 8

(949)

3c 26.8 to 26.9 2.7 17.6

(946 to 953) (25.6)

3d 26.8 to 27.6 10.02 17.7

(948 to 975) (25.7)

4a 25.1 1.2 17.8

(888) (25.8)

4b 24.6 1.9 18.0

(870) (26.1)

4c 24.9 3.0 18.0

(880) (26.1)

4d 25.2 1.'/ 19.4

(893) (28.1)

4e 25.6 to 32.9 100 19.3

(905 to 1161) (28.0)

4f 25.6 to 26.3 10.4 19.2

(904 to 930) (27.9)

5a I1.1 to 26.0 205 19.4

(394 to 919) (28.2)

5b 18.2 to 18.9 9.7 19.4

(644 to 667) (28.2)

6a 11.2 to 26.3 205 19,4

(395 to 930) (28.2)

6b 18.0 to 18.5 8.4 17.8

(636 to 655) (25.8)

7a 1.7 to9.1 100 19.3

(60 to 322) (28. I)

7b 13.9 to 14.0 2.8 19,7

(491 to 494) (25.9)

7c 15.2 to 15.3 4 18.1

(537 to 542) (26.2)

7d O. 85 to 34.5 440 19.3

" (30 to 1218) I (28.0)
I

Engine Pres- Control Pressure Pressure

firing sure range rise rate, decay rate,

time, at during N (cm2)(sec) N, (em2) (sec)

sec engine engine (lb (in. 2)(sec)) (lb (in --Z)(sec))

start, firing,

N cm 2 N crn 2

(psia) (psia)

0 ..... 17.5 t_) 18.5 ........................ SV-5 3.42

(25.4 to 26.9) (0,135)

i

.............................

..... ! ........................
i

l
18.3 ........................ i

P (26.5) ! I

0.7 18.1 ........................

(26.2) I

0 ...... 17.4 to 18.3 ........................

(25.3 to 25.6)

........................

0.014 ............

(0. 020)

........................

........................

I

........................

........................ !

I I

............ 0.03 to 0.014 3,20

(0.04 to 0,02) (0.126}

............ 0,03

(0.05)

0.12 to 0.07 0.04 to 0.03

(0.17 to 0.10) i (0.06 to 0.04)

............ 0.014

(0.02)

0.12 to 0.07 0.06 to 0.03 !
(0.17 to 0.10) (0.08 to 0.04)

i ........................

1

0,76 to 0.19 0.21 to 0.08 [

(1.10 to 0, 28) (0.30 to 0.12)

........................

........................

0.77 to 0.05 0.21 to 0_05

r (1.12 to 0.07) (0.30 to 0.07

Flow control valve regulation

Continuous bleed flow Makeup flow

Flow Orifice Num- Duty Flow Orifice Num- Duty

con- diam- ber cycle, con- diam- ber cycle,

trc,l eter. of per- trol eter of per-

valve naln con- cent valve mm con- cent

Hn. ) trol of (in.) trol of

cy- open cy- open

cles time cles time

0 0 SV-7 3.76 0 0

(0. 148)

, !

I

1 100

0 0

1 100

I qr

i

,r

l . 100

0 0

5 27

0 0

5 26 to 29

i 1 100

9 20 to 28

0 0

I 0 0

!

i 19 20 to 30
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PERFORMANCE DATA SUMMARY FOR CENTAUR B-2 TEST PROGRAM

engine firing

Pressurant gas usage NPSP margin, engine shutdown

Supply pressure,

N cm 2

(psia)

Continuous Makeup

bleed flow

Flow rate,

kg sec

(lb sec)

Continuous Makeup

bleed flow

0 0

179 .... 0,011 0.013

(260) (0 024) (0.029)

310 .... 0.019 0

(450) (0.042)

........ 0

212 ....

(308)

322 ....

(467}

323 ....

(469)

'318 293

(461) (425)

325 ....

(471)

320 293

(464) (426)

322 297

(467) (432)

318 ....

(462)

293

,i
(425)

0

0.013

(0.029)

0

O. 016

(0. 035)

0.016

(O. 036) I

0. 016 0. 020

(0.035) (0. 045)

0.016 0

(0 035)

0. 016 0. 020

(0.035) (0.045)

0.016 0.020

(0. 035) (0. 045)

0. 016 0. 020

{0. 036) (0. 045)

0 0

0.016 0

(o, 036)

O, 016 O. 020

(0,035) (0. 045)

Mass used,

kg sec

(lb sec)

Continuous Makeup

bleed flow

Total usage,

kg see

(lb 'sec)

Actual Predicted

0 0 0 0

i
I

, I

0.004 o005 0.008 .....

(0.006) (0.01) (0.018)

o. 147 0 o. 147 .....

(0.324) (0.324)

0 0 0

0 0

Engine pump inlet NPSP NPSP

required, margin,

Liquid Total Nero 2 N cm 2

satura- pressure, (psi) (psi)
tion N cm 2

pressure, (psia)

N cm 2

(psia)

11.82 17.80

(17.15) (25.85)

0.014 0.014 .................

(0.03) (0.03)

0 0 0 ............

1.57 1.57 1.59 12.60 17.4

(3.46) (3.46) (3.51) (18.30) (25.3)

0.14 0.14 ..... 11.75 18.86

(0.30) F (0.30) (17.05} (27.35)

3.18 O. B6 4.04 3.84 12.03 16.7l

(7.02) (1.90) (8.92) (8.47) (17.45} (24.25)

0.13 0 0.13 ..... 11.82 18.50

(0.28) (O. 28) (17. I5) (26.85)

3.21 0.83 4.04 3.95 11.91 17.10

(7.09) (I. 84) (8.93) (8.73) (17.30) (24.85)

0.09 0.08 0.17 ..... 11.82 18.3

(0.20) (0.18) (0.38) (17.15) (26,6)

1.51 0.50 2.01 2.06 11.91 17.9

(3.34) (1.10) (4.44) (4.56) (17.30) (26.0)

0 0 0 0 ............

0.04 0 0.04 .....

(o. o8) (0. o_

6.95 2,75 9.68 9.77

(15.31} (6.06) (21.37) (21.57)

0.9

(1.3)

0.9

(1.3t

i

5.1

(7.4)

3.93

(5.70)

6.20

(9.00)

3.79

(5.5)

5.78

(6.4)

4.31

(6.25)

5.62

(8.15)

5.1

(7.4)

11.82 17.80 0.9 5.1

(17.15) (25.85) (1.3) (7.4)

13.1 17.90 0.9 3.89

(19. O) (25.95) (1,3) (5.65)
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Openandclosefacility vent valve

Main hydrogenpressurization

Hydrogensteady-statepressurization
I

hLiquid hydrogen
vent valve II _Ftowventuri

P andT

Liquid oxygen
vent valve-_

P and TJ"

Liquid

I

r Bubble

/

Heliumengine start pressurization(TR-20)

_- _-3

/-(Alternate control with PS-3)

.. _ Engine
._ ; start

pressur-
ization

.._ Steady-
"" state

pressuriz-
ation

..--Open and
close
facility
vent
valve

Flow
venturi
(P, T,
and AP)-.,

I

I

Liquid hydrogen
tank pressurization

sequencer

Liquid oxygentank
pressurization

if Vacuum
-" chamber

wall

r-Helium
I storage

bottles

Facility

supply

Figure II-L - Schematicof pressurization systemused in Centaur B-2 test program.
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Rgure II-Z. - Vehicle pressurization panel used in B-2 tests.

:-72-1298

Helium in "_'_ spaced

\\\ Centerline

' _ _ of holes

L_uid_._._ lit

:2
Thrust barrel _

/I _f" _'Liquid oxygen I i

'1 / ';°_in

Figure I1-3. - Helium bubbler used for pressurizing B-2 Centaur liquid oxygen tank - Centaur

pressurized propellant feed system tests in Plum Brook B-Z test facility.
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Pressurizing gas in

(1. O-in. ) tube

/_Flow splitter, 14.6 percent

open area

Stainless-steel

cone_.
_ Perforated plate _,

32. 8 percent open area

_ Perforated plate 2,

48. 5 percent open area

_=Perforated plate 3,

18.5 percent open area

30.48 cm (12. 0 in. ) diam ,-_

CD-11249-31

Figure II-4. - Centaur hydrogen tank pressurizing gas flow energy dissipator for pressurization

system tests in B-2test facility. (All perforated plates formed to spherical radius. All material,
type 304 stainless steel. )
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16

t_

Solenoid flow controlvalve open sequences SV-4 tank_ = -- __ -- _ - vxyuen vre_unza,,u,,

= = : IV-_'_ Hydrogen tank
-- SV-TJ pressurization

PS-I controlling

_
i ! I sec _ PS-2controlling _I

/i _ __e',-_ PS-3 controlling [ \ ,,_Liquidoxygen tank

/I t __. ____ _ pressure
I c

_g_n taI nnkstep__ "_. ........ ._.

I 4 I[ _ion _""_' ..... I \ "'-

! .... , i \ :-Facility vent valves
J_ankpressurization t \ /" controlling

I
I

t
I

I

I

] Start autose(,uence [
Prestart i Engine start Engine shutdown End autosequence

I I

I

Time

Figure 1I-5. - Typicalpropellant tank pressu re profiles for engine firing sequences - Centaur B-2 tests.
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36 --

24

32 22

2O
28

18

24 16

Solenoid flow control valve opening sequences
--- .. -- ---- "- _ SV-4 - Helium pressurization

PS-i control

__ _ ,_. rTank pressure
b I _ ,',-Engine pump inlet total pressure

l/ _ ./,,_Cnginepump inlet static pressure

-- [/ _ PS-2control ,///

iT F_ '/-Facili_ivent

J/' valve control !

%-,---- _------
URequired NPS P "-Liquid saturation

-- pressure at

engine inlet
_, _ 12-- Start ,Liquidoxygenprestart [ Engine shutdown

_ _ Ipre_surizati_n IEngineltart ) I I I I I I

_= (a) Liquid oxygen tank.

Solenoid flow control valve opening sequences
• -- SV-2 - Helium pressurization

) -- Analog compute__ __IV:)} Hydrogen pressurization
a- 2(] . .,.^, r Tank pressure

PS-3 control -" .
I / .-'%-"-Engine pump inlet total pressu re

18 -- l / i_'///7_/////// "" / r Engine pump inlet static pressure

" ++l/_.__._. ,,on
16 '-R_uid pressure at

l[ -- engine inlet

Start pressurization

rLiquid Engine itrae_ttart r Engine shutd°wn

-- I' hydrogen

I I I I I I t i J
-60 -40 -?0 0 20 40 60 80 lO0 120 140 160

Time from engine start, sec

(b) Liquid hydrogen tank.

Figure li-6. - Hydrogen and oxygen tank pressure profiles - 100-second engine firing.
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E

-G

B0

6(}

4G

ZO
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III. CENTAUR PROPELLANTTANK PRESSURANT GAS REQUIREMENT

AND PROPELLANTTHERMODYNAMICS

by Raymond F. Lacovic

SUMMARY

Experimental data obtained on pressurant gas quantities gave good agreement with

quantities generated from computer programs developed at the Lewis Research Center.

Tests made by pressurizing the liquid oxygen tank with helium injected below the liquid

surface through a bubbler showed helium usage to be about one-half that for tests made

by pressurizing directly into the ullage through a standpipe. Liquid oxygen tank gaseous

residuals at the end of the engine firing, however, were greater with the bubbler than

with the standpipe. A hypothetical three-burn Centaur mission, using B-2 test data,

shows that four standard Centaur helium storage spheres of 0.12-cubic-meter (4.27-ft 3}

capacity are required.

Development of a stratified liquid hydrogen layer during engine firing was not as

significant as expected. This stratified layer did not reduce the amount of usable liquid

hydrogen.

Propellant tank heating rates in the B-2 vacuum chamber were greater than for

flight. These rates, however, did not significantly affect test results. They are also

accounted for in the analytical programs used to predict pressurant gas quantities.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The most important information needed to evaluate the performance of a pressuriza-

tion system is the precise quantities of pressurant gas required. At stated in section II,

gaseous helium was used to pressurize the oxygen tank for engine start and for steady-

state engine firing. Gaseous helium was also used to pressurize the hydrogen tank for

engine start. Accurate knowledge of these helium requirements is vital since the high-

pressure helium storage bottles comprise more than 90 percent of the pressurization

system hardware weight. For the Centaur space vehicle, any savings in helium pres-

surant is reflected in hardware weight (or payload capability) on an approximately 10 to 1

basis; that is, 10 kilograms of hardware weight is saved for each kilogram of helium
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pressurant saved. As noted in section II, the hydrogentank waspressurized with gas-
eous hydrogen, bled from the RL10 engines, during the steady-state engine firing period.
A knowledgeof this gaseoushydrogenquantity is required to provide sufficient bleed
capability from the engines.

Pressurant gas requirements for the B-2 Centaur pressurization system canbe di-
vided into two distinct periods. Thefirst period is the tank pressure increase (ramp)
required to reach engine start pressures. During this ramp period, in both the oxygen
and fuel tanks, the tank pressures must be increased to some level abovethe saturated
liquid vapor pressure in order to provide net positive suction head(NPSH)to the engine
pump andto overcome fluid acceleration losses for the engine start transient. This
ramp pressure increase is accomplishedby using stored gaseoushelium. The second
period is during the engine steady-state operation (expulsion). During this period, the
tank pressures must be maintained at levels to provide the necessary NPSHat the engine
pump inlet. For this period, stored gaseoushelium is used for the oxygentank, and
gaseoushydrogenbled from the enginesis usedfor the hydrogentank.

Ramp and expulsion pressurization tests prior to testing a flight-type system in B-2
were conductedwith thick-walled, heavily insulated Centaur liquid hydrogenand liquid
oxygentanks. The experimental helium quantities required to ramp the liquid hydrogen
tank pressure are compared in reference 5with calculated quantities generated by the
computer program described in reference 4. These comparisons are madefor various
pressure increases abovethe propellant saturation pressure and for various tank
ullages. The reported averagedeviation betweenthe experimental and calculated helium
requirements was 5.1 percent. The reported maximum deviation was 9.4 percent.

Reference 6 compares the experimental quantities of helium for both ramp and ex-
pulsion in the liquid oxygentank with calculated quantities. The calculated quantities
for the ramp period prior to engine start were generated by thecomputer program de-
scribed in reference 4. Helium quantities during expulsion were generatedby the com-
puter program described in reference 3. The reported average deviation betweenthe
experimental and calculated helium requirements for the ramp tests was 7.6 percent.
The reported maximum deviation was 13.4 percent. The reported averagedeviation be-
tween the experimental and calculated helium requirements for the expulsiontests was
1.9 percent. The reported maximum deviation was 5.6 percent.

Thesegoodcomparisons betweenthe experimental quantities obtainedand the cal-
culated quantities provided confidencein the validity and accuracy of the computer pro-
grams. The computer programs were then usedto size the B-2 test pressurization sys-
tem, to estimate the pressurant gasesrequired, andto makecomparisons against the
B-2 data. For theseprograms, the principal inputs were tank geometry, pressurant
and propellant properties, tank heat input, and tank ullage and pressure against time.

Two modesof pressurization were investigated for the Centaur thick-walled, liquid

oxygen tank. In one mode of pressurization the helium pressurant was added directly to
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the tank ullage through a standpipe. Consequently, the tank ullage at the end of the ex-
pulsion consisted primarily of helium. In the other mode of pressurization helium was
injected beneaththe surface of the liquid oxygenthrough a bubbler. Consequently, the
partial pressure of liquid oxygenin the ullage was maintained, andtheullage at the end
of expulsion containeda large amountof oxygen. The theory and advantagesof this type
of pressurization are discussed in reference 2. A comparison and discussion of these
two modes of pressurization for liquid oxygenexpulsion is given in reference 6. Results
showthat one-half as muchhelium was required for injection beneaththe liquid surface
as comparedwith helium addition directly to the tank ullage. Two comparison tests
(tests 5aand 6a)using the two modesof pressurization were also performed as part of
the B-2 test program, andthe results are included in this section.

EXPERIMENTPROCEDURE

The Centaur vehicle engine firing tests performed in the B-2 facility were designed

to test the pressurization system under simulated space conditions with flight-type hard-

ware and actual engine firings. The propellant tank pressure histories for a typical en-

gine firing test are described in section II. The operation of the pressurization system

throughout the tank pressure histories is also described in section II.

A total of 17 comparisons were made between the experimental and calculated pres-

surant requirements prior to engine start. These comparisons were available from

aborted tests and/or short-duration engine firings (less than 10 sec).

A total of five engine firing tests were accomplished with a firing time of more than

10 seconds. For these engine firing tests, comparisons were made between the experi-

mental and calculated pressurant requirements, both prior to engine start and during the

engine firing period.

The experimental pressurant gas quantities were obtained by integrating the flow

rates measured by sharp-edged orifices and/or calibrated venturis.

Throughout the B-2 test program a number of tests were also performed to obtain

the heat transfer rates to the propellant tanks. The net heat input rate to each of the

propellant tanks was measured by two different methods. The first method consisted of

reading the average tank vent valve position for each tank, over a period of time, then

determining the average gas flow through the valve from a previous calibration of posi-

tion against flow. (The vent valve is a plug valve having a plug with "proportional"

taper.) If the propellant is known to be at saturation conditions throughout the test, the

average heat input rate is then calculated from the gas flow rate and the heat of vapori-

zation of the liquid in the tank. The second method consisted of reading the decrease in

liquid volume in the tank over a period of time. Changes in liquid volume were deter-

mined from the capacitance liquid level sensors in each tank. If the propellant is known
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to be at saturation conditions throughout the test (i. e., density known), the average heat
input rate is then calculated from the averagemass rate (density times volume) de-
crease and the heat of vaporization of the liquid in the tank.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Propellant Tank Heat Transfer Rates

The Centaur vehicle installation in the B-2 facility provided a unique configuration

of heat inputs to the propellant tanks. The propellant tanks received conductive heat in-

puts from the support structure and piping; radiative inputs from the support structure,

the vacuum chamber floor (which was not guarded by a liquid nitrogen coldwall), the

piping, and the vacuum chamber passages; and convective heat inputs from residual

gases in the vacuum chamber (mostly helium).

In order to determine the heat transfer rates to the propellant tanks a number of

special heat transfer tests were performed throughout the B-2 test program. The tests

were performed over a range of vacuum chamber pressures and propellant liquid levels.

Based on these tests, the net heat input rates to the propellant tanks were calculated and

are plotted in figure III-1. As expected, the propellant tank heat inputs decreased as the

vacuum chamber pressure decreased. At a vacuum chamber pressure of 0. 0001 N/cm 2

(0. 0075 torr) the convective heat inputs to the liquid hydrogen tank had nearly vanished,

and a near-constant heat input rate from radiative and conductive sources had been

achieved. The liquid oxygen tank heat input rates decreased to near zero at about 0.0004

N/cm 2 (0. 030 torr) since the tank had a large conduction loss to the liquid hydrogen tank.

Prior to the start of an engine firing the vacuum chamber pressure was increased to

a value greater than 0.13 N/cm 2 (10 torr). This was because of the requirement to

equalize the vacuum chamber and spray chamber pressure to open the isolation valve

between them. However, once the engines were started, the vacuum chamber pressure

decreased as a result of the diffuser pumping action of the engine exhaust on the vacuum

chamber. An example of this vacuum chamber pressure decrease, for test 5a, is given

in figure III-2. The vacuum chamber pressure decreased rapidly to a steady-state pres-

sure of less than 0.026 N/cm 2 (2.0 torr). Even with this decrease, the vacuum chamber

pressures were high enough throughout the entire test to provide considerable convective

heating to the propellant tanks. These heat input rates for a B-2 test were about an or-

der of magnitude greater than the rates that would be expected for a Centaur vehicle with

radiation shields during a space coast. The expected flight Centaur hydrogen tank max-

imum heat input is about 15 W/m 2, and the expected flight Centaur oxygen tank maximum

heat input is about 6 W/m 2.
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The net heat input rates given in figure III-1 were used as an input for the com-
puter programs used to calculate the pressurant requirements. The high heat inputs
had a significant effect (about 15percent) on the pressurant gas requirements.

Pressurant Usage Comparisons

As stated, one of the primary objectives of the B-2 test program was to compare

the experimental pressurant requirements for each test with the requirements calcu-

lated by pressurization computer programs. The comparisons between the experimental

and calculated pressurant usages for each of the tests are listed in tables III-I to III-IV.

Two computer programs were used. One program (ref. 3) calculates the pressurant

requirements prior to an engine start, when the tank pressure is increased from satura-

tion pressure to some engine start pressure level. The other program (also ref. 3) cal-

culates the pressurant required during the engine firing period.

The helium usage comparisons for the liquid hydrogen tank ramp periods prior to

engine start are listed in table III-I. The average deviation for the 19 comparisons was

4.1 percent. This percentage compares favorably with the 5.1-percent average devia-

tion reported for the 36 ramp-period helium usage comparisons made in reference 5.

The gaseous hydrogen usage comparisons for the hydrogen tank steady-state engine

firing periods are listed in table III-II. The average deviation for the five comparisons

was 2.5 percent.

The helium usage comparisons for the liquid oxygen tank ramp periods prior to

engine start are listed in table III-III. The average deviation for the 18 comparisons was

3.2 percent. This deviation was considerably less than the 7.6-percent average devia-

tion reported for the 14 ramp-period helium usage comparisons made in reference 6.

The helium usage comparisons for the oxygen tank steady-state engine firing periods

are listed in table HI-IV. The average deviation for the four comparisons was 4.8 per-

cent. This percent deviation is greater than the 1.9-percent average deviation reported

for the 12 expulsion-period helium usage comparisons made in reference 6.

A more meaningful comparison of the experimental and calculated helium usages is

listed in table III-V. This table constructs a hypothetical Centaur three-engine firing

mission by using actual B-2 test data. The various events of the mission are listed in

the left column, and the experimental and calculated helium usages that most closel]

match each event are compared alongside. Prior to each engine start the liquid oxy,_en

and liquid hydrogen tank pressures must be increased with helium. Once the enginea

are started, helium is used to pressurize the liquid oxygen tank during the engine firi,

period. As shown, the experimental and calculated total helium usages for the constru _-

ted three-engine firing mission are nearly the same. About 13.6 kilograms (30 lb) of
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helium is required for the hypothetical three-engine firing mission. This helium canbe
stored in four current-flight-size helium bottles with a 12-percent helium margin above
the actual usageand residuals. Comparisons suchas this and the individual test com-
parisons previously discussed indicate that a very goodestimate of the helium require-
ments can be madefor Centaur spacevehicle gas pressurization by using the available
computer programs.

Propellant Tank Thermodynamics

Data on propellant tank thermodynamics during the B-2 test program were obtained

in two areas. These two areas are injection of helium beneath the liquid oxygen surface

and liquid hydrogen stratification.

Liquid oxygen tank pressurization with helium iniected beneath the liquid surface. -

Two modes of pressurization were explored in pressurizing the liquid oxygen tank. In

one mode the helium pressurant was added directly to the tank ullage through a stand-

pipe, and in the other mode the helium was injected beneath the surface of the liquid

oxygen through a bubbler. These two modes of pressurization were compared in tests

5a, 5b, 6a, and 6b.

In tests 5a and 5b the helium was added directly to the tank ullage. The amount of

helium required to pressurize the liquid oxygen tank during the engine firing period for

test 5a was 3.01 kilograms (6.64 lb).

Tests 6a and 6b were identical to tests 5a and 5b except that the helium was injected

beneath the surface of the liquid oxygen through a bubbler. The amount of helium re-

quired to pressurize the liquid oxygen tank during the engine firing period for test 6a

was 1.45 kilograms (3.19 lb).

The helium usage comparisons for the ramp periods prior to engine start are shown

in figure III-3. As shown in this figure, the mode o[ pressurization in which the helium

is injected beneath the liquid surface requires less helium.

Based on these comparisons it is seen that helium injection beneath the liquid sur-

face reduced the helium required to pressurize the liquid oxygen tank by more than

50 percent. However, this helium usage reduction, and the corresponding hardware

weight reduction, must be weighed against the increased gaseous oxygen residuals that

result in the tank (about 54 kg (120 lb) for a 205-sec engine firing, for example). Con-

sequently, the choice of the pressurization mode is difficult to make and is dependent on

the Centaur missions being considered.

Liquid hydrogen stratification. - When a pressurized tank containing liquid is

heated, the bulk temperature of the liquid will increase until the saturation temperature

corresponding to the tank pressure is reached. In a pressurized tank containing liquid
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hydrogen this temperature increase will not be uniform andas the liquid near the tank
walls is heated, the liquid will flow to the surface and form a stratified layer of liquid
significantly greater in temperature than the bulk of the liquid. This warm layer of
liquid may not be available for engineconsumptionif the saturation pressure corre-
spondingto the liquid temperature does not result in adequateNPSH.

The liquid hydrogentemperature during the B-2 tests wasmeasuredby a series of
narrow-range transducers, as shownin figure III-4. During an enginefiring, these
transducers measured the presence of a stratified liquid hydrogen layer as the liquid-
gas interface moved past the transducer. The best measurementof this warm liquid
layer from the B-2 testing was obtainedduring test 7d and is shownin figure III-5. The
liquid temperatu-e profile is shownat engine start, 100secondsafter engine start, and
at 400 secondsafter engine start. The majority of the warm liquid development oc-
curred during the first 100secondsof enginefiring whenthe heat input rates to thetank
were the greatest. At 400secondsafter engine start the depth of the stratified layer
was only 5 centimeters (2 in.). The liquid hydrogenbulk had absorbed most of the heat
input. The test abort system would stopthe test if the propellant temperature entering
the engines wasabove 21.7 K (39.0° F). The quantity of liquid hydrogenabovethis
temperature wouldnot be available for engineconsumption. At 400 secondsafter engine
start this quantity of liquid hydrogenis 15kilograms (34 lb). This quantity of liquid hy-
drogen was less than expectedat this high heat input and is less than the quantity of
liquid hydrogenresidual that results from vapor ingestion limitations on liquid level
(27kg, or 60 lb) (ref. 7). For the lower heat inputs for a Centaur flight, the liquid hy-
drogen stratification wouldbe even less.

CONCLUSIONS

The Centaur pressurized propellant feed system test program provided useful data

in the areas of pressurant gas requirements and propellant tank thermodynamics. The

following are the five main results of the test program in these areas:

1. The pressurant requirements for the engine firing tests compared well with the

requirements generated by computer programs developed at the Lewis Research Center.

The average deviation for a total of 46 pressurant usage comparisons made was 3.6 per-

cent.

2. A hypothetical Centaur three-burn mission based on actual B-2 test data (us: ng

standpipe pressurization) could be accomplished with four helium storage spheres oi the

current flight size. This would provide a 12-percent helium storage margin above ac ual

requirements and residuals.
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3. Helium1pressurization of the liquid oxygentank by injecting helium beneaththe
surface of liquid oxygenrequired less than 50percent of the helium required for pres-
surization directly into the tank ullage. However, weight of the gaseousresiduals in
the oxygentank is increased significantly. This modeof pressurization may be attrac-
tive for certain Centaur missions.

4. The high heat input to the liquid hydro_entank resulted in a stratified warm
liquid layer of only 5-centimeter (2-in.) depthafter 400 secondsof engine firing.

5. The Centaur propellant tank heat input rates were determined as a function of

vacuum chamber pressure. Convective heating from the residual gases in the vacuum

chamber was the primary source of heat to the propellant tanks during the tests.
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TABLE III-I. - PRESSURANT USAGE COMPARISONS

FOR LIQUID HYDROGEN TANK RAMP PERIODS

PRIOR TO ENGINE START

Test Experimental Calculated Percent

helium helium deviation,

requirement, requirement, M - M

Me Me c e × 100
M

kg lb kg lb e

2a 3.00 6.62 2.99 6.60 -0.3

2b 3.07 6.7"/ 3.13 6.90 1.9

2c 2.92 6.43 2.82 6.22 -3.0

3a 2.92 6.43 2.75 6.07 -5.6

3b 2.86 6.30 2.97 6.56 4.1

3c 2.82 6.22 2.93 6.47 4.0

3d 2.81 6.20 2.9"I 6.56 5.8

4a 2.57 5.68 2.75 6.08 7.0

4b 2.70 5.96 2.84 6.27 5.2

4c 2.72 6.01 2.88 6.37 6.0

4d 3.33 7.35 3.35 7.38 .4

4e 3.43 7.57 3.41 7.54 -.4

4f 3.49 7.71 3.56 7.86 1.9

5a 1.51 3.34 1.61 3.56 6.6

5b 2.47 5.45 2.46 5.43 -.4

6a 1.46 3.21 1.63 3.59 11.8

6b 1.89 4.1"/ 1.99 4.39 -5.3

7a 0.41 0.90 0.27 0.60 (a)

7b 1.77 3.90 1.75 3.87 -0.8

7c 1.86 4.10 2.01 4.44 8.3

aThe percentage deviation is misleading with very

small pressurant usage comparisons.
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TABLE III-II. - PRESSURANT USAGE COMPARISONS

FOR LIQUID HYDROGEN TANK STEADY-STATE

FIRI NG PERIODS

Test Experimental

ga seou s

hydrogen

requirement.

M
e

kg lb

4e 1.57 3.46

5a 4.04 8.92

6a 4.05 8.93

7a 2.01 4.44

7d 9.67 21.37

Calculated

gaseous

hydrogen

requirement.

M
C

kg, lb

1.59 3.51

3.84 8.4'/

3.96 8.73

2.06 4.56

9.'/6 21.57

Percent

deviations,

M -M
e e , 100!

M
e

1.5

-5.0

-2.2

2.7

.9
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TABLE III-III. - PRESSURANT USAGE COMPARISONS

FOR LIQUID OXYGEN TANK RAMP PERIODS

PRIOR TO ENGINE START

Test Experimental Calculated

helium helium

requirement requirement

(step I + step II), (step I + step II),

M M
e c

kg lb kg lb

1 2.21 4.8? 2.08 4.59

2a 1.62 3.58 1.60 3.53

2b 2.18 4.82 2.13 4.71

2c 2.09 4.61 1.91 4.22

3a 1.97 4.35 1.99 4.38

3b 1.81 3.99 1.78 3.92

3c 1.83 4.04 1.76 3.88

3d 1.77 3.90 1.84 4.06

4a 1.74 3.84 1.73 3.81

4b 1.84 4.07 1.82 4.01

4c 1.87 4.13 1.81 4.00

4d 1.65 3.64 1.65 3.64

4e 1.66 3.65 1.64 3.62

4f 1.83 4.04 1.81 4.00

5a 1. O1 2.24 1.00 2.20

5b 1.59 3.51 1.51 3.34

7a O. 19 O. 41 O. 23 O. 51

7b .97 2.15 .93 2.04

7c 1.02 2.25 .91 2.00

7d .24 .54 .23 .50

aThe percentage deviation is misleading

pressurant usage comparisons.

Percent

deviation,

M -M
c e > 100

M
e

-5.7

-1.3

-2.3

-8.5

0.7

-1.8

-3.9

4.1

-0.8

-1.5

-3.2

0

-.8

-1.0

-1.8

-4.6

(a)
-5.1

-11.0

(a)

with very small
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TABLE III-IV. - PRESSURANT USAGE COMPARISONS

FOR LIQUID OXYGEN TANK STEADY-STATE

ENGINE FIRING PERIODS - DIRECT

ULLAGE PRESSURIZATION

(STANDPIPE)

Test

4e

5a

7a

7d

Experimental

helium

expert ment,

M
e

kg lb

O.96 2.12

3.01 6.64

1.54 3.40

6.14 13.55

Calculated

helium

requirement.

M
e

kg lb

1.07 2.37

2.92 6.44

1.57 3.46

6.26 13.81

Percent

deviation.

M -M
c e _ 100

M
e

11.8

-3.0

1.8

1.9

TABLE II1-V. - HELIUM USAGE COMPARISON FOR CENTAUR

THREE-ENGINE FIRING MISSION BASED ON B-2 TEST DATA

Event Test Experimental Calculated

helium helium

usage usage

kg lb kg lb

0.19 0.41 0.23 0.51Liquid oxygen tank ramp 7a

for first engine firing

Liquid hydrogen tank ramp 7a .44 .96 .29 .65

for first engine firing

First engine firing 7a 1.54 3.40 1.56 3.46

Liquid oxygen tank ramp 5a 1.01 2.24 1.00 2.20

for second engine firing

Liquid hydrogen tank ramp 5a 1.51 3.34 1.61 3.56

for second engine firing

Second engine firing 5a 3.01 6.64 2.91 6.44

Liquid oxygen tank ramp 4e 1.66 3.65 1.64 3.62

for third engine firing

Liquid hydrogen tank ramp 4e 3.44 7.57 3.41 7.54

for third engine firing

Third engine firing 4e .96 2.12 1.07 2.37

Totals a13.75 30.33 13.76 30.35

aThe amount of helium residuals (unusable) to store this quantity is

1 kg (2.2 lbt.
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IV. B-2 CENTAUR VEHICLE PROPELLANT SUPPLY SYSTEMS

by Kenneth W. Baud

SUMMARY

The propellant supply systems performed the intended design functions satisfactorily

without malfunction throughout the Centaur pressurization system test program. Data

obtained during the test program verified that (1) supply line initial filling times after

prevalve opening were less than 12 seconds and (2) the static pressure losses across the

supply system were generally less than the theoretical design values.

Temperature of the propellants in the lines, particularly at the outlets, increased

significantly during the initial tank pressurization phase prior to prestart. However,

10 seconds of prestart flow was more than adequate to replace the warm propellants

with cold liquid from the tank.

Temperature and pressure "spikes" were evident at the hydrogen supply line out-

lets during the engine start transient on several of the tests. These spikes were the re-

sult of engine hydrogen pump stall, and the magnitudes of the spikes were generally in-

dicative of the severity of the stall.

A desirable side effect resulted from injecting the liquid oxygen tank pressurant gas

beneath the liquid surface. This method of tank pressurization effectively increased the

available PSV (static pressure margin above saturated vapor pressure) at the liquid oxi-

gen pump inlets by 0.7 N/cm 2 (1.0 psi) near the end of a 205-second firing, compared

to direct ullage pressurization.

PROPELLANTSUPPLY SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The liquid hydrogen and oxygen supply systems which connected the Centaur propel-

lant tanks to the two RL10 engines are shown in figures IV-1 and IV-2, respectively.

The systems as installed for test are shown infigures IV-3 and IV-4.

The liquid hydrogen supply system consisted of a spherical segmented sump at the

outlet near the bottom of the tank, and a Y-shaped line which connected the sump to each

engine. The common section of the supply line was 12.7 centimeters (5.0 in.) in diam-

eter. The branch legs to each engine were 8.9 centimeters (3.5 in.) in diameter.
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The liquid oxygensupply system consisted of a spherical segmentedsumpat the
bottom of the tank andtwo separate and identical lines connectingthe sumpof each
engine. Two outlets were provided on the sump (oneto each engine). The two supply
lines were 8.0 centimeters (3.5 in.) in diameter.

Pneumatically operated shutoff valves (referred to as prevalves throughout the re-

mainder of this report) were installed in both the liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen sup-

ply systems. A single prevalve was installed between the hydrogen sump and the com-

mon section of the supply line. Two prevalves were installed in the liquid oxygen supply

system: one valve between the sump and each of the lines to the two engines. The pre-

valves were installed as a safety precaution in the event of structural failure of the sup-

ply lines or failure of the engine inlet valves to close.

Both the hydrogen and oxygen supply lines were constructed from thin-wall,

type-321 stainless-steel tubing and were externally insulated with rigid polyurethane

foam. The outer surface of the foam insulation was covered with thermal radiation

shielding. A cross section through the supply line insulation is shown infigure IV-5.

Both the h_:droa-en and oxygen lines were intentionally designed to avoid areas where

pockets of gas could be trapped in the lines. This design objective was achieved by pro-

viding a continuous downward slope from the sumps to the engine inlets.

Flexible joints were installed in the hydrogen and oxygen supply lines to accommo-

date line deflections resulting from thermal displacement, and misalinement resulting

from fabrication dimensional tolerances. The flexible joints were also designed to

accommodate line displacements resulting from engine gimbaling. However, the engines

were not gimbaled during the test program. The flexible joints in the hydrogen and oxy-

gen lines were identical. Three joints were installed in each of the two liquid oxygen

lines, and three joints were installed in each branch leg of the liquid hydrogen line.

Each flexible joint consisted of a bellows which was axially and circumferentially re-

strained by a mechanical linkage external to the bellows.

Locations of the pressure and temperature instrumentation used to evaluate the

performance of the liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen supply systems are also shown in

figures IV-1 and IV-2, respectively.

The B-2 Centaur propellant supply system configuration was similar to the current

Centaur "D" flight vehicle configuration in regard to materials, insulation technique,

and general routing. The major differences between the two designs were as follows:

(1) The flight vehicle has boost pumps installed in relatively large sumps on each

propellant tank. The boost pumps were eliminated from the B-2 vehicle and the sumps

were redesigned to reduce the volume and associated weight.

(2) The flight vehicle liquid oxygen supply line is Y-shaped with a short

7.6-centimeter (3.0-in.) diameter common section connecting to a single outlet flange

on the sump and a 6.3-centimeter (2.5-in.) diameter branch leg to each of the two
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engines. The B-2 liquid oxygensupply lines consisted of a separate 8.9-centimeter
(3.5-in.) diameter line for each engine (two outlet flanges were provided on the sump).
The purpose of these changeswas to reduce pressure drop.

(3) The flight vehicle liquid hydrogen supply line is also Y-shapedand also has a
7.6-centimeter (3.0-in.) diameter common section and a 6.3-centimeter (2.5-in.)

diameter branch leg to each engine. The B-2 liquid hydrogen supply line was similar

in shape to the flight configuration, but the line diameters were increased to reduce the

pressure drop (12.7-cm (5.0-in.) diameter common leg and 8.9-cm (3.5-in.) diameter

branch legs).

(4) The flexible joints in the flight vehicle propellant supply lines were designed

with the restraining structure internal to the bellows, whereas the B-2 Centaur lines

were designed with the restraining structure external to the bellows. The purposes of

this design change were to reduce pressure drop and to reduce line chilldown time for

engine restarts in space.

(5) The flight vehicle supply lines are designed such that gas traps exist in the

branch legs, which requires additional small-diameter "recirculation" lines to remove

boiloff gases. The B-2 vehicle supply lines were intentionally designed with a continu-

ous downward slope from the sumps to the engines, thus eliminating the need for recir-

culation lines.

PROPELLANTSUPPLY SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

Supply Line Chilldown After Prevalve Opening

The prevalves were always opened prior to initiating the autosequence. Evaluation

of the propellant supply line outlet temperature data (measurements 705T, 707T, 725T,

and 729T) indicated rapid filling of the lines with liquid after the prevalves were opened.

A plot of the supply line outlet temperatures for a 24-second time period after prevalve

opening is shown in figures IV-6 and IV-7 for the hydrogen and oxygen lines, respec-

tively. The data shown were obtained from test 3a and were generally representative of

all tests. The time period required for both the C-1 and C,2 hydrogen supply line outlet

temperatures to decrease to 22.5 K (40.5 ° R) for all tests ranged from 2 to 12 seconds.

The time period required for both the C-1 and C-2 oxygen supply line outlet tempera-

tures to decrease to 97.2 K (175 ° R) for all tests ranged from 1 to 10 seconds. Because

of this rapid cooldown, recirculation lines were not needed.
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Supply Line Propellant Conditions Prior to Engine Start

Prior to the engine start command, the propellant tanks were pressurized and the

engine pumps prechilled by opening the engine inlet valves for a predetermined time

period. This time period of pump prechill is referred to as "prestart" throughout the

remainder of this report. The duration of the prestart time periods used for each test

are summarized in table I-III.

During the time period between start of initial tank pressurization and the prestart

command (with prevalves opened), a significant temperature rise occurred at the supply

line outlets (measurements 705T, 707T, 725T, and 729T). A corresponding, but much

less pronounced, temperature rise occurred at the location immediately downstream of

the prevalves (measurements 703T, 723T, and 727T), which indicated that the liquid

within the lines was stratified. A rapid temperature decrease occurred when prestart

was initiated.

Temperature data for a typical 10- and 20-second hydrogen prestart are shown in

figures IV-8 and IV-9, respectively. Plots of the corresponding PSV at the hydrogen

pump inlets are shown in figures IV-10 and IV-11. Comparison of the latter two plots

show that the PSV at the beginning of prestart flow was 2.4 N/cm 2 (3.5 psi) for the

10-second prestart and 3.8 N/cm 2 (5.5 psi) for the 20-second prestart. IIowever, the

PSV that existed at the time of engine start command was independent of the prestart

flow duration since the warm fluJd was displaced from the line in approximately 5 sec-.

onds. This difference in PSV is due to the different time that prestart was initiated

after tank pressurization.

Typical liquid temperature data for the liquid oxygen supply lines prior to engine

start are shown in figure IV-12. A corresponding plot of the PSV at the pump inlet is

presented in figure IV-13. The prestart pressure margin was 6.5 N/cm 2 (9.5 psi).

Pump Inlet Conditions at Engine Start Command

Due to the test-to-test variations in (1) propellant tanking levels, (2) hydrogen pre-

start duration, and (3) hydrogen tank pressures, the pump inlet conditions existing at

engine start also varied from test to test. The hydrogen prestart durations and tank

pressures used for each test are summarized in table I-III. The propellant tanking

levels used and the corresponding propellant head pressures at the sump locations for

each test are summarized in table IV-I.

A summary of the static pressures and temperatures measured at the pump inlets

at the engine start command is presented in tables IV-II and IV-III for liqu.id hydrogen

and liquid oxygen, respectively. Corresponding values of the calculated PSV at the

pump inlets are also presented in each table.
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The hydrogen pumpinlet static pressure ranged from a high of 20.1 N/cm 2 (29.1
psia) to a low of 17.8 N,/cm2 (25.8 psia). Liquid hydrogen temperature at the pump in-
lets ranged fromahigh of 20.9K (37.7°R) toalowof 20.8K (37.4°R). The corre-
spondingVSV ranged from a high of 8.3 N/cm 2 (12.1 psi) to a low of 5.6 N/cm 2

(8.2 psi).

Pump Inlet Conditions During Engine Start Transient

Plots of the pump inlet static pressures and temperatures during the start transient

are shown in figures IV-14 to IV-21. Figures IV-14 to IV-17 are plots of data from

test 6a, which were typical for a successful firing. Figures IV-18 to IV-21 are plots of

data from test 7b, which were typical for tests aborted due to hydrogen pump stall (see

section V for a detailed discussion of the hydrogen pump stall).

As shown in figures IV-14 and IV-18, pressure spikes occurred after the hydrogen

pump interstage cooldown valve closed. As soon as the valve reached the full-closed po-

sition a rapid increase in pump inlet pressure (603V and 602P) occurred. The magni-

tude of the pressure spikes varied from test to test and from engine to engine.

Approximately 0.1 second after the cooldown valve closed, a spike in the fluid tem-

perature at the supply line outlets (705T and 707T) occurred on some of the tests (fig.

IV-20). The magnitude of the temperature spikes also varied from test to test and from

engine to engine.

The pressure and temperature spike magnitudes for each engine are summarized in

table IV-IV for all the tests which progressed beyond the hydrogen pump interstage

cooldown valve closing event. The larger temperature spikes generally correlated with

the engine and test in which the larger pressure spikes occurred.

The most severe temperature and pressure spikes (both in magnitude and duration)

occurred on the C-2 engine during aborted test 4b, on the C-1 engine during aborted

test 4c, and on both the C-1 and C-2 engines during aborted test 7b. After analysis of

the engine performance data from these tests, it was concluded that hydrogen pump stall

occurred in each case. Thus, it was also concluded that the temperature spikes were a

result of pump stall and that the magnitude and duration of the temperature spikes at the

pump inlets were indicative of the severity of the stall. The pump stall also increased

the severity of the pressure spike that normally occurred.

Minimum liquid hydrogen pump inlet static pressures generally occurred at two

separate times during the start transient. The first minimum pressure occurred as a

momentary pressure "undershoot" following the spike when the engine hydrogen pump

interstage cooldown valve closed (see section Y). The second minimum pressure oc-

curred at approximately the time that the pump reached the maximum speed. The pump
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inlet pressures andtemperatures at these two time periods during the start transient
are summarized in tables IV-V andIV-VI. Also presented are the corresponding values
of PSVat the pumpinlet. The lowest calculated value of PSV was 0.3 N/cm 2 (0.5 psi).
This value was obtained on the C-2 engineduring test 4c (table IV-V).

Minimum liquid oxygenpumpinlet static pressures also occurred at two separate
times during the start transient. The first minimum pressure occurred during the in-
jector cavity filling after the liquid oxygenflow control valve had opened. The second
minimum pump inlet pressure, as with the liquid hydrogenpump, occurred at the time
of maximum pump speed. A summary of the pump inlet pressures and temperatures for
these two time periods is presented in tables IV-VII and IV-VIII. Also presentedare
the corresponding calculated values of PSV. The lowest calculated PSVwas 7.0 N/cm 2
(10.2 psi). This value was obtainedon the C-1 engine during test 5b (table IV-VII).

Pump Inlet Conditions During Steady-State Engine Operation

A summary of the pump inlet static pressures and temperatures during steady-state

engine operation (shutdown minus 1 sec) is presented in tables IV-IX and IV-X for liquid

hydrogen and liquid oxygen, respectively. Also presented are the corresponding calcu-

lated values of PSV, which ranged from 3.7 to 6.5 N/cm 2 (5.3 to 9.4 psi) for the liquid

hydrogen pumps, and from 3.5 to 9.4 N/cm 2 (5.0 to 13.6 psi) for the liquid oxygen

pumps. The lower values generally occurred for a long-duration firing, and the higher

values for a short-duration firing.

The wide variation of PSV values obtained (at engine shutdown minus 1 sec) was a

result of the different tanking level and run duration for each test. The PSV value for a

specific run was directly related to the main engine pump inlet pressure, which was in

turn directly related to the tank ullage pressure and liquid level (liquid head).

The tank ullage pressures near the end of a run were dependent on the initial tanking

level and run duration. The tanks were pressurized to a relatively high level prior to

engine start and then permitted to decay to a lower level during engine operation. The

pressure decay rates were much greater for small initial ullage volumes than for large

initial ullage volumes. Consequently, the tank ullage pressures did not have sufficient

time to decay to the lower run pressure levels on many of the short-duration firings,

particularly if the initial ullage volume was also large.

Similarly, the liquid head was much greater for small ullage volumes and short-

duration firings. The combined effect of run duration and tanking level resulted in the

lowest PSV values during long-duration firings and small initial ullage volumes. The

highest PSV values were associated with short-duration firings and large initial ullage

volumes.
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Pressure Losses in Propellant Supply System

The static pressure losses across the entire propellant supply system consisted of

the following :

(1) Pressure losses due to friction

(2) Pressure losses due to velocity head differences

(3) Pressure losses due to fluid acceleration

The pressure losses due to friction and velocity head differences are applicable to both

the start transient and steady-state engine operation. The losses due to fluid accelera-

tion are applicable only during the engine start transient. The fluid acceleration losses

are directly proportional to the rate of change of propellant mass flow rate (slope of the

flow-rate-against-time curve). The most significant rate change in mass flow rate

normally occurs during the starting transient. During steady-state engine operation,

the mass flow rate is essentially constant, and the fluid acceleration losses are there-

fore negligible.

The static pressure losses across the propellant supply systems were determined

by analysis of the static pressure data obtained from the sump and engine pump inlet

measurements (700P, 720P, 602P, 603P, 614P, and 615P). Typical steady-state static

pressure data are shown in figures IV-22 and IV-23 for the liquid hydrogen and liquid

oxygen supply systems, respectively. A summary of the results of the data analysis

are presented in table IV-XI for both the start transient and steady-state engine opera-

tion. Also shown in table IV-XI for comparison are the theoretical pressure losses.

The theoretical losses associated with friction and velocity head were based on esti-

mated maximum possible flow rates to the engines. The theoretical losses due to fluid

acceleration during the start transient were likewise based on estimates of the maxi-

mum possible rates of change of propellant flow rate. Flowmeters were not installed

during the test program to determine if these assumptions were valid.

It should also be noted that the theoretical losses across the entire supply system

during the start transient were derived by adding the maximum values of all the various

contributions. This method inherently assumed a worst-case condition wherein all

maximum losses occurred simultaneously. Realistically the fluid velocities (and there-

fore friction and velocity head losses) are relatively low when the slope of the flow-rate-

against-time curve is at the greatest positive value (and thus, fluid acceleration losses

are greatest). Conversely, when the maximum fluid velocities are reached, the slope

of the flow-rate-against-time curve is near zero, or possibly negative (fluid deceler-

ating). Thus, the theoretical losses shown in table IV-XI for the entire system during

the start transient were conservatively higher than what was actually expected and mea-

sured.
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Propellent Temperatures During Long-Duration Firing

The propellant supply line temperature data for long-duration firings (with one ex-

ception) revealed a propellant warming trend as the firing progressed. Temperature

data for a typical test (test 5a, which was a 205-sec firing) are shown in figures IV-24

to IV-26. The warming trend was particularly noticeable near the end of the firing when

the propellant tanks were nearing depletion.

The one exception to the propellant warming trend was the liquid oxygen supply line

temperature data from test 6a (which was also a 205-sec firing). During the latter test,

the liquid oxygen temperature gradually decreased throughout the engine firing. Tem-

perature data from test 6a are shown in figures IV-27 to IV-29. Figures IV-28 and

IV-29 illustrate the liquid oxygen temperature decrease during the firing.

The liquid oxygen temperature decrease during test 6a was due to subcooling of the

liquid bulk as a result of injecting the pressurant gas beneath the liquid surface (see

sections II and III). The subcooling phenomenon effectively increased the static pres-

sure margin at the liquid oxygen pump inlets by decreasing the saturation pressure. The

decrease in saturation pressure is illustrated by comparison of the data shown in table

IV-X for tests 5a and 5b. The magnitude of the saturation pressure decrease was ap-

proximately 0.7 N/cm 2 (1.0 psi) after 205 seconds of firing. These two tests were con-

ducted under identical conditions with the exception of the liquid oxygen tank pressuriza-

tion method (see tables I-II and I-III).

CONCLUSIONS

The propellant supply system performed satisfactorily during the Centaur pressur-

ized propellant feed system test program. Sufficient line flexibility was provided to

accommodate line displacements induced by the test environment without structural fail-

ure.

The design objective to eliminate the need for recirculation lines to remove vapor

from the propellant ducts was achieved for a surrounding vacuum environment. Line

cooldown was achieved in less than 12 seconds after opening the prevalves; and propel-

lant temperatures at the propellant supply line outlets remained stable, which indicated

adequate removal of any vapors generated within the line.

The static pressure drop across the liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen supply system

was less than the theoretical design values with one exception. The hydrogen supply
2

system static pressure drop during steady-state engine operation was 0.5 N/cm

(0.7 psi) greater than the theoretical design value. The cause for the pressure drop

across the hydrogen supply system being greater than expected could not be determined.
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Liquid hydrogenflow rates (average)determined from propellants consumedduring an
engine firing were not significantly different from the flow rate that wasassumedin
order to calculate the theoretical design pressure drop. The probability of a high liquid
hydrogen flow rate during the tests was small since the enginepropellant mixture ratio
control valves were locked during the tests to give a constant 5:1 oxygen-to-fuel mixture
ratio. The theoretical design pressure drop for the hydrogensupply system was calcu-
lated by using an assumedmixture ratio of 4.4:1, which resulted in a conservatively
high liquid hydrogen flow rate.

The temperature of the propellants within the supply lines increased significantly
during the initial tank pressurization time periods before prestart. However, the pro-
pellants remained subcooledduring this time period. The propellant temperatures de-
creased rapidly after initiation of the prestart flow. Warm propellants within the lines
were replaced by cold propellants from the tank after approximately 6 secondsof pre-
start flow.

The methodof pressurizing the liquid oxygentank by injecting the pressurant gas
(helium) beneaththe liquid surface produced a desirable side effect. The liquid oxygen
temperatur_ decreasedcontinuously throughoutenginefiring. The temperature decrease
effectively increased the available PSV at the liquid oxygenpump inlets by 0.7 N/cm 2
(1.0 psi) at the endof a 205-secondenginefiring.
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TABLE IV-I. - SUMMARY OF PROPELLANT LEVELS AND HEAD

PRESSURES AT TANK OUTLETS FOR CENTAUR

PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM TESTS IN B-2 a

Test Liquid hydrogen tank Liquid oxygen tank

Liquid hydrogen Liquid hydrogen Liquid oxygen Liquid oxygen

height above head pressure height above head pressure

centerline of flange at

tank outlet tank outlet

N,cm 2 psia cm m. N cm 2 psiacm in.

1 (b) ..... (b) ..... (b) .... (b) ....

2a 161.0 63.4

2b 160.7 63.3

2c 163.8 64.5

3a 160.7 63.3

3b 159.5 62.8

3c 159.8 62.9

3d 152.4 60.0

0.107 0.156 84.1 31.1 0.87 1.26

.107 .156 79.0 33.4 .93 1.35

.109 .159 83.6 32.9 .92 1.33

.107 .156 84.8 33.4 .93 1.35

• 107 .156 83.3 32.8 .91 1.32

• 107 .156 82.8 32.6 .90 1.31

• 102 .148 83.8 33.0 .92 1.33

.126 .179 84.1 33.1 .92 1.34

.127 .185 83.6 32.9 .92 1.33

.125 .182 82.8 32.6 .90 1.31

.124 .181 86.4 34.0 .94 1.37

.121 .176 84.6 33.3 .93 1.35

.121 .176 86.6 34.1 .95 1.38

4a 184.1 72.5

4b 190.5 75.0

4c 186.6 73.5

4d 185.6 73.1

4e 181.1 71.3

4f 181.1 71.3

5a 378.9 149.2 .254 .368 152.6 i60.1 1.67 2.43

51) 278.6 109.7 .187 .271 109.5 43.1 1.20 1.74

6a 378.5 149.0 .254 •368 147.6 58.1 1.62 2.35

6b 282.4 111.2 .189 •274 111.7 44.0 1.23 1.78

7a (b) ..... (b) ..... (b) .... (b) ....

7b 337.6 132.9 .226 .328 152.1 59.9 1.67 2.42

7c 319.8 125.9 .214 .311 151.6 59.7 1.66 2.41

7d 533.4 210.0 .358 .519 206.2 81.2 2.26 3.28

aDistancesand pressures are given at autosequence start. Liquid hydrogen

density used to calculate liquid hydrogen head pressure was 68.40 kg m 3

(4.27 lb ft3). Liquid oxygen density was 1118.20 kg m 3. Densities were

taken from ref. 10.

bNot available.
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TABLE IV-II. - SUMMARY OF HYDROGEN PUMP INLET CONDITIONS AT MAIN ENGINE START COMMAND

Test Inlet static Inlet Saturation Static pressure above

pressure temperature pressure saturation pressure, PSV

C-I C-2 C-I C-2 C-1 C-2 C-1 C-2

(603P) (602P) (705T) (707T)

2 _
N cm 2 psia N cm 2 psia K OR K °R N cm psia N cm 2 psia N cm21psia N cm 2 psia

2a ............................................................

25 ..........................................................

2c 18.1 26.3 18.0 26.0 20.8'37.5120.9 37.6 11.9 17.3 12.1 17.6 6.2

3a 18.1 26.3 18.0 26.0 20.8 37.5 20.9 37.6 11.9 17.3 12.1 17.6 6.2

3b ......................................................

3c 18.0 26.1 17.8 25.8 20.8 37.5 20.9 37.6 I 11.9 17.3 12.1 17.6 6.1

3d 18.3 26.5 18.2 26.4 20.8 37.5

4a 18.2 26,4 18.1 26.2 20.8 37.5

4b 18.3 26.6 18.4 26.7 20.9 37.6

4c 18.4 26.7 18.2 26.4 20.8 37.5

4d 19.8 28.7 19.8 28.7 37.5

37.7 11.9 17.3 12.3 17.9 6.3

37.7 11.9 17.3 12.3 17.9 6.3

37.6 12.1 17.6 12.1 17.6 6.2

37.6! 11.9 17.3 12.1 17.6 6.5

37.6 11.9 17.31 12.1 17.6 7.9

4e 19.9 28.8 19.7 28.6

4f 19.7 28.5 19.8 28.6

5a 19.3 28.0 19.3 28.0

5b 19.3 28.0 19.3 28.0

6a 20.1 29.1 20.0 29.0

6b 18.5 26.8 18.3 26.6

7a 20.0 29.0 20.0 28.9

7b 18.8 27.3 18.9 27.2

7c 18,8 27.2 18.5 26,8

7d 19.7 _28.6 19.6 28.4

37.4 20.8 37.5 11.7 17.0 11.9 17.3 8.1

37.4 11.7 17.0

37.4 11.7 17.0

37.5 I 11.9 17.3

37.4 i 11.7 17.0 8.3

37.4 1 1t 11.7 17.0 _ 6.7

37.4 20.9 37.6 11.7 17.0 I 12.1 17.6 8.3

37.5 20.8 37.5 11.9 17.3 11.9 17.3 6.9

37.4 20.837.5 11.7 17.0 11.9 17.3 7.0

37.5 20.9_37.6 11.9 17.3 12.1 17.6 7.8

9,0 5.8 8.4

9.0 5.8 8.4

8.8 5.6 8.2

9.2 5.8 8.5

9.1 5.7 8.3

9.0 6.3 9.1

9.4 6.1 8.8

11.4 7.6 11.1

11.8 7.8 11.3

7.9 11.5 7.8 11.3

7.6 11.0 7.4 10.7

7.4 10.8 7.4 i0.7

12.1 8.1 11.7

9.8 6.4 9.3

12.0 7.8 11.3

10.0 6.8 9.9

10,2 6,6 9.5

11.3 7.4 10.8
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TABLE IV-III. - SUMMARY OF LIQUID OXYGEN PUMP INLET CONDITIONS AT MAIN ENGINE START COMMAND

Test Inlet static Inlet Saturation Static pressure above

pressure temperature pressure saturation pressure, PSV

C-1 C-2 C-1 C-2 C-1 C-2 C-1 C-2

(615P) (614P) (725T) (729T)

N em 2 psia N em 2 psia K °R K °R N cm 2 psia N (hi2' psia N cm 2 psia N cm2 psia

1 ...................................................... , .... , .... , ....

2a ............ , .... , ...........................................................

2b ............................... , ....................... i .... I .... t .... , ....

2(' 26.6 38.6 27.0 39.2 (a) (a) (a) (a) ......................................

3a 27.0 39.2 27.2 39.5 94.7 170.4695.2b171.3 15.9 23.0 16.6 24.1 11.1 16.2 10.6 15.4

3b ............................................................................

3c 26.3 38.1 26.6 38.6 94.6 170,3 94.6 170.3 15.7 22.8 15.7 22.8 10.6 15.3 10,9 15.8

3d 27.1 39.3 27.0 39.2 94.4 170.0 94.5 170.1 15.5 22.5 15.6 22.6 11.6 16.8 11.4 16.6

4a 27.1 39.3 27.0 39.2 94.4 169.9 94.4 169.9 15.4 22.3 15.4 22.3 ll.7 17.0 11.6 16.9

4b 26.7 38.7 26.9 39.0 94.3 169.7 94.3 169.7 15.2 22.l 15.2 22.1 ll.4 16.6 11.6 16.9

4e 26.9 39.0 27.0 39.2 94.l 169.4 94.1 169.4 15.0 21.7 15.0 21.7 11.9 17.3 12.1 17.5

4d 26.6 38.6 26.9 39.0 94.5 170.2 94.6 170.3 15.7 22.7 15.7 22.8 10.9 15.9 11.2 16,2

4e 26.8 38.9i 27.0 39.1 94.5 170.1 94.5 170.1 15.6 22.6 15.6 22.6 11.2 16.3 11.4 16.5

4f 26.8 38.8] 26.8 38.9 94.4 170.0 94.5 170.1 15.5 22.5 15.6 22.6 11.2 16.3 11.2 16.3

5a 26.8 38.8 27.4 39.7 94,6 170.3 94.6 170.3 15.7 22.8 15,7 22.8 11,0 16.0 11.6 16.9

5b 26.6 38.5 26.8 38.9 94.5 170.2 94.6 170.3 15,7 22.7 15.7 22.8 10.9 15.3 11.1 16.1

6a 27.7 40.2 27.7 40.1 94.5 170.1 94.5 170.1 15.6 22.6 15.6 !22.6 12.1 17.6 12.1 17,5

6b 27.8 40.3 27.9 40.4 94.5 170.1 94.5 170.2 15.6 22.6 15.7 22.7 12.2 17.7 12.2 17.7

7a 28.1 40.7 28.1 40.8 94,8 170.7 94.8 170.7 16.1 23.3 16.1 23.3 12.0 17.4 12.1 17.5

7b 28.1 40.7 28,2 40.9 94.6 170.3 94.6 170.3 15.7 22.8 15.7 22.8 12.4 17.9 12.5 18.1

7c 27.9 40.4 28.1 40.8 94.7 170.4 94.6 170.3 15.9 23.0 15.7 22.8 12.0 17.4 12.4 18.0

7d 29.1 42.2 29.1 42.2 94.8 170.6 94.8 170.7 16.0 23.2 16.1 23.3 13.1 19.0 13 0 18.9

aOff scale - liquid nitrogen tanked.

bvalidity of value questionable - data erratic.
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TABLE IV-IV. - SUMMARY OF PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE

SPIKES RECORDED AT HYDROGEN PUMP INLETS SHORTLY

AFTER PUMP INTERSTAGE COOLDOWN VALVE

FULLY CLOSED

[A dash is shown for the engine and test in which the pump

interstage cooldown valve did not close and therefore

no "spikes" occurred. ]

Test Magnitude of spike (neutral to peak)

Pressure Temperature

C-1

(603P)

N _cm 2 psia

C-2

(602P)

N_cm 2 psia

C-1 C-2

(705T) (707T)

K _ K OR

2a ....................................

2b ....................................

2c 6.2 9 a17.2 a25 0.1 0. I 0.4 0.7

3a ..................................

3b .................................

3c ......... a17.2 a25 ........ 0.6 1.0

3d 7.6 11 12.4 18 0.4 0.7 0 0

4a ....................................

4b ......... 11.7 17 .... .... bl.6 b2.9

4c a16.6 a24 8.3 12 bl.7 b3.0 0 0

4d ......... 2.1 3 .... 0 0

4e 6.9 10 3.5 5 0 0 0 0

4f 4.1 6 2.1 3 0 0 0 0

5a '7.6 11 3.5

5b a15.9 23 4.1

6a a15.2 a22 4.1

6b 6.2 9 12.4

7a 4.8 7 5.5

7b a16.5 a24 a16.5

7c 13.1 19 '? .6

7d 11.'/ 17 a15.2

5 0.2 0.3 0 0

6 0.2 0.3 0 0

6 0.1 0.1 0 0

18 0 0 0.1 0.2

8 0 0 0.1 0.2

a24 bl.7 b3.0 bl.7 b3.0

11 0 0 0 0

a22 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.9

apre_,_sure exceeded the transducer

34.5 N cm 2 (50 psia).

upper range limit of

bTemperature exceeded tile transducer t(_tal range of 1.7 K

(3.0 ° R).
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TABLE IV-V. - SUMMARY OF HYDROGEN PUMP INLET CONDITIONS AT TIME OF INLET PRESSURE UNDER-

SHOOT IMMEDIATELY AFTER HYDROGEN PUMP INTERSTAGE COOLDOWN VALVE CLOSING

Test Inlel slatic Inlet Saturation Static pressure above

pressure temperature pressure saturation pressure, PSV

C-1 C-2 C-1

(603P) (602P) (705T)

N cm 2 psia N cm 2 psia K oR

C-2 C-I C-2 C-I C-2

(707T)

K °R N cm 2 psia N cm 2 psia N cm2 psia N cm 2 psia

2a ............................ , .... , ........ , .... , .... , ___

2b .....................................

2c 16.8 24.4 16.3 23.6 20.8 37.5 20.9 37.6 11.9 17.3 12.2 17.6 4.9 7.1 4.1 !6.0

3a ....................
...............................I I I I l I I

3b .... I.... I .... i .... I .... I.... I.... I .... I .... I.... I .... I .... i .............

3c ........ 14.8 21.4 ......... 21.4 38.5 ........ 13_9 20.2 ....... 0.8 1.2

3d 16.6 24.0 14.7 21_3 20.8 37.5 20.9 37.6 11.9 17.3 12.1 17.6 4.6 6.7 2.5 3.7

4a ....................................................

4b ................................. , ............................

4c ......... 17.1 24.8 ........ 22.1 39.7 ......... 16.8 24.3 ---

4d ......... 18.0 26.1 ......... 20.9 37.6 ......... 12.l 17.6 ---

4e 17.0 24.6 17.9 25.9 20.8 37.4 20.8 37.5 11.7 17.0 11.9 17.3 5.2

4f 18.0 26.1 18.5 26.8 20.7 37.3 11.6 16.8 6.4

5a 18.0 26.1 17.0 24.6 20.8 37.5

5b 13.9 20.2 17.1 24.8 20.9 37.6

I
11.9 17.3 6.1

12.1 17.6 1.8

7a

7b

7c

7d 17.6 25.6 18.6 27.0 20.8 37.5 20.9 37.6 11.9 17.3 12.1 17.6 5.7

6a 19.6 28.4 18.5 26.8 20.8 37.5 ,r 1' 11.9 17.3 7.7

6b 15.4 22.4 15.0 21.8 20.8 37.4 20.9 37.6 11.7 17.0 12 1 17.6 3.7

17.9 25.9 18.6 27.0 20.3 37.4 20.9 37.6 11.7 17.0 12.1 17.6 6.1

15.3 22.2 16.5 23.9 20.8 37.4 20.8 37.5 11.7 17.0 11.9 17.3 3.6

.... 0.3 0.5

.... 5.8 8.5

7.6 5.9 8.6

9.3 6.6 9.5

8.8 5.0 7.3

2.6 5.2 7.5

11.1 6.6 9.5

54 2r9 4.2

8.9 6.5 9.4

5.2 4.6 6.6

8.3 6.5 9.4
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TABLE IV VI SUMMARY OF HYDROGEN PUMP INLET CONDITIONS AT TIME OF MAXIMUM PUMP

SPEED DURING START TRANSIENT

Test Inlet static Inlet Saturation Static pressure above

pressure temperature pressure saturation pressure, PSV

1

2a

2b

2c

3a

3b

3c

C I C 2 C 1

(603P) (602P) (705T)

N cm2[psia N cm 2 psia K OR

C2 C-I C-2 C 1 C-2

(707T)

K OR N, cm 2 psia N cm 2 psia N cm 2 psia Ncm 2 psia

...................................................I I I I I I I I I I I I

...................................................i i i i i i i i i i

17.2 25.9 15.9 23.1 20.8 37.5 20.8 37.5 11.9 17.3 11.9 17.3 5.3

...................................................I I I I I I I I I I I

......... 16.1 23.3 ......... 20.9 37.6 ......... 12.1 17.6 ---

7.7 4.0 5.8

--- 3.9 5.7

3d 16.3 23.6 16.5 24.0 20.8 37.4 20.9 37.6 11.7 17.0 12.1 17.6 4.5

4a ............................ i ............ , .... , .... , ___

4b ....................................................

4C .................................... , .... , .... , .... , ___

4d .......................................................

4e 18.2 26.4 18.1:26.2 20.8 37.4 20.8 37.5 11.7 17.0 11.9 17.3 6.5

4f 17.9 26.0 17.8 25.8 20.7 37.3 11.6 16.8 i 6.3

5a 17.5 25.4 17.2 24.9 20.8 37.4 11.7 17.0 i 5.8

5b 17.5 25.4 17.4 25.2 i 5.8
i

i

6a 18.1 26.3i 17.0 24.6 / 6.4

6b 16.8 24.3 16.1 23.3 lr 'I _ 5.0

i

7a 17.9 25.9 17.9 25.9 lr _r 20.9 37.6 I i 12.1 17.6 6.1
I

7b .... I .... I .... I .... I .... I .... I .... I .... I .... I .... I .... i .... i ---

7c 16.8 24.4 16.0 23.2 20.8 37.4 i20.8 37.5 11.7 17.0 11.9 17.3 5.1

7d 17.2 25.0 17.4 25.2 20.8137.4 20.9 37.6 11.7 17.0 12.1 17.6 5.5
I

6.6 4.4 6.4

9.4 6.1 8.9

9.2 5.9 8.5

8.4 5.2 7.6

8.4 5.4 7.9

9.3 5.0 7.3

7.3 4.1 6.0

8.9 5.7 8.3

7.4 4.1 5.9

8.0 5.2 7.6
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TABLE IV-VII. - SUMMARY OF LIQUID OXYGEN PUMP INLET CONDITIONS AT TIME OF INJECTOR CAVITY

FILLING COMPLETION DURING START TRANSIENT

Test Inlet static Inlet Saturation Stalic pressure above
pressure temperature pressure saturation pressure, PSV

1

2a

C-1 C-2 C-1

(615P) (614P) (725TI

Nem 2 psia N em 2 psia K O R

C-2 C-1 C-2 C-1 C-2

(729T)

K °R Nem 2 psia N cm 2 psia N em 2 psia N cm 2 psia

213 ..................................................................

2c 23.4 34.0 23,6 34,3 (a) (a) (a) (a) ...................................

3a ......................................................................

3[) ..................................................................

3e ........ 24.8 36.0 .......... 94.6 170.3 ......... 15.7 22.8 ........ 9. l 13,2

3d 24.7 35.8 25.0 36.3 94.4 [170.0 94.4 170.0 15.5 22.5 15.5 22.5 9.2 13.3 9.5 13.8

4;.t .........................................................................

4b ........ 25.2 36 5 .......... 94.3 169.8 ......... 15.3 22.2 ........ 9.9 14.3

4c 23.4 34.1 24.8 36.0 94.2 169.5 94.2 169.5 15.0 21.8 15.0 21.8 8.5 12.3 9.8 14.2

4d ........ 23.8 34.5 .......... 94.6 170.3 ......... 15.7 22.8 ........ 8.1 11,7

4e 23.5 34.0 23.2 33.6 94.5 170.1 94.5 170.2 15.6 22.6 15.7 22.7 7.9 11.4 7.5 10.9

4f 22.8 33.0 23.4 33.9 94.4 170.0 94.5 170.1 15.5 22.5 15.6 22.6 7.3 10.5 7.8 11.3

5a 23.7 34.4 23.7 34.4 94.6 170.3 94.6 170.3 15.7 22.8 15.7 22.8 8.0 11.6 8.0 11.6

5b 22.7 32.9 23.3 33.8 94.5 170.2 94.6 170.3 15.7 22.7 15.7 22.8 7.0 10.2 7.6 11.0

6a 23.1 33.5 23.7 34.4 94.5 170.1 94.5 170.1 15.6 22.6 15.6 22.6 7.5 10.9 8.1 11.8

6b 23.7 34.4 24.8 35.9 94.4 170.0 94.5 170.1 15.5 22.5 15.6 22.6 8.2 11.9 9.2 13.3

7a 24.1 35.0 25.4 36.8 94,8 170.6 94.8 170.6 16.0 23.2 16.0 23.2 8.1 11.8 9.4 13.6

7b ..........................................................................

7c 24.6 35.7 25.1 36.4 94.6 170.3 94.6 170.3 15.7 22.8 15.7 22.8 8.9 12.9 9.4 13.6

7d 24.3 35.3 25.0 36.2 94.8 170.6 94.8 170.6 16.0 23 2 16.0 23.2 i 8.3 12.1 9.0 13.0

aoff scale - liquid nitro_zen tanked.
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Test

TABLE IV-VIII. - SUMMARY OF LIQUID OXYGEN PUMP INLET CONDITIONS AT TIME OF MAXIMUM

PUMP SPEED DURING START THANSIENT

Inlet static Inlet Saturation Static pressure above

pressure temperatm'e pressure saturation pressure, PSV

C-I C-2 C-1 C-2 C-I C-2 C-1 C-2

(615P) (614P) (725T) (729T)

N cm 2 psia N cm 2 psia K OR K OR Ncm 2 psia Nem 2 psia N cm 2 psia N cm 2 psia

l .................................................................

2_[ ...................................................................

2b ...................................................................

2c 23.4 34.0 23.6 34.3 (al (a) (a) (a) ..................................

3a .......................................................................

3b ...................................................................

3c - ....... 23.3 33.8 .......... 94.6 I"/0.3 ......... 15.7 22.8 ........ 7.6 ii.0

3d 23.3 33.8 23.4 34.0 94.4 170.0 94.4 170.0 15.5 22.5 15.5 22.5 7.8 11.3 7.9 11.5

4d ............................................................................

4b .........................................................................

4(' - ...........................................................................

4d .......................................................................

4e 23.8 34.5 24.3 35.2 94.4 170.0 94.5 170.1 15.5 22.5 15.6 22.6 8.3 12.0 8.7 12.6

4f 22.8 33.0 23.7 34.3 94.4 170.0 94.4 170.0! 15.5 22.5 15.5 22.5 7.3 10.5 8.2 11.9

5a 23.5 34.1 24.6 35.7 94.5 170.2 94.5 170,2 15.7 22.7 15.7 22.7 7.8 11.4 8.9 13.0

5b 23.2 33.6 23.9 34,6 94.5 170.1 94,51170.1 15.6 22.6 15.6 22.6 7.6 11.0 8.3 12.0

6a 24.1 35.0 24.1 35.0 94.4 170.0 94.4i170.0 15.5 22.5 15.5 22.5 8.6 12.5 8.6 12.5

6b 23.8 34.6 24.2 35.1 94.4 170.0 94.4 170.0 15.5 22.5 15.5 22.5 8.3 12.1 8.7 12.6

7a 24.6 35.6 25.2 36.6 94.8 170.6 94.8 170.6 16.0 23.2 16.0 23.2 8.6 12.4 9.2 13.4

7b ............................................................................

7e 25.3 36.6 24.6 35.7!94.8 170.3 94.6 170,3 15,7 22.8 15.7 22.8 9.5 13.8: 8.9 12.9
I

7d 25.3 36.6 24.9 36.1 94.8 170.6 94.8 170.6 16.0 23.2 16.0 23.2 9.2 13.41 8.9 12.9

aoff scale - liquid nitrogen tanked.
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TABLE IV-IX. - SUMMARY OF HYDROGEN PUMP INLET CONDITIONS AT ENGINE SHUTDOWN MINUS 1 SECOND

Test Inlet static Inlet Saturation Static pressure above

pressure temperature pressure saturation pressure, PSV

C-I C-2 C-I

(603P) (602P) (705T)

N cm21 psia N cm 2 psi,_ K °R

l

C-2 C-I C-2 C-I C-2

(707T)

K OR N cm 2 psL_ N cm 2 psia N cm 2 psia N cm 2 psia

2a .......................................................

25 ....................................................

2{: ................................... - ..........................

3a .........................................................

35 ........................ i ...............................

3e ..........................................................

3d 17.1 24.8 I 16.9 24.5 20.8!37.4 20.8 37,5 11.7 17.0 11.9 17.3 5.4

4a .........................................................

16.8 24.3 16.5 23.9 21.0 37.8i21.0i37.9 12.6 18.2 12.7 18.4 4.2

18.1 26.2 18.0 26.1 20.7 37.3 20.8 37.5 11.5 16,8 11,9 17.3 6.5

16.0 23.1 15.9 23,0 20.8 37.5 20.9 37.6 11.9 17.3 12.1 17.6 4.0

4b

4c

4d

4e

4I

5a

5b

6a

6b

7a

7b

7c

7d

37,4 20.8 37.5 11,7 I7.0 11.9 17,3 6.1

20.9 37.6 12,1 17.6 4.6

20.8 37.5 11.9 17.3 5.9

'I 20.9 37.6 _P _I 12.1 17.6 5.4

17.8 25.8 17.6 25.5

16.3 23.7 16.3 23.6

17.7 25.6 17.4 25.2

17.2 24.9 17.0 24.7

17.1 24.8 16.9 24.5 20.8 37.4 20.8 37.5 11.7 17.0 11.9 17.3 5.4

17.2 24.9 17.0 24.6 21.1 38.0 21.2 38.2 12.0 18.7 13.3 19.3 4.3

7.8 5.0 7.2

6.1 3.8 5.5

9,4 6,1 8,8

5.8 3.7 5.4

8.8 5.7 8.2

6.7 4.1 6.0

8.6 5.5 7.9

7.9 4.9 7.1

7.8 5.0 7.2

6.2 3.7 5.3
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TABLE IV-X. - SUMMARY OF LIQUID OXYGEN PUMP INLET CONDITIONS AT ENGINE

SHUTDOWN MINUS 1 SECOND

Test Inlet static Inlet Saturation

pressure temperature pressure

C-I C-2 C-I C-2 C-I

(615P) (614P) (725T) (729T)

N cm 2 psia N cm 2 psia K OR K °R N cm 2 psia

Static pressure above

saturation pressure, PSV

C-2 C-I C-2

N cm 2 psia N cm 2 psia N cm 2 psia

1 .................................................................

2a ........ . .................................................................

2b ......................................................................

2c ..................................................................

3a ...................... . ...................................................

35 ........ . .... . .... . .... . ..... . .... , ..... . .... . .... . .... . ..................

3c ................................................................

3d 23.2 33.7 23.3 33.8 94.4 169.9 94.4 170.0 15.4 22.3 15.5 22.5 7.8 11.4 7.8 11.3

4a ..................................................................

45 .....................................................................

4c ......................... , .... , ..... , .... , .... , .... , ..................

4d ..........................................................................

4e 19.8 28.7 20.1 29.1 94.7 170.4 94.7 170.4 15.9 23.0 15.9 23.0 3.9 5.7 4.2 6.1

4f 23.2 33.6 23.4 33.9 94.4 169.9 94.4 170.0 15.4 22.3 15.5 22.5 7.8 11.3 7.9 11.4

5a 19.6 28.4 20.0 29.0 94.6 170.3 94.6 170.3 15.7 22,8 15.7 22.8 3.9

5b 22.0 31.9 22.7 32.9 94.4 170,0 94.4 170.0 15.5 22.5 15.5 22,5 6.5

5.6 4.3 6.2

9.4 7.2 10.4

6a 19.9 28.9 19.9 28.8 94.0 169.1 94.0 169.2 14.7 21.3 14.8 21,4 5.3 7,6 5.1 7.4

6b 23.5 34.1 23.6 34.2 94.4 169.9194.4 169.9 15.4 22.3 15.4 22.3 8.1 11.8 8.2 11.9

7a 21.2 30.7 21,3 30.9 94.7 170,4 94.7 170.4 15.9 23.0 15.9 23.0 5,3 7.7 5.4 7.9

7b ...................................................................

7c 24.5 35.5 25.1 36.4 94.5 170,2 94.5 170.3 15.7 22.7 15.7 22.8 8.8 12.8 9.4 13,6

7d 19.4 28,2 19.6 28.4 94.8 170.6 94.8 170.6 16.0 23.2 16.0 23.2 3.4 5.0 3.6 5.2
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TABLE IV-XI. - COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND MEASURED STATIC PRESSURE LOSSES IN

PROPELLANT SUPPLY SYSTEMS

Engine start transient:

Pressure loss across prewtlve due to friction

Pressure loss across line due t_ [riction

Pressure loss across system due to velocity

head difference

Pressure loss due t(> fluid acceleration

Static pressure loss across entire system

• d
Engine steady-state operahon :

Pressure loss across prevalve due to friction

Pressure loss across line due to friction

Pressure loss across system due to velocity

head difference

Static pressure loss across entire system

Liquid oxygen system Liquid hydrogen system

Theoretical Measured Theoretical Measured

Pressure loss, N cm 2 (psi)

0.1 (0,1)

1.0 (1.5)

3.3 (4.8)

3.7 (5.3)

8.1 (11.7)

0.1 (0.1!

.6 (. 8)

2.1 (3.1)

2.8 (4.0)

(a)

(a)

(a)

eo. 6 (0.81

t_

2.8 f4.0)

0,1 (0.1)

.6 (.8)

1.0 (1.5)

O.t (O.i)

.3 (.5)

.8 (1.2)

t.2 (1.81

(a)

(a)

(al

(a)

c3.0 (4.4)

eo.1 (0.1)

e.5 (.7)

(a)

1.7 (2.5)

aNot measured.

bOccurred on C-1 engine during test 6a at completion of injector cavity filling.

CRepresents greatest hydrogen system loss observed (discounting pump inlet pressure "undershoot"

after cooldown wdve closing) and occurred on C-2 engine during test 6a at time of maximum pump

speed.

dValues quoted for measured steady-state losses were obtained from analysis of data presented in

figs. IV-22 and 1V-23.

eMeasured data taken from propellant duct outflow tests made with heavy-walled Centaur tank (data

previously unpublished).
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Measurement

700P

7OZT
702P

703T
704P

705T
706P
707T

Temperature of liquid downstream of prevalve

Static pressure at C-] supply line outlet

Temperature of liquid at C-] supply line outlet
Static pressure at C-2 supply line outlet

Temperature of liquid at C-2 supply line outlet

Centerline of tank outlet

and sump inlet

j/"

......... Flexible joint

/"

Description
5. ] cm (2.0 in. )

Static pressure in sump /,

Temperature of liquid in sump

Static pressure downstream of prevalve z/ _,"
700P .... - _'

... ,_\\ _ 701T

/ u u

(typical 2 places) _ I _

I 703T_"--'- I I{

JL

engine
inlet

//

706P

]70. 8 cm (67.2 in. )

m (12.7 in.)

L Prevalve

/

\\

\\\ . .

"- 12.7-cm (50-m.) dlam

common line

\

\\
\

\
\

\

"x_ 8. 9-cm (3.5-in.) diam

branch lines-.
\

\\\\

\\

Bottom of line

outlet flange
/

/ji.
/

705T_

C-l

engine
inlet

704P

3.3 cm (1.3 in.)

(typical 4 places)

CD-I1251-31

Figure IV-1. -Liquid hydrogen supply system configuration and instrumentation location
(insulation not shown for clarity).
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Measurement

720P

721T

722P

723T
724P

725T
726P

727T
728P

729T

Description

Static pressure in sump

Temperature of liquid in sump

Static pressure downstream of C-1 prevalve

Temperature of liquid downstream of C-1 prevalve

Static pressure at C-1 supply line outlet

Temperature of liquid at C-1 supply line outlet

Static pressure downstream of C-2 prevalve

Temperature of liquid downstream of C-1 prevalve

Static pressure at C-2 supply line outlet

Temperature of liquid at C-2 supply line outlet

_-8. 9-cm (3. 5-in. } diam lines

729T

C-2

engine
inlet

l l.Ocm
i

)726P

j-Flexible joint

"_7;

9.7cm
(3.8 in.)

Sump

jz
J9.4 cm (3.7 in.)

\

_- Preva Ive

_. Toppof sump flange

16..5 cm (6.5 in.)

(typical 4 places)- 7 _ f
/J 20.3 cm (8.0 in.)J

_J (typical 2 places)

JJgottom of outlet flange
725T i

ff"

C-I

engine
inlet

CD-11252-31

Figure IV-2. - Liquid oxygen supply system configuration and instrumentation location (insulation not

shown for clarity).
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(a) Propellant supply lines (view from C-2 engine side of vehicle).

_69-01t5

P69-0116

(b) Uninsulated liquid hydrogen sump and prevalve (tests l to 4d).

Figure IV-3. - Propellant supply systems as installed for 8-2 pressurization system tests.
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Sump
T"/02P

(c) Insulated liquid hydrogen sump and prevalve (tests 4e to 7d).

Figure IV-3. - Concluded.

C-72-1297
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(a) Liquid oxygen sump and supply line to C-2.

C-72-1299

,ump inlet valve

_-72-1300

(b) Supply line connection to engine inlet valves (C-2 engine).

Figure IV-4. - Propellant supply systemconnections to C-2 engine for B-2 pressurization system
tests.
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Inside layerof polyesterfilm tape
(silver metaUizedwith adhesive
sideoutward; tightly wrapped
spirally alongentire lengthl --_

\
\

Outer layerof white Tedlar
tape (adhesiveside inward;
tightly wrappedspirally

along entire length)--.\.

supply
line wall

/- Silver-metalllzed polyesterfilm

// tapeladhesivesideInward, placed
/ entire length of line)

/- Polyurethanerigidfoam
(expandedin placet

_m

thickness,
2.29 cm(0.90 in.)

)Ainlmumfoamthickness,
O.76 cm(0.30 in.)

CD-11253-31

Fk]ure IV-5. - Typicalinsulation crosssectionior vehicle propellantsupplylines - identicalIor both
hydrogenandoxygen.
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4C

e_
o

938

E=

23--

2?

2

E i

-- _ 21

,rUpper limit of transducer range
-- -- _ _t

,r C- 1 (705T)

I

0

LC-2 (707T)

l I l I
4 8 12 16

Timefrom openingof prevalve, sec

I
2O

Figure IV-6. - Liquid hydrogen temperaturesatsupplyline outlets immediately after prevalve opening - test 3e.

I
Z4

lO0--

98

175-

_ 96

E

170--

,rUpper limit of transducer range

L_ C-2 (729T)
0

2 4 6

C-1 (725T)
0

94__ I I I 1 _ L 1 I
0 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 2?

Time fromopeningof'prevalve, sec

Figure IV-7. - Liquid oxygen temperaturesat supplyline outlets immediatelyafter prevalveopening- test 3a.
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22--

30--

%
25--

Z

Y

eL_

2O

C-] hydrogen supply line outlet pressure 17_P_ ._/_/_z_'_/_'._z_/#_

/ //

16 _ati-]/hydrogenpump !n!e.l_

141 ,,,-Calculated saturation pressure

121 /' :tu_e_(hb:ds::g:n##PP_e n ,irqUi:r_Yd_gme:nd_

I , lank p{essurizati_n i,/ Main engine I15- ,o, I I "'," I startl °mmand]
O 5 lO 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

Time from start of automatic sequence, see

Figure iV-]O. - Calculated PSV at C-I engine hydrogen pump inlet during initial tank pressurization and prestart -
typical for a ]O-second hydrogen prestart sequence. (Data obtained from test 5b. I

30

25

E

_- 20

15

2_--

- FC-1 hydrogen supply line outlet

201--- ,' pressure (TO,dP)

_ 18--

, gen supply line outlet

, I ,,- Liquid hydrogen

lOI I t" tank pressurization I' pre_tart comm_nd sti'a'neng,nertcomman_. I- I 1 " 1
5 lO 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

Time from start of automatic sequence, sec

Figure IV-I].. - Calculated PSV at C-I engine hydrogen pump inlet during initial tank pressurization and prestart -
typical for 20-second hydrogen prestart sequence. (Data obtained from test 5a. )
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28 --
40--

C-2 liquid oxygen supply I_.22_-_ _'./'2'2"/'_-_ _//
lineout_etpressurei_ P_-_.-_P////////.-9,_,

-- 24

um;-in,et

18

16 C-2 liquid oxygen supply line outlet
-Start initial liquid oxygen Ibasedon data} |/-Liquid oxygen

tankp[essurzatin 729T [ preslartc°mmard v-Maineng inestartlcommanc14 I I I I
20 -- 0 5 I0 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

Time from start of automatic sequence,sec

Figure IV-]3. - Calculated PSV at C-2 engine liquid oxygen pumpinlet during initial tank pressurization and prestart -
typical for lO-second liquid oxygenprestart sequence. (Dataobtained from test .Sa.)

35

ft_

E
= 3o

25

52--

48--

44--

.__

32 I--

Z4

.__rUpper limit of transducer range

32

28
Z

___4

2O

, All

]5
0

Measurement Descriptbn

603P C-I hydrogen pump
602P C-2 hydrogenpump

V Time that hydrogenpump interstage
cooldownvalve reachedfull-
closed position

• Timeof maximum pump speed

C-2 C-.'-1__

.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0
Timefrom engine start, sec

Figure IV-14. - Liquid hydrogen pump inlet pressures during start transient - test 6a.
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39--
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28
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24--

23
0

Z

z6

r
2g_- Start fill ing injector

cavi_with,quidoxy_er_

I
I

I

II

II

I|

C-2 injector filHng complete X

Measuremeni Description

615P C-] liquid oxygen pump

614P C-2 liquid oxygen pump

Time that hydrogen pump interstage cool-

down valve reached full-closed position

Time of maximum pump speed

FC-1 injector filling complete

c-2 c-i ,ic_zvc_]I I _' v l t I
.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

Time from engine start, sec

Figure 1V-].5. - Liquid oxygen pump inlet pressures during start transient - test 6a.
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E

= L - 21

Measurement Description

-- 705T C-I liquid hydrogen supply line outlet

707T C-2 liquid hydrogen supply line outlet

Time that hydrogen pump interstage cooldown

valve reached full-closed position

C-2 C-I

z0 I I _' v I I I I
O .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

Time from engine start, sec

Figure IV-16. - Liquid hydrogen supply line outlet temperatures during start transient - test 6a.
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el_

170L---
I.---

Measurement Description

725T C-] liquid oxygen supply line outlet

729T C-2 liquid oxygen supply line outlet

Time that hydrogen pump interstage cooldown valve_7

reached full-closed position

95 -- • Time of maximum pump speed

E C-2 C-IC-2 C-I

_- 94 I I ,4 vvi • I I I
.5 )..0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

Time from engine start, sec

Figure IV-17. - Liquid oxygen supply line outlet temperatures during start transient - test 6a.
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603P C-1 hydrogen pump inlet

602P C-2 hydrogen pump inlet

Time that hydrogen pump interstage cool-
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z .
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Figure IV-18. - Liquid hydrogen pump inlet pressures during start transient - test 7b.
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615P C-1 liquid oxygenpump inlet
614P C-2 liquid oxygenpump inlet
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Figure IV-19. - Liquidoxygenpump inlet pressuresduring start transient - test
7b.
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FkJureIV-20. - Liquid hydrogensupply lineoutlet temperaturesduring start
transient - test7b.
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Measurement Description

725T C-1 liquid oxygen supply

line outlet

729[ C-2 liquid oxygen supply
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Time that hydrogen pump interstage cool-
down valve reached full-closed position

C-I Abort _, II I i _zt I " I
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Time from engine startcommand, sec

Figure IV-2I. - Liquidoxygen supply lineoutlettemperaturesduring starttransient-

testlb.

30 m

n--

Q-

18--

14--

I Measurement Description

100P Liquid hydrogen sump

....... 702P Liquid hydrogen supply line downstream

of prevalve
704P C-1 liquid hydrogen supply line outlet

603P C-1 liquid hydrogen pump inlet

20

t'_"'_" _"', _ _'_.._ .---Static pressure drop across prevalve

. ,._
/ I "_": -. /_-. .->_.-.

_ / , , , .

z [ ', _Stattc pressure drop across enhre hquid

-- I I hydrogen supply system (from sump to

_ 14 / I pump inlet)

Q-_ /--04___,_/!Do'P,2_ -

7021'I/-Start hydrogen tank pressurization
,I

-- /I ,,-Liquid hydrogen prestart command
IC ," - ,, ,-Enginestartcommand

,,,rI ti , i l L i
O 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

Time from start of automatic sequence, sec

Figure IV-22. - Typical static pressure data for liquid hydrogen supply system d'Jring a successful test.

(Data from test 6a. Pressure spikes during start transient not shown for clarity. All data shown ad-
justed for instrumentation error by using sump static pressure (looP) before pressurization as
baseline. )
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720P Liquid oxygen sump
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Figure IV-23. - fypical static pressure data for liquid oxygen supply syslem during asuccessfultest. (Data

from test 6a. All data shown adjusted for instrument error by usinq sump slatic pressure (720PI before
pressurization as a baseline, t
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V. RLIO ENGINE SYSTEM

by William K. Tabata

SUMMARY

Two flight-type Pratt & Whitney Aircraft RL10A-3-3A engines were mounted on the

B-2 Centaur tank assembly for the test program. The RL10A-3-3A engine was devel-

oped by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft at its Florida Research and Development Center

(FRDC). The engine is a modification of the RL10A-3-3 engine, which is the type cur-

rently operational on the Centaur D launch vehicle.

Even though some ground test problems were encountered and solved in operating

the RL10A-3-3A engine in the unique enviroment of the B-2 facility - cold temperatures

and vacuum pressures - the intent of the test program was not engine development. The

basic test objective was to study engine/vehicle system interactions. The two prime

propulsion system areas of interests were (1) starting and operating the engines with

low inlet pressure and low net positive suction pressure propellants supplied from flight-

type propellant tanks and propellant feed system and (2) propulsion system instabilities

that might result from closing the loop to provide gaseous hydrogen from the engines for

pressurization of the fuel tank.

After solving the problem of properly thermally preconditioning the engines to cor-

rect slow engine acceleration and fuel pump flow reversal (stall) during the engine start

transient, the planned long-duration engine firings were conducted without difficulties.

Steady-state engine performance agreed well with the data from the engine accept-

ance tests conducted by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Engine thrust, vacuum specific im-

pulse, and propellant mixture ratio were essentially within the 3-sigma deviations.

There were no indications of propulsion system instabilities as a result of bleeding gas-

eous hydrogen from the engines for fuel tank pressurization.

RLIO ENGINE SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The dual-engine installation on the Plum Brook B-2 vehicle is shown in figure V-1.

These two engines are designated the C-1 and C-2 engines on the vehicle. The

RL10A-3-3A engine is a regeneratively cooled, turbopump-fed rocket engine with a
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rated vacuum thrust of 66 720 newtons (15 000 lbf). The propellants are liquid oxygen

and liquid hydrogen. Nominal engine performance parameters are as follows:

Vacuum thrust, N (lbf) ..................... 66 720+1334 (15 000+300)

Propellant mixture ratio (oxidizer/fuel) ..................... 5.0+0.1

Vacuum specific impulse, N/(sec)(kg) (lbf)/(sec)(lbm)) ............ 4353 (444)

Chamber pressure, N/cm 2 (psia) ....................... 271+4 (393+6)

Nozzle expansion ratio ................................. 57:1

The RL10A-3-3A engine is basically an RL10A-3-3 engine, which is operational on

the current Centaur D launch vehicle. The RL10A-3-3A engine has minor modifications

which allow the engine to start and operate at low propellant inlet pressures. A provi-

sion is also made to bleed gaseous hydrogen from the engine for vehicle fuel tank pres-

surization. A flow schematic of the RL10A-3-3A engine is shown in figure V-2.

The engine operating sequence is as follows: When both vehicle propellant tanks are

at engine start pressures, the engine prestart sequence is initiated to chill down the en-

gine turbopumps. Energizing the engine prestart solenoid valves allows helium to open

the fuel and oxidizer inlet shutoff valves. With the inlet valves open, liquid oxygen flows

through the oxidizer pump, the oxidizer flow control valve bypass, and the propellant

injector, and out through the combustion chamber. Liquid hydrogen passes through the

first stage of the fuel pump, where part of the flow is vented overboard through the

interstage cooldown valve. The remaining liquid hydrogen flows through the second

stage of the fuel pump and is vented overboard through the fuel pump discharge cool-

down valve. Liquid hydrogen is prevented from flowing into the combustion chamber by

the main fuel shutoff valve, which is closed at this time.

When the engine prestart period (a timed event) is completed, the engine start se-

quence begins by energizing the engine start solenoid valve. Opening the start solenoid

valve allows helium to close the oxidizer flow control valve bypass, to completely close

the discharge cooldown valve, to partially close the interstage cooldown valve, and to

open the main fuel shutoff valve. The relative valve timing is controlled by orifices in

the engine helium lines. The interstage cooldown valve is only partially closed, per-

mitting some flow to vent overboard during the start transient in order to avoid flow re-

versal (stall) of the fuel pump first stage. The interstage cooldown valve is closed com-

pletely when fuel pump discharge pressure becomes greater than 103 N/cm 2 (150 psia).

Unlike most turbopump-fed rocket engines, the RL10 engine does not have a sep-

arate gas generator to provide hot gases to power the turbopump turbine. The RL10

engine uses the "boot-strap" cycle. In the boot-strap cycle, the increased thermal

energy that the hydrogen acquires as it passes through the regeneratively cooled thrust

chamber is used to drive the turbine.

At engine start signal, the engine main fuel shutoff valve opens, allowing liquid hy-
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drogen to pass through the regeneratively cooled thrust chamber, where it is heated.
The hydrogenis then expandedin the turbine, starting pump rotation and increasing hy-
drogen flow through the thrust chamber. The RL10 engine thenboot-straps itself to
rated thrust. Successfulengine starts dependon the fuel inlet pressure and the amount
of residual heat contained in the metal of the thrust chamber.

As the fuel system pressure increases during the turbopumpacceleration, the tank
pressurization valve located downstream of the main fuel shutoff valve opens, allowing
gaseoushydrogento bebled from the enginefor hydrogentank pressurization. The hy-
drogengas pressurant is available whenthe fuel injector manifold pressure becomes
greater than 103N/cm 2 (150psia).

Simultaneouswith the start signal, the ignition system is energized for a period of
1.2 seconds. Ignition normally occurs in the combustionchamber about 0.2 second
after start signal. Constantthrust is maintained during enginefiring by the thrust con-
trol valve. The thrust control valve senseschamber pressure and regulates the amount
of hydrogenbypassedaround the turbine. Varying the bypassflow increases or de-
creases the turbine speed.

Engine shutdownis causedby deenergizing the engine start and prestart solenoid
valves. The deenergized solenoidvalves allow the helium to be vented from the engine
valves. With helium pressure removed, the fuel and oxidizer inlet valves andthe main
fuel shutoff valve close andthe interstage anddischarge cooldownvalves open. Opening
of the cooldown valves allows the hydrogen trapped in the fuel system to be vented over-

board. The tank pressurization valve closes as the fuel system pressure bleeds down.

TEST PROCEDURES

In preparation for an engine firing in the B-2 facility, each RL10A-3-3A engine fuel

pump, oxidizer pump, and thrust chamber were preconditioned to desired temperatures.

This preconditioning procedure required approximately 30 to 60 minutes to accomplish.

To thermally precondition the fuel pump, cold hydrogen gas was supplied from facil-

ity storage. The cold gas was introduced into the first stage of the engine fuel pump

through the engine preconditioning check valve, shown in figure V-2. This cold gas

cooled the fuel pump in the same manner that the engine fuel prestart described in the

preceding section cooled the pump. The hydrogen gas from the engine cooldown valves

was vented overboard through a facility low-pressure vent. If the fuel pump ever re-

quired warming (which was never the case in the B-2 test program), facility-supplied

ambient-temperature helium could have been introduced through the preconditioning

check valve.

It will be noted in figure V-2 that the cold preconditioning hydrogen gas can also
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enter the turbopump gearbox from the preconditioning checkvalve. This flow path is not
required for preconditioning. This part of the RL10 engineplumbing is required for
steady-state engineoperation. During engine operation, a small amount of liquid hydro-
gen (less than 0.03 kg/sec, or 0.07 lb/sec) is bled from the first stage of the fuel pump

through the preconditioning check valve into the gearbox for bearing and gear lubrication

and cooling.

The oxidizer pump was preconditioned by passing a cold or warm gas through a

shroud external to the oxidizer pump inducer housing and then overboard through a facil-

ity vent. Since the preconditioning was external to the oxidizer pump, the facility-

supplied cold hydrogen gas was used to cool the oxidizer pump, and ambient-temperature

helium was used to warm the oxidizer pump.

Due to the cold environment of the B-2 facility, the engine thrust chamber required

warming for some tests. To accomplish this warming, an ambient-temperature helium

purge was introduced into the engine lust upstream of the engine main fuel shutoff valve

(see fig. V-2). Since the main fuel shutoff valve was closed, the warm helium would

flow through the fuel turbine and the regeneratively cooled thrust chamber tubes and out

the cooldown valves.

ENGINE PERFORMANCE

As stated in the SUMMARY, the prime propulsion system objective of the B-2 test

program was not engine development but a study of vehicle/engine interaction. The

temperatures to which the engines were preconditioned had to be modified from those

initially selected based on Pratt & Whitney Aircraft test data because of the unique test

environment of the B-2 facility - cold temperatures and vacuum pressures. Once these

problems were corrected, the planned long-duration engine firings were accomplished

without further difficulties.

A summary of RL10A-3-3A engine test conditions and engine performance during

the start transient for all meaningful hot firings in the B-2 facility are tabulated in

table V-II. The tests that were aborted prior to the time either C-1 or C-2 engines

started to accelerate are not included in the table. The test conditions tabulated "at

engine prestart signal" are the temperatures to which the engines were preconditioned.

Late Burnwires

A standard abort used by Pratt & Whitnty Aircraft at FRDC in testing RL10 engines

is the burnwire. This abort system consists of a simple metal wire extended across the
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exit nozzle of the rocket engine. Uponignition, the hot combustiongasesbreak the wire.
To satisfy the abort requirement, the burnwire must indicate "broken" within 0.7 sec-
ondafter engine start signal.

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's normal experience with the RL10A-3-3A engine was that
ignition occurred at approximately 0.2 secondafter engine start signal and that the burn-
wire hasbroken approximately 0.2 to 0.3 secondafter ignition.

In the B-2 facility, a duplication of the Pratt & WhitneyAircraft burnwire system
was usedas an abort for the first several tests, but the system hadtwo major draw-
backs. First, no simple, reliable means could be found to restring a burnwire after
each test without entering the test chamber. Entering the test chamberbetweeneach
engine test was impractical for operation of the B-2 facility. Second,the burnwires in
the B-2 facility were erratic in indicating broken and were usually late compared to
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft experience. "Late burnwires" aborted several of the initial
tests in the B-2 facility.

The erratic operation of the burnwires was suspectedto be dueto the cold temper-
atures and ice buildup present in the test chamber oncethe facility exhaustduct was
openedto the water spray chamber. Test 3awas onetest that was aborted due to late
burnwire breaking. Figure V-3 showsthe time history of the engine chamber pres-
sures during the start transient of test 3a. As indicated in the figure, ignition onboth
C-1 and C-2 engines occurred at approximately engine start signal plus 0.2 second,
whenthe engine chamber pressure increased from the 1.38- to 2.1-N/cm 2 (2.0- to
3.0-psia) unlighted level to the 7.6- to 9.6-N/cm 2 (11- to 14-psia} lighted level. Igni-
tion was maintained in both enginesuntil the abort at 0.7 second. Based on Pratt &
WhitneyAircraft experience, the burnwires shouldbreak at 0.4 to 0.5 second; but in-
stead, the burnwires did not break until 0.94 second.

Becauseof this erratic behavior of "breaking" andthe inability to replace burn-
wires betweentests, the burnwire abort was eliminated for later tests. The rationale
for eliminating the abort was the following. The burnwire is a check for engine ignition.
A backup ignition check is the low-low chamber pressure abort (againbasedon Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft experience}. To satisfy the low-low chamber pressure abort, the en-
gine chamber pressure must be greater than 5.5 N/cm 2 (8.0 psia} at engine start plus
0.38 to 0.40 second. For the remaining tests after the burnwire abort was eliminated,
only the low-low chamber pressure abort wasused to check for ignition. To also pro-
tect against possible "flameouts" after initial ignition, the low-low chamber pressure
was sampledcontinuously from start signal plus 0.38 secondto 1.0 second.

Slow Engine Acceleration

Based on Pratt & Whitney Aircraft RL10A-3-3A engine test data, the engine pre-
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conditioning temperatures shownfor test 3c in table V-I were selectedfor the B-2 test
program. The selected fuel and oxidizer prestart durations were 10 seconds. These
seemedto be safe conditions.

Test 3c was aborted at engine start signal plus 2.7 secondsbecauseof C-1 engine
low chamber pressure and low venturi pressure. The C-1 engine was slow to accel-
erate. The C-2 engine did accelerate properly and was at rated chamber pressure at
the time of the abort.

The time history of enginechamber pressure during the start transient is shownin
figure V-4 for the C-1 engine and in figure V-5 for the C-2 engine.

Shownin figures V-4 and V-5 for reference are data for the Pratt & Whitney Air-
craft acceptancetests of the C-1 and C-2 enginesand the band of data from the Pratt &
WhitneyAircraft "cold engine" tests. For the cold-engine tests, Pratt & Whitney pre-
conditioned the RL10A-3-3A enginethrust chambers to approximately 83K (150° R) and
successfully started the engine.

As seen in figure V-4, the C-1 engine took longer to accelerate than cold engines

at FRDC even though the thrust chamber temperatures in test 3c were warmer.

The engine fuel turbine inlet temperature is the temperature of the gas leaving the

regeneratively cooled thrust chamber tubes and is an indicator of thrust chamber tem-

peratures at engine start signal. Figures V-6 and V-7 are time histories of the fuel

turbine inlet temperatures during the start transient for the C-1 and C-2 engines. As

shown in figures V-6 and V-7, the fuel turbine inlet temperatures for test 3c were about

28 K (50 ° R) warmer than the cold-engine tests at engine start signal.

For facility safety and to get more representative dual-engine start characteristics,

it was desirous to shorten the C-1 engine acceleration time to fall within the band of

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft test experience. To accomplish this, the following tempera-

ture conditioning procedures were used: The engine thrust chamber was preconditioned

warmer to provide more thermal energy for engine boot-strapping at engine start. To

keep the thrust chamber warmer, the fuel pump housing was not preconditioned as cold

(the thrust chamber cools as the fuel pump is being cooled). Also to provide more pres-

sure ratio across the fuel turbine during boot-strapping, the oxidizer pump was not pre-

conditioned as cold. The engine chamber pressure (the backpressure on the turbine)

during the start transient is primarily caused by the amount of oxidizer flow into the

thrust chamber. By having a warmer oxidizer pump housing, the initial oxidizer flow

into the thrust chamber is less. The revised pump housing temperatures selected were

still compatible with a 10-second prestart duration based on Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

test data.

These changes in engine preconditioning were made for test 3d for both C-1 and C-2

engines. The precise preconditioning temperatures are presented in table V-I. Table

V-II also presents the engine parameters that were varied to correct the slow accelera-

tion and stall. Values shown are target conditions and not the actual test values.
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The chamber pressure and turbine inlet temperature histories for test 3dare shown
in figures V-4 to V-7. As canbe seen, bothC-1 and C-2 enginesdid accelerate faster
than for test 3c. The C-1 engine still appearedto be slightly slow; so, for the next
test, the fuel pump housingand the thrust chamber temperatures were increased further.

The next meaningful enginetest was test 4b. The new preconditioning temperatures
used for this test are listed in tables V-I and V-II. Test 4bwasaborted due to a very
severe fuel pump flow reversal (stall) on the C-2 engineduring the start transient. The
chamber pressure and fuel turbine inlet temperature histories are shownin figures V-4
to V-7.

Fuel Pump Flow Reversal (Stall)

Because of the severe fuel pump flow reversal (stall) encountered on test 4b, the

engine preconditioning temperatures and operating procedures were again evaluated.

In an attempt to correct the fuel pump stall by allowing more fuel flow through the

pump during the start transient, the fuel pump housing and the fuel turbine inlet temper-

atures were reduced. The fuel prestart duration was also lengthened from 10 to 20 sec-

onds to better cool down the fuel pump before engine start. To further increase the fuel

flow through the engine and also help engine acceleration, the fuel pump inlet pressure

(fuel tank pressure) was increased by about 1.4 N/cm 2 (2.0 psi).

These new test conditions were attempted on test 4e. Test 4e was completely suc-

cessful. There was no evidence of the fuel pump stall and the slowengine acceleration

noted on the previous tests.

Figures V-4 to V-7 show the chamber pressure and turbine inlet temperature his-

tories for test 4e. Also to show the performance of both the fuel and oxidizer pumps

during the start transient, figures V-8 and V-9 are presented. Figure V-8 shows the

C-2 engine fuel pump first-stage pressure rise as a function of pump speed for tests 4b

and 4e. The first-stage performance for test 4e is normal. The obvious stall of the

first stage during test 4b is also quite evident. It should be noted that oxidizer pump

speed is used in the fuel pump performance map. The fuel and oxidizer pumps are

geared together, and it is more convenient to use the oxidizer pump speed since it is the

speed that is measured. The fuel pump speed is 2.5 times the oxidizer pump speed.

Another good indicator of fuel pump stall is the spike in fuel pump inlet tempera-

ture as a result of the flow reversal. See section IV for discussion of fuel pump inlet

temperature spikes.

Figure V-9 is a plot of the C-2 engine oxidizer pump performance for tests 4b

and 4e. The oxidizer pump performance was normal on both tests.

After establishing the test conditions for a satisfactory engine start on test 4e, these

conditions were used for all subsequent long-duration engine firings. Further problems
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with slow engine acceleration or fuel pump stall were not encountered.
In conjunction with the long-duration tests, four 10-second-duration enginefirings

were conductedto investigate separately the effects on fuel pump stall of (1) fuel pump
housingtemperature, (2) fuel turbine inlet temperature, (3) fuel pump inlet pressure,
and (4) fuel prestart duration. The systematic variations in these parameters are best
shownin table V-II for tests 5b, 6b, 7b, and 7c. From these tests, it was found that
the strongest influence on fuel pump stall (as might be suspected)was fuel pump housing
temperature. However, with all the changesmade, the C-1 engine was still slower in
accelerating than the C-2 engine.

Steady-State Performance

Steady-state performance of the C-1 and C-2 engines agreed well with the Pratt &

Whitney Aircraft acceptance test data for these engines.

The RL10 engine requires approximately 120 seconds of engine operation before the

engine is at thermal equilibrium. For this reason, steady-state engine performance

is only compared for the long-duration firings: test 4e, 100 seconds; test 5a, 205 sec-

onds; test 6a, 205 seconds; test 7a, 100 seconds; and test 7d, 440 seconds.

Table V-III is a comparison of C-1 engine steady-state performance. C-2 engine

performance is compared in table V-IV.

Engine thrust and propellant flow rates were not measured in the B-2 test program.

The values of vacuum thrust, vacuum specific impulse, and mixture ratio listed in

tables V-HI and V-IV were calculated by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Pratt &Whitney Air-

craft used their RL10A-3-3A C* Iteration Computer Program. This computer program

is similar to the one used by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft to evaluate RL10 engine flight

data. The C* Iteration Program uses the engine parameters measured during a test

(or flight) as program inputs, and the engine parameters measured during acceptance

tests are used to generate program constants.

As can be seen from tables V-III and V-IV, the steady-state engine performance dur-

ing the D-2 interim program tests were essentially within the 3-sigma deviations for the

RL10A-3-3A engine. Variations slightly greater than the 3-sigma deviations can be ex-

plained by variations in inlet conditions and by instrumentation accuracy. One param-

cter of special interest is the chamber pressure oscillation. The chamber pressure

oscillations during the B-2 imo_,ram were essentially the same as, or less than, that

measured during the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft acceptance tests. This fact indicates that

no propulsion system instabilities resulted from closing the loop by bleeding fuel from

the engines for Centaur fuel tank pressurization.
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CONCLUSIONS

The B-2 facility provided a unique environment for testing rocket engines. The cold

temperatures and vacuum pressures iml_osed new problems - both test procedure and

engine oriented. The cold B-2 environment and the low propellant inlet pressures did

cause slower acceleration of the RL10A-3-3A engine than experienced in similar tests

conducted by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft in open-air test stands. The C-1 engine was

always slower to accelerate than the C-2 engine in all tests. This indicates that the C-1

engine could possibly be characteristically a "slow" engine, as evidenced bv its slower

acceleration even after changes were made to improve acceleration and eliminate fuel

pump stall.

The low propellant inlet pressures (primarily the fuel pressure) makes the

RL10A-3-3A engine more susceptible to fuel pump flow reversal (stall) during the engine

start transient. If the RL10A-3-3A engine was ever to be incorporated into a space ve-

hicle, it is felt with confidence that the fuel pump stall problem could be corrected by

altering the closing time of the fuel pump interstage cooldown valve during the start

transient.

It was demonstrated that the RL10A-3-3A engine can start and operate with low inlet

pressures and low-net-positive-suction-pressure propellants supplied from a flight-type

tank and propell_nt feed system.

The B-2 program also demonstrated that no propulsion system instabilities result

from providing gaseous hydrogen bleed from the engine to pressurize the Centaur fuel

tank.
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Test Date Engine Type of Oxidizer

firing test abort pump

duration, inlet

see _ressure,

N cm 2

3c 3 4 70 2.7 Low chamber 25.6

pressure on

C-I engine

3d 3 31 70 I0 Program 25.6

duration

4b 4 8 70 1.9 Low NPSP 254

on C-2 entwine

4c 4 8 70 3.0 Low venturi 25 5

pressure on

C-I engine

4d 5 12 70 1.7 False low-low 25.4

chamber pres-

sure on C-2

engine

4e 5 13 70 100 Program 25 4

duration

10

205

4f 5 14 70

5a 5 19 70

5b 5 20 70'

6a 5 26 70

6b 5 27 70

7a 6 23 70

l0

205

10 _'

99.8 Oxygen dam

cavity pressur_

7b 6 24 70 2.8 Low chamber

pressure on

C-2 engine

7r 6 24 70 4.0 Oxygen danl

cavitv pressare

7d 6 30 70 400 Progl'_tnl

duration

aoff scale - low.

bNoI awdlable.

esatisfaetorv pump performance.

dslight flow reversal (stall).

eSevere flow reversal (stall).

25 4

256

24 2

25 7

26 2

25 4

26 2

25.5

25. ,I

TABLE V-I. - SUMMARY OF RL10-3-3A ENGINE TEST CONDITIONS AND

(a) S1

Fuel

pump

inlet Fue[ pump

housing
Jressure,

N 'cm 2 temperature,

K

At engine prestart signal

Oxidizer pump Fuel turbine Thrust chamber Expansion

housing inlet skin nozzle skin

temperature, temperature, temperat' "e, temperature,

K K K K

C-I C-2 C-I C-2 C-I C-2 C-I C-2 C-I C-2

13.7 52.8 55,6 1172 114.4 105.5 100.5 165.5 161.7 233.9 2316

18.3 131.7 130.0 153.3 142.8 161.71158.3 197.8 194.4 242.2 241.6

17.7 142.8 139.4 145.0 141_.3 2183 210.5 214.4 198.3 222.2 220.5

17.7 125.5 124,4 145.0 140.0 170.5 162.8 171.6 158.9 229.4 22'L8

19.4 92.8 91.7 1494 138.9 131.1 126.7 194.4 182.2 241.6 241.1

19.3 87.8 95.5 1500 156.7 1239 135.5 166.7i160.5 233.9 234.4

19.3 839 93.3 123 3 131.1 126.1 126.7 170.0 170.5 243.3 247.2

19.4 91.1 91.1 154.4 52.8 123.9 122.2 166.1 149.4 222.2 2222

19.4 80.0 85.0 150.5 145.0 128.3 125.5 1678 155.5 2444 241.1

19.4 q9.4 87.8 152.2 149.4 133.9 125.0 197.2 186.6 241.1 241.6

17.8 88.9 89.4 1494 151.1 1311 125.5 175.5 162.8 242.8 241.1

19.4 79.4 98.3 1494 147.8 126.7 1289 185.0 182.2 235.5 238.3

17.9 1500 145.0 148.3 1439 219.4 2128 215.5 206.1 229.4 222.2

18.1 94.4 822 143.3 1383 206.1 196.6 199.4 2144 2405 237.8

193 65.0 66.7 1450 143.3 122.8 1205 183.9 182.8 237.8 239.4

i
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START TRANSIENT PERFORMANCE FOR ALL MEANINGFUL HOT FIRINGS

units

At engine start signal

Fuel pump

housing

temperature,

K

C-I C-2

(a) 29.4

Oxidizer pump Fuel turbine Thrust Expansion

housing inlet chamber skin nozzle skin

temperature, temperature, temperature, temperature,

K K K K

C-I C-2 C-I C-2 C-I C-2 C-1 C-2

95.0 94.4 1105 107.8 165.5 161.1 232.2 230.0

Oxidizer Fuel Time to Fuel pump Oxidizer pump

presturt prestart accelerate per for manee performance

duration, duration, to 90 percent during during

see see of rated st;_ rt st_t l't

thrust, transient transient

s[_e

C-I C-2 C-I C-2 C-I C-2

10 10 (b) 2.48 (e) (d) (e} (c)

(a) 39.4 96.7 95.0 163.3 160.5 197.2193.3 241.6 241.1 10 10 278 2.32 (d) (c) (c) (c)

(a) 42.8 96.1 96.1 217.2 209.4 213.3 197.2 222.2 220.0 10 10 (b) (b) (bl (e) (e) (c)

(a) 37.2 96.1 95.0 171.6 163.9 171.1 157.8 229.4 226.6 10 10 (b) 2.42 (e) (e) (e) (c}

(a) (a) 96.1 95.0 131.1 125.5 193.9 180.5 240.5 238.9 10 20 (b) (b) (b) (e) (e) (c}

(a) (a)

(a) (_,)

(a) (a)

(a) (a}

(a) (al

(a) (a)

(a} (a)

(a) (a 1

97.2 i 97.2 125.0 133.9 166.1 159.4 233.9 233.9 10 20 2.64 2.06 e) (c) (c) (c)

t

95.0 94.4 126.7 128.3 170.0 170.0 245.5 248.3 10 20 2.36 2.12 (e) (c) (e) (c)

96.7 96.7 125.5 121.7 165.5 148.3 221.1 221.6 10 20 2.57 1.98 (d) (e) (e) (c)

97.2 95.5 131.% 128.9 167.8 155.0 243.9 240.5 10 10 2.32 2 17 (d) (e) (e) (c)

97.2 96.7 134.4 125.0 195.5 185.5 240_0 240.0 10 20 2.20 1.92 (d) (c) (e) (c)

96.1 95.5 131.7 126.7 175.0 162.2 242.8 241.1 10 20 2.61 2 36 (c) (d) (c) (c)

96.7 95.5 125.0 128.3 184.4 181.1 234.4 236.6 10 20 2.35 2.01 (c) (d) (c) (c}

96.7 95.5 218.3 212.2 214.4 204.4 228 9 221.6 10 10 {b) (b} (e) (e) (c) (c)

(a) (a)

(a) (a)

96.7 95.5 206.6 196.6 198.3 213.9 240.0 236.6 10 10

96.1 95.5 125.0 120.5 182.8 181.1 236.6 237.8 10 20

2.28 2.01 (e) (e) (e) (e)

2.68 2.08 (d) (d) (e) (c)
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Test Date Engine Type of

firing test abort

duration,

see

3c 3 4 70 2.7 Low chamber

pressure (511

C-1 engine

3d 331 70 tO Pr_ram

duruti, m

4b 4 8 70 1 9 LowNPSP

on C-2 en<ine

4e 4 8 70 3.9 Low venturi

pressure ,,n

C-I engine

4d 512 70 1.7 FMse low-low

ch_l nlbe r pres-

sure (in C-2

engine

4e 5 13 70 100 Pro_dram

durati_m

4f 5 14 70 l0

5a 5 19 70 205

5b 5 20 70 10

6a 5 26 70 205

615 5 27 70

7a 6 23 70

i
l0

99.8 Oxygen dam

cavity pr(,ssur

7b 6 24 70 2.8 LI)w chamber

l)l'Ossure oil

C=2 engine

7c 6 24 70 4.0 Oxygendam

cavity pr t, :4.,_u F

7d 6 30 70 400 Prl_ra)ll

duraIiot/

aoff scale - h)w.

bNot availabh,.

csatisfactiu-v ptlllll) perforlslttnce.

dslight flow r(,versal (stall}.

('Severe fh)w reversal (stall)

Oxidizer

Inlnlt}

inlet

}r(,ssur p.

psia

37.1

37.l

36.8

37 0

36.9

36.8

36.9

37.2

35.1

37 3

38 0

36 8

38. C

37, t

:l 6.

TABLE V-I. - Concluded. SUMMARY OF RL10-3-3A ENGINE TEST CONDITIONS

(hi U.S.

Fuel At Pu_ine prestart signal

I}unlp
Fuel pump

inlet

housing
pressut'e .

psia I temperature,

C-I I C-2

25.6 95 tO0

26.6 237 234

25.7 257 251

25.7 228 224

28.2 167 165

28.0 158 172

28.0 151 168

28.2 164 164

28.t 144 ! 153

28.2 143 158

258 1{30 l(il

28.1 143 t77

25.9 270 261

26.2 170 148

280 117 120

Oxidizer pump

housilu.'

t e llSt)er;t t tlr L' ,

oR

C-I C-2

211 20(;

27f_ 257

261 267

261 : 252

269 250

270 282

222 23(5

278 275

271 26[

274 269

269 2T2

269 2(_6

267 25!)

258 2t9 37t 354 359

261 L :.)718 j_ 221 21_ 331

Fuel turbine Thrusl chanlber

inlet skin

Ii,ull}l>rtl[ure, le usper:ttur e ,

'N _N
I

C-I C-2 C-1 I C-2

190 18l : 298] 291

291 285 356 350

393 379 386 I 357

307 293 309 ] 286

236 228 350 328

i

223 244 300 i 289

I

227 228 306 I 307

223 220 299 I 269

231 226 302 I 280

241 225 355 I 336

236 226 316 I 293

22_ 232 333 I 328

395 383 388 371

386

329

Exl)anshln

uozzb * skin

tellll_{' ru tUFt! , ]

oa

C-I I C-2

421 / 417

436 435

400 397

413 410

435 434

421 422

438 445

4O0 400

4,10 434

434 435 I

437 434

424 429

41 :t 400

4:El 428

428 431
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AND START TRANSIENT PERFORMANCE FOR ALL MEANINGFUL HOT FIRINGS

customary units

Fuel pump

housing

temperature,

C-I C-2

(a) 53

At engine start signal Oxidizer Fuel Time to Fuel pump Oxidizer ptnn

prestart prestart accelerate performance perfor nla nee

Oxidizer pump Fuel turbine Thrust Expansion duration durati_m t,_ 90 percent during dm'ing
housing inlet cbaml)er skill ilozzlo skill

see see of rated starl start
lelnp(,rature, tenlperature, tenll)erature, temperature, e

thrust, transient transient

see

C-I C-2 C-I C-2 C-I C-2 C-I C-2 C-I C-2 C-I C-2 C-I C-2

171 lq0 199 194 298 290 418 414 10 10 (b) 2.48 (e) (d) (c) (c)

(a) 7l

(a) 77

(a) 67

174 171 294 289 355 348 435 434 10 10

173 173 391 377 384 355 400 396 10 10

lq3 171 309 295 308 284 413 408 10 10

2.78 2.32 (dl (c) (c} (c)

(I)) (b) (b) (e) (c) (c)

(b) 2.42 (e) (c) (c} (c)

(a) (a) 173 171 236 226 349 325 433 430 10 20 (b) (I)) (b) ((,) (e) (e)

(a) (a)

(a) (a)

(a) (u)

(a) (a)

(:1) (a}

(;i) (a)

(:I) (a)

(a) (a)

175 175 225 241 299 287 421 421 10

171 170 228 231 306 306 442 447 10

174 174 226 219 298 267 398 399 10

175 172 237 232 302 279 439 433 10

175 174 242 225 352 334 432 432 10

173 172 237 228 315 292 437 434 10

174 172 225 231 332 326 422 426 10

174 172 393 382 386 368 412 399 10

20 2.(;4 2.0|; (c) (el (c) (c)

20 2.36 2.12 (e) (e) (c) (¢')

20 2.57 1,98 (d) (c) ((') (c')

10 2.32 2.17 (di (e) (c') (c)

20 2.20 l. 92 (d) (c'l ((') (c)

20 2,6I 2.36 (c) (d) (c) (c)

20 2.36 2.01 (c) (d) ((') (c)

I0 (b) (b) (_!) (c) {c) ((')

(a) (u)

(a) (a)

174 172 372 354 357 385 432 426 10

173 172 225 217 329 326 426 428 10

I0 2.28 2.01 (,') (c') (_') ((,)

20 2.68 2.08 (d) (d) ((') (c)
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TABLE V-II. - ENGINE PARAMETERS VARIED TO CORRECT SLOW ACCELERATION AND FUEL PUMP FLOW

REVERSAL {STALL) PROBLEMS - TARGET VALUES

Te st

3e

3d

4b

4e

5b

6b

7b

7c

Fuel

pump

housing

temperature

K oR

55 100

135 240

145 260

90 160

90 160

90 160

145 260

90 160

Oxidizer

pump

housingv

temperature

K

115 210

150 270

Fuel

t ur bi ne

inlet

h_ql_ per:.l ttit e

K °R

105 190

160 290

215 390

130 230

130 230

130 230

215 390

215 390

Fuel

pump

inlet

pressure

N cm 2 psia

18 26

18 26

18 26

19 28

19 28

18 26

18 26

18 26

Fuel

prestart

duration,

see

10

10

I0

20

I0

2O

10

10

Remarks

C-1 engine }lad slow acceleration.

Faster acceleration but C-1 fuel pump

had shght stall and recovered.

Severe stall on C-2 engine.

Satisfacl(Irv acceleration and no fuel

pump stall.

Slight slatl on C-I fuel pump, but pump

recovered.

S]i{lhtsla]l on C-2 fuel pump but pump

tee overed.

Sew,re stall on C-1 and C-2 fuel pumps.

Satisfact(_ry acceleration and no fuel

pump stall.

TABLE V-III. - COMPARISON OF C-1 ENGINE STEADY-STATE PERFORMANCE

Engine parameter

i Vacuum thrust. N (Lbf)

Vacuum specific in)pulse,

N (see)(kg)(lbf (sec)(lbm!)

Mixture ratio (oxygen [uel'l

2
Chamber pressure. N cm

(psia)

Pralt &

'.Vhil hey

:,,(,ceptanee

67 449

(15 164)

4343.9

(442.4)

5.13

271

(393}

Chamber pressure oseilktlion.

percent

Oxidizer pump speed, rpm

Fuel turbine inlet

temperature, K (°R)

_+1,3

12 120

215

(388)

3-Sigma Test

deviation

(a) 4a 5a 6a

,689 b68 143 b66 2'_5 t36'/ 721

(±155) (15 320) (14 900i (15 225)

±31.4 b4341.9 b4344.9 b4342.9

(*3.2) (442,2) (442,5) (442.3)

±0.07 b5.05 b4.93 1)5,01

±4.1 274 267 273

(+6. O) (398) (387} (396)

..... ±0.8 ,+0.8 :0.9

,321 12 331 12 302 12 301

_18 214 211 212

(±33) (386) (381) (382)

aFrom Pratt & Whitney data,

7a 7d

b68 099 b67 721

(15 310) (15 225)

b4341 9 b4341.9

(442.2) (442.2)

I)5.02 b5.04

274 273

(398) (396)

±O.ti ,0.5

b12 552 ht2 602

212 214

(382) (386)

bData provided by Pratt & Whitney from RL10A-3-3A C* Iteration Computer Program.
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TABLE V-IV. - COMPARISON OF C-2 ENGINE STEADY-STATE PERFORMANCE

Engine parameter

Vacuum thrust, N (lbf)

Vacuum specific impulse.

N (sec)(kg)(lbf (sec)(lbm))

Pratt &

Whitney

acceptance

67 294

(15 129)

4340.0

(442.0)

3-Sigma

deviation

(a)

±689

(+155)

±31.4

(+3.2)

Test

4e 5a 6a 7a 7d

68 521

b(15 405)

4340.0

5(442.0)

68 099

b(15 310)

4345.9

b(442.6)

68 544

5(15 410)

4342.9

b(442.3)

68 810

5(15 4701

4343.9

b(442.2)

Mixture ratio (oxidizer fuel)

Chamber pressure, N cm 2

(psia)

Chamber pressure oscillation

percent

Oxidizer pump speed, rpm

Fuel turbine inlet

temperature, K (OR)
i

4.98

272

(394)

±0.9

+0.07

±4.1

(±6. O)

b5.00

b277

(402)

+0.9

b4.83

275

(400)

±1.0

b4.91

b276

(401)

+0.9

b4.96

5277

(402)

+0.9

12 258

208

(374)

+321

±18

(+33)

12 231

2O4

(368)

12 347

198

(356)

12 538

199

(359)

12 308

203

(366)

68 610

b(15 425)

4343.9

5(442.2)

b4.93

b276

(401)

±0.8

12 317

199

(399)

aFrom Pratt & Whitney data.

bData provided by Pratt & Whitney from RL10-A-3-3A C* Iteration Computer Program.
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Figure V-lo - Two RL10A-3-3A engines on Centaur in B-2 during system

checkouts.
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APPENDIX A

FACILITY DESCRIPTION, OPERATION, AND VEHICLE

Vl BRATION ENVIRONMENT

by Jack C. Humphrey; Steven V. Szabo, Jr.; and Glen M. Hotz

SUMMARY

This test program was the first to be run in the Spacecraft Propulsion Research

Facility (B-2). The facility was found to be suitable for research and development test-

ing of this type. Operation principles and important features of the facility are dis-

cussed in this appendix.

Several modifications and additions were required to the facility to support the

Centaur test program. These modifications and additions included the Centaur vehicle

support and thrust structure, vehicle and engine purge systems, and propellant tank fill

and vent systems. All modifications and additional systems performed satisfactorily

throughout the test program.

The test vehicle motion and the vehicle vibration environment were of concern in the

early part of the test program. However, accelerometers and vehicle motion sensing

devices showed that no problems existed. Vehicle lateral motion relative to the support

structure was negligible. Accelerometer data and power spectral density analyses

showed the predominant energy levels to be low and at frequencies near 500 hertz.

FACILITY DESCRIPTION

The Spacecraft Propulsion Research Facility (B-2) at the NASA Lewis Research

Center's Plum Brook Station in Sandusky, Ohio, was used to conduct the B-2 Centaur

pressurized propellant feed system test program. An overall cutaway view of the B-2

facility is shown in figure I-2, with the major facility equipment indicated. The B-2

facility was designed for research, development, and validation tests of a wide variety

of upper-stage vehicles and their associated spacecraft and propulsion systems. Space

environmental conditions that can be simulated are vacuum, cryogenic temperatures,
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and thermal radiation. The facility can support rocket engine firings of up to 445000
newtons(100000 lbf) using hydrogenand oxygenand 222000 newtons(50000 lbf) using
Aerozine 50and nitrogen tetroxide. Engine firing duration dependsonengine size but
will approach 6 minutes for the 445000-newton(100 000-1bf)engine.

The following paragraphs give brief descriptions of the major facility systems and
capabilities.

Test Chamber

A cross section through the test chamber of B-2 is shown in figure A-1. The test

chamber is a stainless-steel cylinder 11.6 meters (38.0 ft) in inside diameter by 13.4

meters (44.0 ft) in height with a hemispherical dome of 5.8-meter (19.0-ft) radius.

Test article entry is through a hinged 8.3-meter (27.0-ft) diameter cover which is

opened by means of 4.45×105-newton (50-ton) jack screws powered by a 22.4-kilowatt

(30-hp) motor. All supporting structure is on the exterior surface of the test chamber,

leaving a smooth inner surface of stainless steel on which are mounted the liquid nitro-

gen coldwalls, thermal simulators, and platform supports. Two 2.0-meter (6.5-ft) in-

side diameter openings are provided, one each near the top and bottom of the test cham-

ber.

Engine Exhaust Duct

The test vehicle is mounted vertically in the test chamber as shown in figure A-I,

and the rocket engine (or engines) fires down into a water-cooled stainless-steel exhaust

duct and into the spray chamber, where the hot exhaust gases are cooled. The exhaust

duct is 3.3 meters (11 ft) in diameter and approximately 12.2 meters (40 ft) in length.

A valve at the bottom of the exhaust duct isolates the test chamber from the spray cham-

ber when the test chamber is evacuated (fig. I-2). This valve is opened just prior to

engine firing. It can open to the full exhaust duct area in 0.1 second and to its full-open

position in 0.4 second. Closing time is 5 seconds. For this test program, however,

the valve was operated more slowly.

Test Chamber Coldwall

The heat sink of space is simulated by a liquid nitrogen coldwall maintained at

77.7 K (140.0 ° R). The coldwall is fabricated from copper tube-in-strip panels and
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surrounds the inside wall and top dome of the test chamber. The cooldownand warmup
times for the coldwall are 4 hours and 24hours, respectively.

Thermal Simulation

Twelve columns of quartz infrared lamps spaced along a 1.83-radian (105 °) arc

provide 1400 W/m 2 (130 W/ft 2) of radiant energy on an object 3.3 meters (11.0 ft) in

radius and 9.2 meters (30.0 ft) high. The intensity of each column is individually vari-

able from the B-2 control building through the use of silicon control rectifiers. (Ther-

mal simulation was not used during the Centaur pressurization system program.)

Spray Chamber

The spray chamber, as shown in figure I-2, is 20.4 meters (67 ft) in inside diam-

eter by 36.3 meters (119 ft) in height. It is constructed of concrete and provides a

series of water sprays to cool the rocket engine exhaust. A sump at the bottom of the

chamber holds 8.0×103 cubic meters (1.75×106 gad of cooling water. Two spray sys-

tems provide cooling of the rocket exhaust. The main set of spray bars is mounted near

the top of the spray chamber and provides a vertical water spray throughout the cham-

ber. Cooling water is pumped through this set of spray bars at a rate of 17.0 m3/sec

(224 000 gal/min). A second set of spray bars is designed to spray water directly on

the external surface of the engine exhaust duct at a rate of 2.65 m3/sec (42 000 gal/min).

The water for this system is gravity fed irom the steam elector system intercondensers.

A refrigeration system coots the spray water to 278 K (500 ° R) prior to engine firing for

increased steam ejector efficiency.

Purge and Inert Gas Systems

Gaseous nitrogen is used to purge the liquid oxygen system, the top of the test

chamber, the bottom chamber ring, the diffusion pump elbows, and the area below the

spray chamber ceiling. Gaseous helium is available for filling the test vehicle helium

storage bottles. The facility has the capability of a continuous gaseous nitrogen purge of

the test chamber during the rocket engine firing.
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Test Chamber Vacuum System

The vacuum system equipment for evacuation of the test chamber consists of the

following:

(1) Ten 0.96-meter (35-in.) oil diffusion pumps rated at 2972 m3/min (105 000

ft3/min} each

(2) One 795-m3/min {28 100-ft3/min) blower {first stage of blower system)

(3) Two 53-m3/min {1875-ft3/min) each blowers {second stage of blower system)

(4) Four 21-m3/min (728-ft3/min) each mechanical vacuum pumps {third stage of

blower system)

The design goal for the test chamber is an ultimate vacuum of 6.66×10 °6 N/cm 2 under

clean, dry, empty conditions. The lowest vacuum attained during the B-2 Centaur test

program was 9×10 -3 torr. However, the Centaur conditions did not require use of the

diffusion pumps. The air gas load of the total vacuum system is 2530 N/(cm)(sec) at a

pressure of 1.33×10 -2 N/cm 2.

Altitude Exhaust System

The altitude exhaust system consists of a steam plant, accumulators, auxiliary and

main steam ejectors, and reduced-pressure vent steam ejector. The steam plant and

accumulators provide the steam. During the vehicle cold-soak period, prior to engine

firing, the auxiliary steam ejector system maintains a spray chamber pressure of ap-

proximately 0.17 N/cm 2 (0.25 psia), limited by the spray chamber water vapor pres-

sure. During the engine prestart (chilldown) period, the reduced pressure vent provides

a low-pressure exhaust (less than 2.1 N/cm 2 (3.0 psia)) for engine prestart hydrogen

propellant flow.

During engine firing periods, vacuum conditions are maintained by two three-stage

steam ejector exhaust systems that can be operated singly or in parallel (see fig. 1-21.

Two interstage condensers are provided in each of the two parallel exhaust systems.

The 3.18 m3/sec (42 000 gal/min) of water are recirculated through the steam ejector

intercondensers and are returned to the spray chamber by the engine exhaust diffuser

cooling sprays. The condensers and ejectors occupy an area approximately 32.0 meters

(105 ft) by 76.2 meters (250 ft).

Abort Propellant Dump System

Two dump tanks are located in the spray chamber sump to receive liquid oxygen and

hydrogen in the event of the need to quickly dump the Centaur tanks. The tanks are
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cylindrical in shapeandare mountedvertically in the spray chamber with their top

domes approximately 3.0 meters (10 ft) below the water surface. Each tank has vent,

liquid fill, and withdrawal lines. Pressure control and relief valves control the tank

pressures. Gaseous nitrogen is used for purging and pressurizing the liquid oxygen

tank, and gaseous helium for purging and pressurizing the liquid hydrogen tank. From

the dump tanks the liquid oxygen and hydrogen may be vented to the atmosphere or re-

turned to the storage tanks. The liquid hydrogen tank is vacuum jacketed and has a

working pressure of 28 N/cm 2 (40 psi) and a capacity of 88.5 cubic meters (19 500 gal).

The liquid oxygen tank has a capacity of 23.7 cubic meters (6050 gab and a working

pressure of 100 N/cm 2 (145 psi) above ambient.

Liquid Oxygen

The liquid oxygen storage area is located 45.7 meters (150 ft) northeast of the test

building. The liquid oxygen storage system is self-pressurizing. One 54.5-cubic-

meter (12 000-gal) capacity fixed storage tank rated at 172 N/em 2 (250 psi) above am-

bient is provided.

Liquid Hydrogen

The liquid hydrogen storage system is self-pressurizing. Storage is in one

130-cubic-meter (34 400-gal) capacity railcar rated at 68.9 N/cm 2 (100 psi) above am-

bient.

Nitrogen Gas

The storage area is located 30.5 meters (100 ft) east of the test building. Six

trailers rated at 19.8×102 scm (70 000 sef) and 1653 N/em 2 (2400 psi) above ambient

are provided.

Helium Gas

Two trailers rated at 19.8x102 scm (70 000 scf) and 1653 N/cm 2 (2400 psi) above

ambient and one trailer rated at 28.3×102 scm (100 000 scf) and 3443 N/cm 2 (5000 psi)

above ambient are located 15.2 meters (50 ft) east of the test building.
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Liquid Nitrogen

One 127-cubic-meter (28 000-gal) capacity fixed storage tank is located 457.2

meters (1500 ft) southwest of the test building and outside the excluded area. The liquid

nitrogen is pressure fed to a tank located at the test stand, where it is then gravity fed

to the liquid nitrogen coldwall.

Control Center

Control of the B-2 test facilityduring rocket test firingis from the B-2 control

building, which is located 685.8 meters (2550 ft)west of the testbuilding. The facility

control room and the XDS-910 computer are located in this building.

Safety System

Standard gas analyzer and fire detectors are used to detect hydrogen leaks at stra-

tegic locations throughout the facility. Upon the detection of any hydrogen or fire, the

location is immediately displayed on the safety and annunciator panel in the control

room.

Data Acquisition and Signal Transmission System

The B-2 facility data acquisition system provides capability for recording 400 chan-

nels of data. Instrumentation distribution and checkout junction boxes containing ther-

mocouple ovens, some signal conditioning equipment, and cable terminations are located

at the mezzanine, ramp, and diffusion pump floor levels in the B-2 test area. Cables

link the B-2 test area and the B-2 data transmission room located in the equipment build-

ing. From the program board in the B-2 data transmission room, the instrumentation

signals are sent to a similar patch board in the B-2 control building by means of land-

lines. A 400-channel 30-kilohertz multiplexer is provided for commutating B-2 instru-

mentation signals at B-2 control building. The instrumentation signals may be patched

to various analog recording devices located in the control room. In general, only those

parameters pertaining to the status of the test run are recorded at this location. From

the B-2 control building the instrumentation signals are sent by means of landlines to the

central recording system (appendix C).
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FACILITY MODIFICATIONS AND VEHICLE SUPPORTING SYSTEMS

Centaur Vehicle Support and Stretch Structure

To mount the Centaur in the B-2 vacuum test chamber, a vehicle support structure

was designed and fabricated. The basic B-2 facility construction provided three "hard

points" in the vacuum chamber as reaction points for the vehicle support structure. As

shown in figure A-2 the support structure was mounted to these hard points through three

0. 456-meter (18-in.) stainless-steel pipes. Attached to these columns were three

0. 356-meter (14-in.) I-beams. Additional I-beams placed across these main I-beams

provided further support. The Centaur vehicle was attached to this structural platform

by the clamps shown in section A-A of figure A-3. Plastic spacers between the struc-

ture clamp and rings attached to the aft ring of the Centaur permitted radial motion of

the tank due to pressure or thermal forces and yet restrained vertical motion.

Since the thin-wall Centaur tank cannot support itself unless it is pressurized, it

was necessary to have a stretch system to support the tank when not pressurized. Three

columns, as shown in figure A-2 extending above the Centaur tank, were mounted on the

main delta support frame. A light delta frame was then supported by three springs at-

tached to these columns. The light delta frame was attached to a stretch adapter ring

by a system of cables and turnbuckles. The stretch adapter ring was attached to the

forward ring of the Centaur tank. A stretch force was placed on the Centaur by com-

pressing the springs to a calibrated position and maintaining the compression by elimi-

nating the cable slack with the turnbuckles. The support and stretch stand was made of

304 stainless steel for use at the cryogenic temperatures in the test chamber.

Work Platforms and Engine Bell Seal

In addition to the work platform incorporated in the delta I-beam frame of the main

Centaur support stand, two movable platforms were provided. One platform was located

below the aft end of the Centaur tank; and the second, or forward platform, could be lo-

cated anywhere along the Centaur cylindrical side walls.

The movable aft platform, as shown in figure A-2, was circular in shape with cut-

outs to accommodate the Centaur engines. In the lower position the platform provided

an area for working on the engines and the Centaur aft bulkhead, and in this position was

about 0.9 meter (3 ft) belowthe top surface of the 3.3-meter (ll-ft) exhaust duct of the

test chamber. For engine firings the platform was raised to a position level with the

top surface of the exhaust duct. Figure A-2 shows this platform in the raised position.

Rubberized asbestos boots were bolted to the engines and the platform, as shown in fig-

ure A-4, to prevent gas flow in this area. A small annular space between the platform
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and the exhaustduct allowed pressure equalization betweenthe vacuum test chamber and
the exhaust duct. At engine shutdown, this platform inhibited flashback of the moisture-
laden gases of the lower spray chamber. Any of the wet gases coming into the test
chamber were directed away from the Centaurby deflectors, also shownin figure A-4,
bolted to the platform and covering the annulus.

The forward work platform was supportedby sliding bearings pinnedto the three
stretch columns of the Centaur support stand. This lightweit, ht aluminum platform

could be raised or lowered and pinned at any station on the cylindrical side walls of the

Centaur tank. Its usual position was just below the Centaur forward bulkhead. Fig-

ure A-5 shows the forward work platform.

RLIO Engine Turbopump Temperature Precondition ing System

For this test program, the engine turbopumps were preconditioned to temperatures

which permitted 10- to 20-second prestart durations. To precondition the fuel pump,

cold hydrogen from the main facility liquid hydrogen supply line was introduced into the

fuel pump. The hydrogen was then vented from the fuel pump through the engine cool-

down valves and facility reduced-pressure vent system to atmosphere. The oxidizer

pump was preconditioned by cold hydrogen from the same facility supply. The cold hy-

drogen was circulated through a cooling passage external to the oxidizer pump and then

vented to atmosphere. Figure A-6 shows the schematic arrangement of the engine tur-

bopump temperature preconditioning system.

RLIO Engine Reduced-Pressure Vent System

To obtain proper flow of the liquid hydrogen through the engine pump during pre-

start, the liquid hydrogen must be vented to a low pressure. The pressure required was

3.5 N/cm 2 (5.0 psia) or less and was obtained by using a small steam ejector. A sche-

matic of this system is also shown in figure A-6.

Centaur Tank Standby Pressurization and Safety Systems

Although the Centaur tank was provided with a stretch system, safety considerations

made it necessary to maintain the tank in a standby pressurized state except when work

on the tank required it to be vented. A standby pressurization system with pressure

regulators and valves supplied this gas to the tank. The tank pressures were monitored
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at all times for any decrease in pressure. At initiation of anyalarm, a standby crew
could be called to repair the system.

Centaur Propellant Tank Fill, Vent, and Bulkhead

Differential Pressure Protection .Systems

Liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen fill lines from the B-2 storage systems were con-

nected to the Centaur tank as shown in figure A-7. Filling either tank required that pro-

pellant transfer lines be chilled gradually and that the dump tanks for both the liquid oxy-

gen and the liquid hydrogen be chilled before starting to fill the Centaur tanks. The

liquid oxygen tank was always filled first.

After the liquid hydrogen transfer line was chilled, liquid hydrogen was introduced

slowly into the tank to maintain a predetermined rate of temperature drop on the vehicle

intermediate bulkhead. During this period of vehicle hydrogen tank chilldown the pres-

sure in the intermediate bulkhead was also monitored to determine that it dropped to a

suitable vacuum due to the freezing of nitrogen. Only after obtaining preset minimum

temperatures at the inlet of the hydrogen tank and preset pressures in the intermediate

bulkhead was the flow of hydrogen allowed to increase to fill the remainder of the tank

to the desired level.

Both the liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen in the vehicle tanks could be rapidly

transferred to the facility dump tanks if any unsafe condition occurred at any time.

A system of servo-operated valves and pressure relief valves was connected to both

the liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen tanks to maintain the tank pressures at tanking

pressures during filling and below unacceptable limits during the engine firing tests.

This system is also shown in figure A-7.

Since the intermediate bulkhead could be reversed ("popped down") into the liquid

oxygen tank if a higher pressure existed in the liquid hydrogen tank than in the liquid

oxygen tank, pressure transducers sensing the pressure differential between the two

tanks were monitored continuously by the bulkhead Ap protection system. If a differ-

ential pressure less than 1.4 N/cm 2 (2.0 psi) occurred, the liquid hydrogen tank was

vented. If a differential pressure greater than 15.8 N/cm 2 (23.0 psi) occurred, the

liquid oxygen tank gas was vented.

Propellant Duct, Tank, Engine, and Other Purges and Vents

Because of the danger of combustion, all ducts, tanks, engines, pumps, and lines

were required to be purged before and after every propellant loading. In addition,
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various vents were required on pressure-controlled valves and engine purges so as to

maintain the required vacuum in the test chamber.

Pressure regulators and remote-control valves supplied facility helium for the fol-

lowing purges: (1) vehicle liquid oxygen tank, (2) vehicle liquid oxygen duct, (3) vehicle

liquid hydrogen tank, (4) vehicle liquid hydrogen duct, (5) engine gearbox, (6) engine

low-pressure vent, (7) engine atmosphere vent, (8) engine thrust control, (9) engine

structural jacket on thrust chamber, (10) engine gas bleed valve, (11) liquid hydrogen in-

jector purge, (12) liquid oxygen pump prechill system, (13) liquid oxygen pump,

(14) liquid hydrogen pump prechill system, and (15) liquid hydrogen pump purge.

Engine thrust control, seal purge, accessory pad, and valve vent lines were in-

stalled.

TEST OPERATIONS

A typical test operation in the B-2 facility involved several days due to the com-

plexity of the facility and test installation. The major tasks in a test operation were as

follows:

(1) Check out the vehicle and facility systems and cool the spray chamber water.

(2) Pump down the spray and vacuum chambers, free the liquid hydrogen coldwall,

and cold soak the vehicle and facility.

(3) Tank the vehicle, temperature condition the engines, and perform the engine

firing.

(4) Perform operations to secure the facility to a safe condition.

A bar chart showing the time periods involved in each of these tasks is given in fig-

ure A-8. These major tasks are discussed in further detail in the following paragraphs.

Vehicle and Facility Checkout and Water Cooling

These operations were typically performed on the Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday

of the week preceding the run week. All vehicle systems and facility systems were

checked against prepared checkout procedures and requirements. Leak checks were

made of all cryogenic and gas systems, instrument calibrations were made where re-

quired, and final operational checks were made. Water in the spray chamber was cir-

culated through a refrigeration system and cooled to 278 K (500 ° R) to keep the water

vapor pressure low. When these checks were completed, the vacuum chamber was

closed and ready for pumpdown to vacuum. The facility and vehicle were then placed in

a standby condition over the weekend.
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Pumpdown of Spray and Vacuum Chambers and Liquid

Nitrogen Coldwall Fill and Vehicle Cold Soak

Starting at 12:01 a.m. on Monday, final facility evacuation procedures were com-

pleted, and pumpdown of the spray and vacuum chambers started. Two small single-

stage steam ejectors (called auxiliary ejectors) were used to evacuate the spray cham-

ber to a deadhead pressure of about 0.17 N/cm 2 (0.25 psi) absolute. Mechanical blow-

ers and roughing pumps were used to pump down the vacuum chamber. Diffusion pumps

were not used for pumping the vacuum chamber, since very low vacuums were not re-

quired. A steady-state pressure inthe vacuum chamber of 30×10 -3 to 50×10 -3 tort was

reached after about 5 hours of pumping.

When steady-state pressures had been reached in the vacuum chamber, the liquid

nitrogen coldwaU was filled (fig. A-8). When the coldwall had been filled, the vehicle

and facility were allowed to cold soak to attain steady-state vehicle and facility temper-

atures. The vehicle propellant tanks were not insulated, and use of the liquid nitrogen

coldwall was required to minimize propellant tank heat rates. (Refer to section III for

further discussion on vehicle heat rates.)

Vehicle Tanking, Engine Temperature Conditioning, and Autosequence

Figure A-9 shows the sequence of test operations from vehicle tanking through the

end of the autosequence. Shown are sequence, event, time required for sequence, con-

trol mode, data mode, and propellant tank ullage pressure. Limitations on available

electrical power to operate the spray chamber water pumps required that the autose-

quence be performed between 9:00 p.m. and 8:00 a.m. Therefore, vehicle tanking was

initiated about 6:00 p.m. on the Tuesday of the run week. Tanking required about

3 hours to complete, after which temperature conditioning of the engine turbopumps was

started. When steady-state temperatures were reached on the engine turbupumps, the

terminal countdown was initiated and final tasks were done on all systems. These final

tasks included the following:

(1) Placing all valves controlled by the computer during the automatic sequence in

"programmed mode" (see appendix C)

(2) Securing the vacuum chamber and pumping system

(3) Topping vehicle propellant tanks

(4) Starting spray chamber water pumps and steam ejector systems

(5) Pressurizing vacuum chamber to pressure slightly above spray chamber pres-

sur e

When these were completed, and all other test requirements met, the 3.3-meter
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(ll-ft) diameter valve separating the spray and vacuum chambers was opened. When

this valve was in its opened position, the last automatic permissive to start the auto-

sequence was cleared. The test conductor then initiated autosequence start, which

turned control of the facility and vehicle to the facility XDS-910 computer. (Refer to

appendix C for further details of events during the autosequence and for details of the

control and abort system.)

A unique feature of the B-2 facility is its capability to maintain low pressures

around the entire test vehicle and engines during the engine firing. A graph of spray and

vacuum chamber pressures as a function of time from the start of the autosequence is

shown in figure A-10. As shown in the figure, when the 3.3-meter (ll-ft) diameter

valve was opened, the spray and vacuum chamber pressures equalized at about 0.19

N/cm 2 (0.27 psi) absolute. During the engine firing, the vacuum chamber pressure

decayed, reaching a steady-state value of 0.03 N/cm 2 (0.04 psi) absolute after about

100 seconds. This decay was caused by the ejector pumping action of the RL10 engines

firing into the 3.3-meter (ll-ft) diameter exhaust duct. The rise in spray chamber

pressure was caused by the increased load on the steam ejector system from the RL10

engine's exhaust. This load consisted mainly of hydrogen since the engines burn

hydrogen-rich. Other exhaust products consisting of water vapor were condensed out

by the cooling water sprays in the spray chamber.

At the end of the engine firing, the propellant tanks were vented down to standby

conditions. When the tanks were at standby pressures, the autosequence was complete

and the control of the facility returned back to manual control. With the facility and ve-

hicle returned to manual control, operations could be started for recycling to another

engine firing or to start the facility countup to secure the facility.

VEHICLE VIBRATION ENVIRONMENT

As noted, since the Centaur test program was the first in B-2, no data or exper-

ience was available on the vibration and motion environment during an engine firing.

Because of this lack of data and the Centaur vehicle hardware vibration environment

limits, 19 accelerometers and two linear motion devices were installed. The accel-

erometers were a piezoelectric type with a recording range of +10 g's and a frequency

range of 1/2 to 2000 hertz. The accelerometers were located in the following areas:

(1) Liquid oxygen propellant duct - three accelerometers

(2) Hydrogen propellant duct - six accelerometers

(3) Vehicle pressurization system mounting panel -three accelerometers

(4) RL10 engines - two per engine

(5) Vehicle forward mounting ring - three accelerometers
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The two linear motion devices were potentiometers. They were installed between
the vehicle forward mounting ring and the work platform and stretch system support
columns (see fig. II-3). All accelerometer and motion potentiometer data were re-
corded on FM tape.

Test 3dprovided the first usable data on the vehicle vibration environment. Exam-
ination of engine start and shutdowntransient vibration datashowedno large g-loads or
large-amplitude vibrations.

The steady-state accelerometer data were played through a power spectral density
analyzer. Spectrawere then plotted for intervals of 1 secondover the frequency range
of 0 to 1000hertz. The steady-state spectra for each measurementdid not vary sig-
nificantly during the enginefiring period. Data from the gimbal block and turbopump
housing accelerometers on eachengine were similar to data obtainedduring other RL10
groundengine firing tests. Typical data for test 3dare shownin figure A-11. Predom-
inant energy in all cases is near and above500hertz. The peak response on the hydro-
gen duct (fig. A-11(a)) is 1.49 g's (zero to peak)at 495 hertz; on the oxygenduct (fig.
A-11(b)) it is 1.31 g's (zero to peak)at 500hertz. Theseg-levels were well below test
levels for this hardware, andthe same is true for all other measuredaccelerations.
Based on these data, the vibration level in B-2 posedno serious problems for the
Centaur program.

The linear motion potentiometers located at the forward end of the vehicle showed
relative movementonly at engine shutdown. The movement measuredwas only +0. 318

centimeter (±0. 125 in.) and lasted for approximately 1 second.
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Figure A-2. - Centaur vehicle installation in B-2, showing vehicle support structure, work
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Figure A-8. - Time involved in major operations in Centaur B-2 Test Program.
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APPENDIX B

CONTROLAND ABORT SYSTEMS

by Eugene J. Cieslewicz

SUMMARY

The Xerox Data Systems XDS-910 digital computer at the B-2 test facility provided

control for the facility and vehicle systems. A specially designed output command sys-

tem and an abort monitor system were used in conjunction with the computer. Twenty-

two automatic test sequences were performed during the course of the program. Eleven

tests were highly successful and yielded data for evaluation of the vehicle pressurization

and propellant feed systems. The remaining 11 tests were aborted by actual limit vio-

lations. After each abort, the computer control system automatically sequenced the ve-

hicle and facility to safe, standby conditions.

CONTROLAND ABORT REQUIREMENTS

Each test conducted had slightly different control and abort requirements.

sentative sequence, which was used for the 440-second engine firing (test 7d),

here for discussion.

A repre-

is used

Control Requirements for Automatic Sequence

An illustration of the autosequence control requirements is shown in figure B-1.

This figure lists all relays to be operated by the computer throughout the test. Each relay

has its status represented in bar chart format. One state of the relay is shown as a

single line and its opposite state is shown as a bar. The relay identification shown con-

forms to the bar state only (see fig. B-I). Status changes from autosequence start take

place in the figure from left to right as time varies. The time scale shown is in sec-

onds. For convenience, some events are redundantly labeled in terms of a particular

event plus or minus seconds. It should be noted that certain sequence holds are shown
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taking place during the test. The computer program essentially commandsrelays in an
open-loopcontrol fashion until a hold period is reached. Further sequencingof the re-
lays does not take place during a hold until the computer has received an indication
through the abort monitor of an occurrence of a desired event. Consequently, the holds
shownare variable in time duration anddependenton the test configuration. The hold
eventsand their identifications are as labeled in the figure.

Abort Requirements for Automatic Sequence

An illustration of the autosequence abort requirements and how they varied with

time is shown in figure B-2. This figure lists all the data that were specifically exam-

ined by the abort monitor for the computer. Each of the channels listed has its required

armed-disarmed status, as shown in the bar chart format. The bars indicate the

period of time an abort channel was to be armed and the distal notation of "one" or

"zero" within them designates the desired response throughout that interval. Further

identification of the abort channels and the significance of the one-zero notation is shown

in table B-I.

The time-scale identification and program-hold identification are the same as those

used to explain the control requirements sequencing.

DESCRIPTION OF ABORT FUNCTIONS

All the aborts used throughout the test series are listed and described in this sec-

tion. Some were not used for later tests and consequently do not appear in the arming

and disarming sequencing shown infigure B-2. The reasons for eliminating certain

aborts and modifying others are discussed in the section PERFORMANCE RECORD OF

CONTROL AND ABORT SYSTEMS of this appendix. For the exact timing of the arming

and disarming sequence, consult figure B-2.

Engine Aborts

Burnwire abort. - This abort was used on both engines to detect combustion at the

nozzle exit planes by a specified time. Proper combustion caused the wires to burn

through, allowing spring-loaded microswitches to break contact for abort detection pur-

poses.

Premature start abort. - This abort was used on both engine start valve solenoids

to ensure that operating voltages were applied only when scheduled.
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No ignitor power abort. - This abort was used on both engine ignitor boxes to en-

sure that the ignitor operated only when scheduled.

Ignitor box pressure permissive. - This permissive was used on both engine ignitor

boxes to ensure that leaks had not developed.

Oxidizer and fuel pump inlet pressure aborts. - These aborts were used to detect

an engine inlet valve malfunction. Propellant pressures above the established abort

limits reflected information proving that the valves were in the open position.

Gearbox pressure abort. - This abort was used on both engines to detect over- and

underpressurization of the engine gearboxes.

Low-low chamber pressure abort. - This abort was used on both engines to detect

proper combustion chamber pressure during the early portion of the engine start tran-

sient. The minimum pressure level required during the armed interval could not occur

unless combustion had been maintained.

Low chamber pressure abort. - This abort was used on both engines to detect

proper combustion chamber pressure during the later portion of the engine start tran-

sient. Pressures higher than those observed by the low-low chamber pressure abort

were used.

Low venturi pressure abort. - This abort was used on both engines to monitor

proper operation of the hydrogen turbopumps as reflected by venturi pressure during

the later portion of the start transient.

High venturi - low chamber pressure abort. - This abort was used on both engines

to detect abnormal liquid oxygen turbopump operation during the start transient. The

computer program was designed to prevent a high venturi pressure buildup without a

predetermined minimum chamber pressure.

Low seal dam cavity helium supply and high oxidizer and fuel vent seal cavity pres-

sure aborts. - These aborts were used on both engines to ensure that the oxidizer and

fuel seals on the common oxygen turbopump shafts were properly purged and vented.

Pump performance and 10 000-rpm limit aborts. - These aborts were available but

were not used for the test program. They were to be used only if the test program re-

quired engine starts with off-design conditions. The aborts were designed to detect

cavitation of the hydrogen turbopump first stage by examination of its developed differ-

ential pressure and rotational speed.

A portion of these aborts was used actively for the spinup test (tests 2a, 2b, and 2c)

as a liquid oxygen pump speed limit. The test duration was progralmned but was to be

s:_ortened by the abort if the liquid oxygen pump speed exceeded a predetermined limit.

Steady-state low chamber pressure abort. - This abort was used on both engines to

ensure that the engine combustion chamber pressure was maintained above a minimum

pressure durin_ th(' period of _':.:.ady-state engine operation.

Low oxidizer auci fuel net b'_,sitive suction pressure abort. - This abort monitored
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both enginesto ensure that the propellants were at or aboveengineNPSPrequirements.
The margin was determined in real time by comparing calculated propellant saturation
pressures as they existed at the engine inlets to the corresponding measuredpropellant
tank ullage pressures. This feature was accomplishedby using a TR-20 analogcom-
puter.

Low engine valve helium pressure abort. - This abort was used to ensure that the

engine valve helium operating pressure was above the minimum required for proper

operation.

Vehicle Aborts

Propellant tank absolute pressure aborts. - These aborts were used to ensure pro-

tection of the propellant tanks should their pressures vary above or below the planned

envelopes of pressure. A typical propellant tank pressure profile is shown in figure

II-4.

Propellant tank AP abort. - This abort was used in addition to the absolute pres-

sure aborts to ensure that the pressure difference between the propellant tanks never

approached a condition conducive to reversing the intermediate bulkhead.

Propellant level abort. - These aborts were used to protect the engines by ensuring

a shutdown when propellants approached levels in the tanks too low for safe operation.

(Levels at which gas pullthrough might occur.)

Facility Aborts

Pushbutton sequence and "watchdog" emergency aborts. -These aborts were pro-

vided to supplement the automatic abort system by adding the capability of manually

dealing with contingencies not contemplated in the initial design of the abort system.

The manual pushbutton sequence abort, when used, was to initiate the normal abort se-

quence that was stored inthe test run program.

The "watchdog" emergency abort, unlike the pushbutton sequence abort, was pro-

vided to counteract a computer failure. This abort was initiated by the test conductor if

he suspected a computer malfunction. The abort was also connected to the abort moni-

tor to continuously determine if the computer clock was operating. It was designed to

override the computer by removing power from the engine control panel and to isolate

the vehicle pressurization system by closing the valve between the vehicle and the pres-

surization bottles.

Loss of 103-N/cm 2 (150-psig) steam abort. - This abort was used to ensure proper
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steam system operation in terms of minimum developedsteam pressure throughout the
autosequence.

Loss of spray chamber and intercondenser pump aborts. - These aborts were used

to ensure proper water pump operation in terms of minimum developed water pressure

throughout the autosequence.

Spray and vacuum chamber aborts. - These aborts were used to ensure vacuum and

spray chamber pressures low enough to prevent damage to the vehicle or engine systems

before, during, and after engine operations.

Electrical power failure abort. - This abort was used to detect low-voltage output of

the main power supply system throughout the test period.

3.3-meter (11-ft) valve aborts. - These aborts were used to ensure that the 3.3-

meter (11-ft) valve between the vacuum and spray chambers was maintained in an open

position throughout the test period.

Data record failure abort. - This abort was used to ensure that the data recording

system was operating properly.

Reduced-pressure-system abort. - This abort was used to ensure proper operation

of the reduced-pressure ejector system. The ejector valve positions and the ejector

exhaust pressures were monitored for proper disposal of excess hydrogen gases evolved

during the engine prestart period.

Propellant tank vent and relief valve aborts. - These aborts were used to ensure the

initiation of an abort sequence should the propellant tank vent, relief, or vent bypass

valves open for any reason during the autosequence.

Abort monitor contact closure power supply abort. - This abort was used to ensure

proper operation of the abort monitor power supply voltage used for contact closure

aborts.

Intercondenser high-water abort. - This abort was used to ensure that the intercon-

denser water level did not reach a flooding limit.

TR-20 analog computer p,'_rmissive. - This permissive was used to hold up the start

of an autosequence if power was not properly supplied to the TR-20 analog computer.

This was important since the computer was used directly to perform the pump perform-

ance, pump 10 000-r}_ timit, and NPSP abort detection functions and hydrogen tank

pressure control for so,,_etests.

Programmed valv, _ permissive. - This permissive was used to hold up the start of

an autosequence if all programmed outputs of the computer were not placed in the pro-

grammed mode in _wei,,,ration for start of an autosequence.

Whell tin abo: •

ABO'T CONDITION CONTROL SEQUENCE

_;e during an autosequence as defined in table V-I and it
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developedduring an armed interval as shownin figure B-2, an abort occurred. All fur-
ther control to the plannedsequenceof figure B-1 was discontinuedand all abort chan-
nels were disarmed. A new sequencespecifically designedto combatall knownemer-
gency situations was usedto bring the test facility and vehicle to a safe standby condi-
tion. This sequenceis shownin figure B-3. It operatedthe samecomputer output
relays used for normal control but to the dictates of the abort sequence.

 'OMPUTER CONTROL OF AUTOSEQUENCE

Concept

The erox Data Systems XDS-910 computer in conjunction with the abort monitor

: em ,hown schematically in figure B-4, formed the heart of the control and abort

system. %11 output and monitor operations that occurred during the autosequence were

c_ntrolle automatically by the computer. The plan for control of all valves, circuits,

and equipinent that must take place during the autosequence portion of all tests became

part of the co_. _,ter program. Performance and reaction of the test article and the

facility equipmen at the test site to all commands issued by the computer were reflected

back to the corn, _ter for continuous observation by the abort monitor system. Any ab-

normal perfor, .:.ice of the test article or the facility as compared to limits and stan-

dards was an immediate cause for an abort.

Computer detection of an abort limit violation caused the initiation of a special abort

sequence which stopped the test and sequentially brought the test article and facility to a

safe, standby condition.

Computer control of sequence. - The computer outputs were made directly to two

basic systems. These systems are the computer output relay system and the abort mon-

itor system (fig. B-4). The relays were used for sequence control, and the abort moni-

tor was used for abort condition detection.

Relay system: The computer output relay system was the means by which all test

control changes for the autosequence took place. The output relays were the physical

link between the test equipment and the computer. They provided the means of autose-

quence control.

Outputs of the relays were passed on to the control panels within the blockhouse.

Just prior to an autosequence, all programmed valves, circuits, and equipment manually

operated from the control panels were manually switched to a programmed mode of op-

eration. The programmed mode switches placed the computer in control and connected

the computer output relays to the terminal room of the B-2 test site. From the terminal

room the signals continued on to the test article and facility. All the outputs through
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the output relay system were openloop unless specifically set up in the control program
for a feedbackresponse. Feedbackresponses, whencalled for by theprogram, were
brought back to the computer through the abort monitor system. Application of this
technique provided a cpability to hold further sequencinguntil a definite test site re-
sponsewas achieved.

Sequencing:A sequencingplan for control of the output relay system was set up
prior to the test with datacards which becomepart of the run program. The run pro-
gram retained this sequenceinformation and switched relay states during the autose-
quencefor the desired outputs. All relays could be operated simultaneously or indi-
vidually every 20 milliseconds if sucha rate was needed. A typical run sequenceshow-
ing howthe relay outputs were sequencedwas discussed in the control requirements
section and is shownin figure B-1.

Computer control of abort monitor. - Real-time observation of critical site data by

the abort monitor was used to detect abort conditions which could occur during an auto-

sequence. Computer outputs to the abort monitor were basically for control of the mon-

itor functions as the monitor was updated with time. Updating of the abort monitor with

new requirements consisted of changes made to two of three registers within the abort

monitor which were used to interpret test site conditions. These conditions appeared on

the data word register of the abort monitor. Updatings were accomplished in a manner

similar to that used for the computer output relay system. The planned sequence be-

came part of the run program. The run program retained the abort monitor updating

sequence information and operated according to this plan during the autosequence.

The abort monitor used the standard instrumentation system, but each channel of

abort data was separated from the instrumentation system by isolation amplifiers.

These amplifiers were equipped with 10-hertz input filters to limit frequency response

and effectively eliminate the noise susceptibility of the abort system.

The incoming analog signals were compared individually to an abort limit signal.

The limit signal levels corresponded to those mentioned earlier and are defined in

table B-I. The abort monitor system layout is shown schematically in figure B-5. Ana-

log inputs proportional to the desired limits were physically input to comparatorS for

each abort channel by means of a set point panel. Potentiometers for this purpose

existed for each channel and were physically located on the panel. If the data enteri_lg

the comparator from the test site were greater in value than the established set point

limit, the comparator would output a "one" bit to a specific location in the data regis-

ter of the abort monitor. Conversely, if the measured value entering was less in value

than the set point limit, the comparator would output a "zero" bit to the same location.

All the other abort channels continuously effected their designated bit location in the

same manner. The data register continuously contained a picture of all the site data

chosen for abort monitoring function.
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The abort monitor system received computer outputs instructing the monitor on how
and whento compare abort requirements to the data register picture as it appearedeach
instant (fig. B-5). This was accomplishedby the use of two additional abort monitor
registers, namely, the control register and the mask register. Each of these registers
was located within the abort monitor. The computer loadedthe control register with the
conditions neededfor a successful run. This register, whenrequired, was updated
with time to reflect the desired conditions as they were to vary with time. Information
containedin the control register was compared to the information contained in the data
register bit for bit. The resulting comparison wasacted on only if the computer was
required to do so by specifications of the mask register. If a channelwas to be armed,
the mask register required a channelcomparison of the information containedin corre-
spondinglocations of both the data register and the control register. An exact compari-
sonhad to exist or an abort interrupt was sentback to the computer for initiation of the
abort sequence.

An abort interrupt immediately started the abort sequence,but it also isolated the
data register from input data. This feature allowed the computer to determine which
channel causedthe abort. Information on the abort channeland the time it causedthe
abort was then typed out shortly after the test vehicle andfacility hadbeensafely brought
to standbyconditions.

Typical Test Series Computer Program

A flow diagram showing the logical operations of the computer program is given in

figure B-6. The program consists of five distinct parts, namely the initial conditions

and start routine, the program hold routine, the engine venturi and chamber pressure

logic routine, the control and abort requirements update routine, and the abort se-

quence routine. The flow diagram gives only an outline of what the computer must do to

initiate, monitor, and maintain an autosequence. It also outlines the operations per-

formed by the computer if an abort should occur. The explanation to follow briefly de-

scribes the basic intent of the five listed routines:

Initial conditions and start routine. - This portion of the computer program operated

all the output relays and placed them in a state indicated in figure B-1 for the start of an

autosequence. It also controlled the abort monitor and conditioned it to observe all abort

channels armed at the beginning of an autosequence as shown in figure B-2. Communica-

tions between the computer and its operator took place during this routine to clarify any

problems which would prevent the start of an autosequence. When conditions were ac-

ceptable for a start, an alert light was illuminated on the control panel, indicating that

the test site and the computer were ready for start of an autosequence. The computer
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program then called for continuouscirculation through the last loop shownin figure
B-6(a), waiting for the test conductor to press the start button.

Whenthe test conductor pressed the start button, the computer self-check watchdog
circuit went into operation, the real-time clock was started, and the interrupt circuits
were armed. From this point in time until the end of either a normal sequenceor an
abort sequence,an entry was madeinto the other portions of the flow disgram every
20 milliseconds at the point shownin figure B-6(b). Figure B-6(e) shows an interrupt
entry also, but this entry was used only if an abort occurred.

Program hold routine. - This particular portion of the program, as shown in fig-

ure B-6(b), occurred every 20 milliseconds throughout the test. It provided a means of

using feedback information from the test site as a permissive for further sequencing.

Every 20 milliseconds an accounting of run time was made to determine if a hold should

be made in the sequence. When a hold time was reached, provision was made for re-

peatedly testing site data until the desired condition was met. Successful completion of

the first hold updated the hold test time for the next planned hold.

The flow diagram shows the two types of "one" and "zero" hold conditions. The

"one" and "zero" terminology corresponds to the conditions in table B-I. Specifically,

a "one" for the first three holds required that propellant tank pressures increase above

a minimal level before the automatic sequence would continue. A "zero" conversely,

for the last three holds required that tank pressures decrease below a maximum level

before the sequence would continue. Also shown in this portion of the flow diagram is

the data event marker, which was used for data reduction purposes.

Engine venturi and chamber pressure logic routine. - This routine was designed to

take care of an abort that required a logical determination from two pieces of data. The

determination related engine venturi and chamber pressures specifically to check that

venturi pressure did not reach 280 N/cm 2 (400 psia) before chamber pressure reached

53 N/cm 2 (80 psia). Figure B-6(c) shows that this requirement became effective at a

predetermined time just prior to engine start and was repeated every 20 milliseconds.

If the conditions shown were not satisfied, an abort occurred. Once both engines cleared

the requirement, the routine was bypassed.

Control and abort requirements update routine. - Control and abort requirements

needed updating throughout the test, as shown in figure B-6(d). This routine provided

the means for that updating. Each 20 milliseconds a check was made of time to deter-

mine if either the output relay or abort monitor systems were to be updated. If so, the

operations necessary for the change were made. After completing the update determina-

tion and the change, the time was incremented for the next routine functions and the

computer watchdog self-check was initiated. The autosequence then continued or termi-

nated depending on the result of the last test shown for this routine. A time-delay loop

was provided for computer idle until the next 20-millisecond interrupt was reached.
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Abort sequence routine. - The abort sequence routine, when used, eliminated fur-

ther action from the other four routines described by switching the 20-millisecond inter-

rupt from that shown in figure B-6(b) to that shown in figure B-6(e). It set the control

output relays to the predetermined positions shown in figure B-3. The program holds

of the abort routine were not as general as those used for the normal routine and were

specifically used as decreasing tank pressure permissives. Updating the sequence out-

put relays was resumed after the hold requirements were satisfied.

Verification Techn iques

Prior to each test of the series, control and abort system readiness checks were

performed. These checks were divided into segments to facilitate an understandable

analysis of the results. Each checkout did not constitute an end-to-end system test, but

there was enough overlap between them to effectively yield the desired end-to-end test

result.

Certain portions of the control and abort systems were previously checked out after

installation; therefore, no specific attempts were made to double check their perform-

ance. Procedures preceding each autosequence used each of the automatic computer

output functions, manually eliminating a need for further automatic testing of the same

control loop segments.

Computer program verification. - This verification test was designed to look at the

final effect of the loaded computer run program. The contents of the computer core

were read and transferred to the printer for an octal format printing. Results of the

printout were then compared to another octal format manually developed from the ori-

ginal control and abort sequencing requirements. This check verified the sequencing

plan of the output relays and the arm-disarm sequence discussed in the CONTROL AND

ABORT REQUIREMENTS section of this appendix.

Sequence events verification. - Sequence events verification was accomplished by

using the computer loaded with the run program and an events recorder. For purposes

of verification the abort channels were masked by using typewriter inputs to modify the

loaded program. The output relays were operated as commanded, but their outputs were

isolated from the control functions at the control panels by selection of the manual mode

of operation. All relay outputs were recorded in real time and then compared to the ori-

ginal control sequence requirements for the operational verification.

Abort monitor validation. - This test was made by using a computer program spe-

cifically designed to exercise the abort monitor and make sure that each individual abort

channel was operating properly. A test of each channel determined that an abort would

not or would occur for the respective go or no-go conditions input to the appropriate

data, control, and mask registers shown in figure B-5.
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Set-point panel validation. - Validation of the set point panel (fig. B-5) established

the limit at which each abort channel would trigger an abort sequence if armed. The

procedure required actual test site instrumentation inputs whenever feasible. Trans-

ducers, voltages, etc., were stimulated to the limit values as called for by the abort

requirements. Then the set point potentiometers were adjusted on the corresponding

channels for the proper output at the data register. Potentiometer readings were then

recorded for future revalidation procedures before each test of the series.

PERFORMANCERECORD OF CONTROLAND ABORT SYSTEMS

All 22 tests of the interim series were successfully initiated and automatically con-

trolled to either a normal conclusion or an aborted shutdown. See table I-II for the test

result listings. Eleven of the tests were successful and performed exactly as expected.

The remaining I1 tests were aborted for numerous reasons varying from human error

and abort limit violations to abort detection equipment malfunctions.

Control System Performance

The control sequences designed to run the seven basic types of tests performed very

well. Test 3d would have been flawless had the abort requirements timing been slightly

different. If arming of the hydrogen tank pressure below 12.4-N/cm 2 (18-psia) abort

had been delayed a second or two beyond the hold for that same condition (see fig. B-2),

the abort would not have happened. The hydrogen tank pressure was dropping so slowly

during the vent routine that once it reached 12.4 N/cm 2 (18 psia) the hold was completed

and the tank pressure abort was immediately armed. Unfortunately, there was enough

electrical noise combined with the pressure signal to break above the 12.4-N/cm 2

(18-psia) limit by millivolts to cause an unnecessary abort. All following test sequences

for control of the abort monitor included a 2-second delay between completion of the hold

condition and arming of the tank pressure upper limit.

The propellant tank venting routine used for test 4e was also in error and caused an

abort during tank venting after engine shutdown. A conditional test of the oxygen tank

pressure was made after shutdown as called for by the computer program, and a proper

decision was made. Unfortunately, the computer program transfer address resulting

from the decision was in error, and the hold built into the program for venting of the hy-

drogen tank was bypassed. Consequently, sequencing continued, the abort for hydrogen

tank pressure below 12.4 N/cm 2 (18-psia) was armed as it should have been after the

hold, and an abort condition was detected. This error did not present a serious problem

since the abort occurred after a successful 100-second engine firing and in no way inter-
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ferred with the results of the test. The computer program error was corrected, and the

program worked well for the remaining tests of the series.

Abort Monitor System Performance

Each time an abort limit was violated the abort monitor system immediately in-

formed the computer of the problem, and an abort sequence was successfully performed.

The abort monitor system, however, did inadvertently cause the abort of test 4d because

it was not capable of responding properly to a low-low chamber pressure signal higher

than the 69.0-N/cm 2 (100-psia) calibrated limit. The comparator of the monitor on the

low-low chamber pressure abort channel became unstable when signals corresponding to

normal chamber pressures of approximately 96.5 N/cm 2 (140 psia) were received.

Tests prior to 4d were not affected by the unstable output of the abort monitor com-

parator because these channels were disarmed before the instability occurred. The un-

stable comparator reaction was present as chamber pressure came up but was avoided

since the channels were disarmed. The abort monitor comparators were modified to

handle the high input signal level of the low-low chamber pressure aborts without ex-

hibiting the instability problem. This system worked well for all tests following the

modification.

Abort Detection Equipment Performance

A number of aborts (tests 3a, 3b, and 4a) were caused by characteristics of the

abort detection equipment. The burnwire systems in particular were not providing out-

puts consistent with those predicted by the engine manufacturer. In order to eliminate

certain suspected environmental effects on burnwire performance, the system was modi-

fied from a mechanical-limit switch type to an electrical continuity type. The electrical

portion of the continuity burnwire also cause an unnecessary abort. The exact reasons

for iP.consistent performance of both types of burnwires were never determined. After

test 4a, the burnwires were not used and the method of combustion detection was

changed entirely. The function of combustion detection was switched from the burnwires

to the low-low chamber pressure abort. In order to accomplish this change, the armed

duration of the low-low chamber pressure abort was extended to that used for the burn-

wire abort it was replacing. With the exception of the extended armed interval needed

for a satisfactory abort substitute (see the preceding section}, the system worked well

for the remaining tests of the series.
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Relay identificalmn Relay sequence

Fuel prestart valves C-t and C-2 open

Oxidizer preslart valves C-I and C-2 open

Start vahms C-I and C-2 open-

Ignilion C-1 and C-2on

Injector purge on

Oxidizer prevalve open

Fuel prevafve open

Oxidizer tank helium burp with pressure switch ]
and solenoid valve 3 enabled

Fuel tank helium burp with analog computer switch
and solenoid valve 2 enabled

Oxidizer lank vent valve to high set point

Fuel tank vent valve to high set point

Spare relay
Fuel tank main pressurization valve 5 open

Oxidizer tank steady-slate pressurization with pressu m--
switch 2 and solenoid valve 3 enabled

i

I'I I ,

Spare relay ......

Reduced-pressure s_stern eiector steam valve open

Reduced-pressure-system ejector vent valve open
Reduced-pressure-system atmospheric vent valve oper_......

Reduced-pressure-system vacuum chamber vent valve open

Reduced-pressure system atmospheric vent purge valve open--

Thrust control valve spray chamber vent open

Spare relays ....

Aborl alarm on

Gearbox purge valve open

Oxidizer vent relief bypass valveopen

Vehicle helium pressurization shutoff vatve open

Fuel tank run pressurization with pressure switch 3
and solenoid valve 1 enabled

Oxidizer lank helium burp with pressure switch 1 ....

and solenoid valve 4 enabled

Oxidizer tank steady-stage pressurization _,ith pressure switch 2--

and solenoid valve 4 enabted

Reduced-pressure-syslem ejector vent purge valve open - _:

Spare relay ...........

!,_latchOg circuitry to disable ......

Run clock on

Permissives reaOy

Recorders to fast

Steam system tolow set point
Aulosequence start marker on

Engine prestarl marker eo_

Engine start marker on

Stea_-slate run marker on

Engine shutdown marker on

End autosequence ma@er on ......

Time, sec

_ 8 8R 8 _8_8_ 8

Time, eventk sec _ _ "5

_' .-

Figure 8-1. - Control requiremenls sequence
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Low'low chamber pressure abort ............

Low chamber and venturi pressu re abort ........ I

High oxidizer and fuel vent seal pressure abed ......

Low seal dam helium supply pressure abort ........

Pump performance _pump, 10 OOCrpm! abort .......

Steady-state low chamber pressure abort

Low gearbox pressure abort ....

[o_, tue_ arid o_t_iter tlet _ositive suct(on pressure abol"l ....

Low engine valve helium pressure _rt

Low oxidizer and fuel tarlk liquid level abort .... I

Propellant tank Oelta pressure abort -----H1

Oxidizertankpressure_.SN/cm2i21.Opsilabsoluteabort--r----_l , -

Oxidizer tank pressure 27.9 N_cm 2 140.5 psi_ _sotute abort ....

I
F

II
T-r'

Thee. everd ± sec

c

Figure B-Z, - Abort requirements sequence.
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Relay I Relay identification
I

• . Fuel prestart valves C-! and C-2open

? I OxidizerprestarlvalvesC ]andC-Zopen

4 JStart valves C-] and C-2open

4 l_gnit(on C-1 and C ?on

5 I Injector purge on

o I Oxidizer prevalve open

7 I Fuel prevalve open-

8 IOxidizer tank helium burp with pressure switch ]
and solenoid valve 3 enabled

Q FFuel tank helium burp with analog computer switch
and solenoid valve 2 enabled

]0 I Oxidizer tank vent valve to high set point

11 I Fuel tank vent valve to high set point

[2 ISpare relay

13 IFuel tank main pressurization valve 5open

]4 I Oxidizer tank steady-state pressurization with pressure switch 2
and solenoid valve 3 enabled

15 I Spare relay

t6 I Reduced-pressure-system ejector steam valve open

17 I Reduced-pressure-syslem ejector vent valve open

]8 l Reduced-pressure-system atmospheric vent valveopen

19 lReduced-pressure-systemvacuum ventvalveopen

20 IReduced-pressure-systematmosphericventpurge valveopen

2] IThrustcontrolvalvespraychamber ventopen

22to281Spare relays

29 IAbortalarmon

30 IGearboxpurge valveopen

31 IO×idizer vent relief bypassvalve open

32 IVehicte helium pressurization shutoff valveopen

33 tFuel tank run pressurization with pressure c,,,_rh ___

and solenoid valve 7 enabled

34 IOxidizer tank helium burp with pressure switch 1

and solenoid valve 4 enabled

35 IOxidizer tank stready-state pressurization with pressure switch 2

and solenoid valve 4 enabled

36 r Reduced-pressure-systenl ejector vent purge valve open

37 ISpare relay

38 [Watchdog circuitry to disable

39 [Run clock on

40 I Permissives read_

4]. IRecorders to fast

4.2 I Steam system to low set point

4?, IAutosequence start marker on

44 IEngine prestart marker on

45 I Engine start marker on --

46 I Steady-state run marker on

47 IEngine shutdown marker on

48 lEnd autosequence marker on

Relay sequence

E

Z

FigureB-3. Abori sequence control requiremerds.
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B-2 test site

Control I

B-2 control building

Xerox Data Systems

XDS 9]0 computer and
peripheral equipment

Figure B-Zl. - B-2 control and abort system layout.

XDS-910 digital computer main frame

IOa'ocoo ra*orI

Computer interface register "C"

j {,'merand_oco_erl

F_ Data register FJ I Contro' reg'ster J

I 1 1
I I Data-control-mask comparator

I I Abort interrupt- data freeze
I I

I j [

I Mask register I

I

Figure B-5. -Abort monitor system layout.
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START

1

I Set initial conditions J
for abort monitor

and output relays

1
Initialize storage counters J

J Type error messag_,_

i,,0o,,_

Ready

J Turn_i_iiils l

No

Output list J

No

J_:_:=uen_estarttim_I

1
Start real-time clock

[
Arm interrupts J

(a) Initial conditions and start routine.

Figure B-6. - Computer program flow diagram.
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20-msec interrupt J Stop real-time clock

//._ -I and display

j ,._dH_,_,?.,___ Yes J Test hold _

.I Setup_e_tk--_ _
-i ,nc.udeO_o,dtime_ t J _

"1"

1 Start real-time

I clock and disp ay

Stop real-time--- clock and display

Is real-time
Test hold channel

equal to decreasing for "0"
hold time?

No "0"

Set up next

decreasing hold time

Is time Yes
to data marker

time?

Store time

I Send watchdog command

"O"

Start real-time

| clock and display I

(bl Program hold routine.

Figure B-6. - Continued.
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No real time > RL-]O

main engine start
minus O.] second'

Yes

Is flag ] set?

No

Is C-1 Is C-]

venturi pressure chamber pressure

276 Nlcm 2 (400 psi)? > 55 N/cm2 180 psil?

Set flag I

Is flag 2 set?

IsC-2

venturi pressure _ chart b/er_ressure

(c) Engine chamber pressure and venturi pressure abort logic routine.

Figure B-O. - Continued.
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No

Yes

I Change abort compare words I

I Increment real time I

1
I Sendwatcndogcommand I

No

Store sequence end time; ,,_output data marker times

Yes

I Change output relays I

L.

(d) Control and abort requirements update routine.

Figure B-6. - Continued.
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Abort interrupt

1
I Disarm interrupt; Istop time display

I StorotimeI
l

I Set and reset output relays I

1

I Change sequence interrupt;transfer address

1
Arm sequence interrupt; I

reset sequence time I
1

I Identify and outputabort cause(s) I

Abort address I
L

20-msec interrupt

I Set and reset output relays I

1

I-_tSequence aii_e_itl_i Ogram endl

No

=! Time = Time + 1
I

(e) Abort sequence routine.

Figure B-5. - Concluded.
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APPENDIX C

INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA SYSTEMS

by Frank L. Manning

SUMMARY

The instrumentation and data systems used to support the testing in the Plum Brook

B-2 facility performed as designed. Only the propellant tank ullage temperatures and

the liquid level point sensors in the liquid oxygen tank showed any significant errors or

problems. Reliability of the instrumentation and data systems in terms of active data

channels was better than 98 percent.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Data Recording System

A schematic of the data recording system used to support the B-2 test program is

shown in figure C-1. Each transducer signal originating inside the test chamber was

carried on an individual cable to an interconnect box inside the chamber. The instru-

ment transducer signals were then brought through the chamber wall by means of feed-

through penetration ports. The strain-gage transducers and platinum temperature sen-

sor cables were taken in groups of six and terminated in the interconnect box to a six-

cable bundle which then went to a feedthrough penetration port. Thermocouple signals

were terminated in a single 48-pair cable at the interconnect box. From there they were

taken to a feedthrough penetration port. From the feedthrough penetration ports, all in-

strumentation cables were routed into a series of cabinets located on the diffuser pump

floor level near the vacuum chamber. Signal conditioning of the point and continuous

liquid level sensors, thermocouples, and accelerometers was done in these cabinets.

The signals were then sent to the instrument room at the B-2 facility, where the re-

mainder of the signal conditioning was performed. This signal conditioning included

the signals from the pressure transducers, the platinum resistance temperature sen-

sors, and the potentiometers. The frequency-to-direct-current signal converters were
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also located at this point. Undergroundcables then transmitted the signals to the in-
strument room in the B-2 control building. At this point the signals entered a patch-
board for the real-time recorders and a relay panel. The relay paneldirected the sig-
nals to either the XDS-910computer located in the B-2 control building or the central
recording system (CRS)located in the H Control and Data Building for recording the

signals on magnetic tape. (Although the XDS-910 computer was part of the control and

abort system, as described in appendix B, it was also used for data recording during

times when the control and abort system was not active.)

Data recording. - The primary experimental data for each series of tests were re-

corded in digital form on magnetic tape using the central recording system in the

H Control and Data Building. Two basic sampling rates of 2000 data points per second

and 6250 data points per second were used. The basic data word block consisted of

250 data channels. This meant that each parameter was sampled eight times per second

at the 2000-data-points-per-second rate and 25 times per second at the 6250-data-

points-per-second rate.

The 6250-points-per-second sampling rate was used only during the autosequence

portion of each test. When digital data recording was required during other test opera-

tions, the 2000-points-per-second rate was used. The XDS-910 system located in the

B-2 Control Building was used to take digital data only during test operations which did

not require high-speed data sampling, such as the vacuum chamber pulldown and cryo-

wall filling procedures. The basic sampling rate during these periods was one data

point per minute. Again the basic word block length used was 250 words.

In addition to the data recorded on the digital recording systems, a number of criti-

cal parameters were recorded on real-time strip-chart recorders for continuous abort

monitoring purposes during test operations. These strip-chart recordings were also

used to obtain preliminary results immediately after each test. Parameters chosen to

be recorded on the strip charts included propellant tank pressures, propellant tank tem-

peratures, helium pressure and temperature, critical engine performance parameters,

propellant duct temperatures and pressures, and critical vibration transducer output

signals. The real-time strip-chart recorders were also available to record data during

test operations not requiring digital data recording coverage.

Data reduction. - Selected data were recorded in real time on strip charts to allow

a preliminary evaluation of each test. The magnetic tapes containing the primary data

from each test were copied and edited at H Control and Data Building immediately after

each test. A copy of each tape containing primary data was made to ensure that the test

data would not be lost if the original data tape should be destroyed.

Data processing consisted of reading the tapes into a digital computer, which pro-

duced a new tape containing the data in a generalized input format compatible with the

data reduction system. This new tape was then read into the data reduction computer
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program, which converted the recorded millivoltsignals intothe appropriate tempera-

tures, pressures, rotational speeds, valve voltages, and propellant liquidlevels. Each

data report-time interval included five readings of each measurement. The averaging

of these five readings within each report-time interval reduced the effects of random

noise signals.

The finaldata display format was a nine-column tabular array consisting of the date

and time and eight columns of data. The majority of the primary data was printed at the

rate of one data point per second.

In addition to the standard data display, other digital data display formats consisted

of (1) a program which plotted between 9ne and four measurements against time and

(2) a special data reduction program which calibrated, reduced, and printed out at

25 data points per second the data obtained during the engine start and shutdown tran-

sients.

In st r umentat ion

The majority of parameters measured during the B-2 testing consisted of pressures

(absolute, gage, and differential), temperatures, liquid levels, and vibration or accel-

eration levels. A brief description of each type of transducer used to measure these

parameters is given in this section. Included in each description are typical transducer

errors, methods of calibration, and methods of measurement: The results of a com-

parison of the theoretical and actual system errors associated with the pressure and

temperature measurements are presented in table C-I.

Pressure. - The majority of pressure measurements were taken by using evacuated

and hermetically sealed, bonded, strain-gage pressure transducers. The pressure

transducers located inside the vacuum chamber were absolute pressure transducers with

a buildin reference so that the output of each transducer at vacuum was zero millivolt.

The sense lines on the majority of these transducers were open to the vacuum chamber.

Each transducer was compensated for temperature shifts between 77.7 and 327.7 K

(140 ° and 590 ° R). Each pressure transducer was also calibrated at three different

temperatures, 297.2, 200, and 77.7K (535 ° , 360 ° , and 140°R), in order that an accu-

rate calibration resistance for use in the bridge circuitry could be obtained at each tem-

perature. This made it possible to standardize the full-scale output of each transducer

at 20 millivolts and reduce the sensitivity shift.

For the tank ullage pressure transducers whose sense lines were not exposed to

vacuum, a special setup and calibration procedure was used. This procedure consisted

of locating two reference transducers outside the vacuum chamber. These reference

transducers were carefully set up, using a vacuum pump to obtain an accurate zero ref-
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erence point, and then spanned for full-scale output. The reference transducers were

then connected into the propellant tank pressure sensing lines. Finally, the output of

each measurement transducer was matched to that of the reference transducer. A sepa-

rate reference transducer was used for each of the Centaur propellant tanks.

Calculations were made in order to ensure that each measurement had the proper

frequency response desired. These calculations consisted of using the following fre-

quency response equation:

f = AI_ 1

n 4L [(1 + _vll/2
4v/ _

where

fn natural frequency

A local velocity of sound

L line length

V transducer volume

v line volume

The calculations showed that the measurement transducers all met the frequency

response characteristics requested. Table C-II summarizes the results of these calcu-

lations. Typical total error for the pressure transducers combined with recording sys-

tem errors and random errors amounted to +0.5 percent of maximum full scale.

Temperature. - Temperatures were measured with two different types of instru-

ments, thermocouples and platinum resistance thermometers.

Thermocouples: The thermocouples used were made of either high-grade Chromel-

constantan or iron-constantan wires. The iron-constantan thermocouples were used to

measure the temperature of the engine exhaust duct walls. All other thermocouple mea-

surements were made by using the Chromel-constantan thermocouples. These were

either welded in place or cemented and tied down. All Chromel-constantan thermo-

couples were referenced to 339 K (610 ° R) by using standard reference ovens. Typical

thermocouple errors for the Chromel-constantan thermocouple were ±2.2 K (+4.0 ° R)

at 273.3 K (492 °R) and +5K (+9 °R) at 78.0K (140 °R). These represent the best and

worst cases, respectively.

Platinum resistance thermometers (PRT): All PRT sensing elements were manu-

factured commercially. Some were supplied with the RLI0 engines or were specially

purchased equipment. Others were constructed and calibrated by NASA. Each PRT
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probe and its signal conditioning unit was individually calibrated for a particular tem-
perature sensing range. The signal conditioning unit containeda special bridge circuit
similar to that associatedwith pressure transducers. This individual calibration proce-
dure meant that eachprobe and its associated signal conditioner were considered to be a
single instrument. The outputfrom each probe was reduced in the computer program
by using curves relating the percentage of full-scale output to the temperature for the
particular temperature range of interest. Typical PRT probe errors were _:0.04K
(+0.07° R) for the narrow-range probes and +1.1 K (+2.0 ° R) for the wide-range probes.

(See table C-I for ranges.)

Liquid level sensors. - Two types of liquid level measurements were used. These

consisted of hot-wire element point sensors and continuous level sensors in both the

propellant tanks.

Point sensors: The point sensors used during the B-2 test program were a hot-

wire element type. The associated signal conditioning units were calibrated to sense

either liquid nitrogen, liquid oxygen, or liquid hydrogen. The control circuitry was set

up to sense changes in the power levels dissipated at the sensor's resistance wire ele-

ment. Signal switching occurred whenever the amount of power dissipated at the wire

element fell below some previously calibrated value (as experienced when going from

liquid to gas). At this point the output signal would change from 1 volt to 5 volts dc, in-

dicating that no more liquid was present at that particular location (or from 5 to 1 V dc,

indicating liquid was present). The point sensors used were capable of withstanding

pressures to 345 N/cm 2 (500 psia) and had a temperature range of 20 to 395 K (36 ° to

711 ° R). This type of sensor was able to sense the liquid level location to within +0. 190

centimeter (+0. 075 in. 7.

Continuous level sensors: Continuous liquid level sensors placed as shown in fig-

ure C-2(a) were used. As shown in figures C-2(b) and C-2(c), these were basically

variable capacitors consisting of coaxial electrode tubes using the cryogenic liquid or

gas as a dielectric medium. The probe in each tank was calibrated during propellant

tanking operations by using the point sensors as reference points. The volume of the

tank at each point sensor was known and therefore the mass of liquid in the tank at a

particular level could be calculated (with a knowledge of the propellant density). Since

the probe capacitance was proportional to the mass of liquid in the tank, a calibration

curve for each probe was obtained. With the capacitance probe system, it was possible

to calculate the mass of liquid present with an error of 20.5 percent. A more detailed

description of the capacitance liquid level sensor is given in reference 8.

Vibration: The shock and vibration measurements were obtained with piezoelectric

accelerometers having a recording range of 1/2 to 2000 hertz at +10 g's. One charge

amplifier unit was associated with each accelerometer. Each accelerometer was tested

to ensure that it would perform satisfactorily at or near liquid nitrogen temperatures
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and at the vibration levels expected. Typical reading errors associated with the vibra-

tion data were +2 percent at 2000 hertz.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The instrumentation and data systems supporting the B-2 tests performed within the

system specifications. Only the data from the propellant tank ullage temperature sensor

and the liquid oxygen liquid level point sensors showed unexpectedly large system er-

rors. Figure C-3 shows a typical propellant tank ullage temperature probe installation.

Figure C-4 gives the various locations of the probes installed in the propellant tanks.

These temperature probes were installed to obtain a temperature profile of the ullage

gas in each propellant tank. To do this, each sensor was required to have a reasonably

fast response to temperature change. Temperature data obtained, however, showed that

the sensors had time delays of up to 100 seconds. This meant that a time-against-

ullage-temperature plot would not be accurate. Two explanations for this phenomenon

are possible. The first is that the platinum resistance thermometer has an inherent

time delay in sensing a change from liquid phase to vapor phase of 2.0 to 10.0 seconds,

as noted in reference 9. This does not explain, however, the much larger time delays

experienced during the B-2 testing. The more likely explanation is that the particular

design and installation caused liquid to be trapped in the vicinity of the sensing element.

If liquid was trapped in the area of the element, the sensor would not respond to ullage

gas temperature changes until all of the liquid had evaporated.

The problem associated with the liquid oxygen tank point level sensors was similar

to that of the propellant ullage temperature probes. However, the explanation of the

problem encountered is quite different. During propellant outflow it was noted that the

liquid oxygen tank point sensors did not respond as expected to liquid-to-gas changes.

This was confirmed by comparing the capacitance liquid level probe data to that from the

point sensors. It was significant that this discrepancy occurred only when the liquid

oxygen was pressurized with gaseous helium, as during outflow. Investigations showed

that helium gas at 21 N/cm 2 (30 psia) and at liquid oxygen temperatures conducted heat

at the same rate as liquid oxygen. The control circuitry was set up to sense changes in

the power levels dissipated at the sensor's hot-wire element, as the sensor went from

liquid to gas. This change was never sensed as the sensor went from liquid oxygen to

gaseous helium. No problems occurred in the hydrogen tank because of the large differ-

ence in conductivity between liquid hydrogen and the gaseous hydrogen used to pres-

surize during engine firing.

One of the major considerations in any test program is the reliability of the instru-

mentation and data systems involved. Table C-HI is a summary of the number of in-
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struments used on each test and the number of instrumentation failures experienced.

The instrumentation reliability for the entire test program was calculated to be 98.64

percent.

Only during tests 5a and 5b did an error in the data recording system occur. This

was due to a faulty circuit card in the digital data multiplexer unit. The result of this

failure was that the first 100 data channels in the data block had an error signal of

-40 millivolts superimposed on each channel. This meant that each of these channels

had a zero shift of -2 percent full scale in the data. These data were later corrected

for this error.

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions concerning the instrumentation and data systems used in

the Centaur pressurized propellant feed system test can be reached:

1. The platinum resistance thermometers as mounted in the Centaur propellant

tanks proved unsatisfactory for measuring transient ullage temperature changes. Satis-

factory measurements of steady-state ullage temperatures were obtained, however.

2. The hot-wire-element point level sensors in the Centaur oxygen tank did not pro-

vide reliable wet-to-dry indications during outflow. The gaseous helium used to pres-

surize during outflow dissipated power from the sensing element at a rate equal to that of

the liquid oxygen. This did not cause the usual power change in the sensing element to

cause a wet-to-dry indication.

3. The data and instrumentation systems used in support of the B-2 test program

show high reliability and accuracy throughout the program.
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TABLE C-I. - CALCULATED SYSTEM ERRORS COMPARED TO ACTUAL SYSTEM

ERRORS OBTAINED FOR PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE /vIEASUREMENTS

Parameter

Pressure Absolute

Calculated system error,

includin_ +3 sigma band

• 0.79 percent full scale

of transducer

Actual system error

band (sealter) obtained

_:0.5 percent full

scale of transducer

Differential ±0.88 percent full scale +0.4 pereenI full

of transducer scale of transducer

Temperature Thermocouple ±1.9 K (±3.5 °R) at ice ±1.16 K (2.1 °R)at

temperature tee temperature

Platinum

resistance

ther m _)mete F

+0.044 K (+0.08 ° R) for

narrow-range a probes ;

±2.67 K (±4.8 °R) for

wide-range b probes

±0.039 K (+0.07 ° R)

for narrow-range

probes; +2.44 K

(±4.4 ° R) for wide-

range probes

aTemperature range of as much as 11.1 K (20 ° R).

bTemperature range of as much as 389 K (700 ° R).
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Mea-

sure -

ment

401P

404P

501])

502P

503])

504])

505P

500])

507])

512])

514])

515])

539])

540P

542])

544P

559P

600])

601])

602P

603])

604P

605])

606])

607P

608P

009])

610])

011P

612])

613])

614P

615P

616])

617P

618])

TABLE C-If. - CALCULATED NATURAL FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS ASSOCIATED WITH B-2 TESTS

Description Transducer range

N cm 2 psi

Vacuum chamber delta pressure _14 ±20

Spray chamber delta pressure _1,4 ±2.0

Liquid hydrogen tank ullage 0 to 35 0 to 50 tabs)

pressure

Liquid hydrogen tank ull,_ge 0 to 35 0 to 50 C_Ibs)

pressure

Liquid oxygen tank ullage 0 tn 35 0 to 50 Cabs}

pressure

Liquid oxygen tank ullage 0 to 35 0 to 50 tabs)

pressure

Helium bottle pressure 0 to 345

Helium b:_ttle pressure 0 to 3450

Panel outlet pressure 0 to 210

Standpipe inlet pressure 0 to 210

Hydrogen _anel inlet pressure D to 345

Hydrogen venturi inlet pressure 0 to 69

Liquid hydrogen tank inlet 0 to 69

pressure

Panel helium pressure

Liquid hydrogen venturi delta

pressure

Intermediate bulkhead delta

pressure

}telium venturi delta pressure

C-2 fuel pump delta pressure

C-1 fuel pump delta pressure

C-2 fuel pump inlet pressure

C-I fuel pump inter pressure

C-2 fuel d;un cavity pressure

C-t fuel dam cavity pressure

C-2 gearbox internal pressure

C-I genii-box intermd pressure

C-2 fuel iniection pressure

C-1 fuel in)ectic, n pressure

C-2 SV-10 a body pressure

C-l SV-10 a body pressure

C-2 hydrogen venturi pressure

C-1 hydrogen venturi pressure

C-2 liquid oxygen pump inlet

pressure

C-l hquid oxygen pump inlet

pressure

C-2 liquid oxvgen injection

pressure

C-l liquid oxygen injection

pressure

C-2 liquid c*xygen seal helium

cavity

atnlerstage cooldown valve on fuel punlp.

0 to 500 (gage)

0 to 5000 (gage) 1375

Natt_al N_a- i
fro- sure-

quency, meat

}Iz

860 619P

860

90 620])

90 621])

250 622P

230 623])

950 624])

625P

0 to 300 tabs) 1100

0 to 300 tabs) 250
642])

0 to 500 fobs) 500

0 to 100 tabs) 210 648])

0 to 100 tabs) 130

649])

0 to 3450 0 to 5000 tabs) 660

0 to 14 I 0 to 20 (diff) 150 650P

0 to 17 0 to 25 (diff 60 651P

652])

0 to 17 0 to 25 (diff) 395

0 to 690 ' 0 to 1000 (difD 250 656])

0 to 690 0 to 1000 (diff) 250 657P

0 to 35 0 to 50 0ff)s) 175 660])

0 to 35 0 to 50 tabs) 175

0 to 17 0 to 25 (abst 570 661] )

0 to 17 0 to 25 tabs) 570

0 to 60 0 to tO0 {abs) 430 700])

0 to 69 0 In 100 (al)sl 430 702])

0 to 690 0 to 1000 (absJ 300
704P

0 to 690 0 to ]00O (abs) 300

0 to 69 0 to I00 tabs} 75 706])

0 to 69 0 to I00 tabs) 75

0 to 690 0 to I000 tabs) 460 720])

0 to 690 0 to 1000 tabs) 460 722P

0 to 35 0 to 50 (abs) 100

726P

0 to 35 0 tO 50 {abs) 100

724])

0 to 500 0 to 750 tabs) 500

728P

0 in 500 0 to 750 (abs) 500

0 to 35 0 to 50 tabs) 460

Description

C-I liquid oxygen seal helium

ca vity

C-2 liquid oxygen dam cavity

pressure

C-I liquid oxygen dam cavity

pressure

C-2 igniter tap chamber

pressure

C-I igniter tap chamber

pressure

C-2 injector f;ice chamber 0 h) 345 0 to 500 tabs)

pressure

C-] injector face chamber 0 to 345 0 Iv 500 tabs)

pressure

Engine valve helium supply 0 to 689 0 to 1000 (abs)

pressure

C-2 fuel pump discharge 0 it, 1380 0 to 2000 (ahs)

pressure

C-I fuel pump discharge 0 to 1380 0 to 2000 (absJ

pressure

C-2 liquid ox'¢gen pump 0 to 690 0 to 1000 {at)s)

discharge pressure

C-I liquid OxYgen pump 0 to 690 O to Ion0 (abs)

discharge pressure

Hydrogen chiltdown vent 0 to 10 0 to 15 Cabs}

pressure

C-2 control valve vent pressure 0 to 10 0 to 15 (abs)

C-I control valve veal pressure 0 to l0 0 to 15 tabs)

C-2 low-low chamber pressure 0 to 69 0 to I00 tabs}

abort

C-t low-low chan_l)er pressure

abort

Liquid hydrogen sump pressm'e

Liquid hydr¢_en prcvalve

downstream pressure

C-I liquid hydrogen duct

out|el pressure

C-2 liquid hydrogen duel

outlet pressure

Liquid oxygen sump presstwe

C-l liquid oxygen prevalve

downstrealu pressure

C-2 liquid oxygen prevalve

d_)wnst r e;uu pressure

C-I liquid t)xyger_ duct

outlet pressure

C-2 liquid oxygen ducl

outlet pressure

Oxygen pressure switch

, (pressure sy stenl)

{ Hydrogen l)ressure switch

(pressure svstenll

0 to 69 0 to lO0 tabs)

0 t9 35 0 tt, 50 (absl

0 Io 69 0 to 100 tabs)

0 to 69 0 to 100 (absl

0 to 69 0 to tOO (abs)

0 tl, 69 0 to 100 (:fl_sl

0 to 1311 0 to 200 tabs)

0 to 138 0 tt_ 200 tabs)

0 to 138 0 to 200 tabs)

O to 138 0 to 200 {ahn)

Trallsdueer range Natural ]

Ire- I

N cm 2 psi I quency,t

Hz I

J i

0 to 35 0 to 50 (al)s) 460 [

0 to 18 0 to 25 tabs) 275 1

0 to 18 0 to 25 (nbsl 275 [

0 to 345 0 Io 500 tabs) 280 ]

0 to 345 0 in 500 Cabs) 280,

460 l

460 I

0t0 I

280 I

280 1

_oo {

700 I

240 I

275 1

275 l

300 I

300 I

50 1

70 I

55 1

88 ]

]00 1

mO I

ioo l

leo I

185 I

160
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Diffusion pump level cabinets:
] - Liquid level signal conditioners (point sensors)
2 -Liquid level signal conditioners (continuous)
3 - Thermocoupleovens ] and 2
4 to 1 - Interconnects for strain-gage pressure

transducers, Rosemount platinum temperature
transducers, potentiometers, and frequency-
to-tic converters

8 - Accelerometer signal conditioners

Instrument room cabinets=

A - Strain-gage signal conditioners (80 channels)
B - Rosemount signal conditioners (72 channels)
C - Frequency-to-tic converters (24 channels)
D - Potentiometer signal conditioners (24 channels)

Test vehicle

Test chamber

Diffusion pump level cabinets

-t,1+1'1+1 

Feeclthroughport

Water pump level
x_\\\\\\\\\\_\\\\\\\\ "_

1Digital I

voltmeter I
'-- _lrdl--'_"_ Paper tape I

Instrument I _tchl "-"J Iprlnt°ut I
room cabinets t--

_Tp_, _ I°scill°sc°_l

Underground land lines to
B--control building J_-

B-2and B-_lB-_rol computer room Instrument room I

_----"_7_-_,--_ preston al.npiffle r s I |B-control I_
•Ibuildlng ru n H '_'_Z"' I"

I
SEL central recording I

SELcentral recording B-2control building
system2

_nd lines to H-building

CD-ll2_-31

Figure C-I. - Instrumentation and datasystems flow schematic for Centaur B-2 interim test program -

Plum Brook Spacecraft Proputsiorl Research Facllit_J(B-2).
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Liquid hydrogen
capacitance liquid

level sensor _

Liquid hydrogen tank

Liquid oxygen f _ --_

capacitance liquid // _

level sensor _ / Liquid

oxygen \

tank

Thrust barrel

RL-]O engines

(a) Location.
CD-I1241-31

Figure C-2. - Location and details of capacitance-type liquid

level sensors in Centaur propellant tanks for B-2 tests.
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- -- Begin sensing

0. 12 rad.

Inner

capaci-
tance

Outer

capacitance
tube

Grounded

sue tube

,--Plastic

spacer

Structural

support tube--...

1.28 m

Section A-A

35-cm

diam

CD-9812-03

_-Electrical

_connector

Support

brace_

r Thrust
y,, barrel

End sensing

r- Aft bulkhead (liquid
/ oxygen tank skin)/

/

"%. /
• /

(b) Details of liquid oxygen capacitance liquid level sensor.

Figure C-2. - Continued.

Forward
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Begin
sensing

Forward i_

r Cable
/ feed-

/ through/ conduit 1.04 m

3.44m

3.31 m

2.24m _ =

Slotted / / /I /

bracket --I S lotted // /- / /
brackets-_ / /

3.49 m

F Outer tu_e: 7.62-cm diam;
!/ 8.89xlO-Z-cm wall

/'

Tank wall _

/- Cable clamp

/
/

Fixed bracket -J

End

sensing

Inertia

tube

Electrical cable

Electrical cableJ

Outer tube

__ Inner tube

\

Plastic spacer

"-Clamp

Section A -A

(ct Details of liquid hydrogen capacitance liquid level sensor.

Figure C-2. - Concluded.

CO-Ii?42-]l
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_-Hydrogen tank internal instrumentation

// mounting ("Christmas tree")
/

/
/

= 8.9 cm (3.5 in.)

\

\
\
\
\

\
L_ Platinum resistance

thermometer sensing
element

L_1. 27-cm (0..50-in.) diameter

Teflon insulator

CD-I1243-31

Figure C-3. - Detail of propellant tank ullage temperature sensor for
Centaur tank. Centaur B-2 test program.
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_c_Ti (in forward door)
/

i

90311 J

Internal 904T

LID ratio:

0-(Reference point,

top of tank)

.4O

54 _" 909T at 76.2-cm rad.
D

910"I-at 152. 4--cm rad.

• 55

• 73

.88

1.07

I. 23

1.39

1.58

CD-11244-31

(a) Liquid hydrogen tank ullage temperature sensors.

Figure C--4. - Location of ullage temperature sensors for B-2 tests.
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1_-- I1--,_ //- . 22s \

. \
/ Internal mounting /t _ II// \

/ structure . / _///// \

/ "Chris_os tree "_ h'v_/ \

916T-- --. --1.44

917T-- _ --1.46

918T-- _ --_

919T-- _

CD-11245-31

(b) Narrow-range, high-accuracy liquid hydrogen tank ullage temperature
sensors. (Sensor locations referenced to top of tank. )

Figure C-4. - Continued.
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LID ratio

1.75

l. 83 951T

Mounting
strut

952T

953T

954T
Standpipe

2.22

2. 35 }57T

CD-11246-31

(c) Liquid oxygen tank ullage temperature sensors. (Sensor locations referenced

to top of liquid hydrogen tank. )

Figure C-4. - Concluded.
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